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IF YOU'RE NOT PART
OF
SOLUTION.
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Management
This is the 50th issue of Challenge1
JTAS. Gee, you hadn't noticed, right? So,
although Challenge has come a long way,
and we're extremely proud of that, and a lot
of the credit belongs to you people (our
faithful readers and subscribers), I'm not
going to bore you with the usual editorial
which seems to be published in every
issueof amagazinewhich isdivisible by 10
or 25.
Instead, I want to talk about the permanence of mythic archetypes. What? No, I
didn't swallow a literary dictionary. In essence, what I mean to talk about is, "Why
are most of the good ideas for adventures
actually old ideas?"
Old ideas aren't necessarily bad ones.
In fact, the best adventures I've seen are
formed on classic themes and archetypal
heroes and villains. Ravenloft, a Gothic
romance/vampirestoryforAD&D, isstill my
all-time favorite adventure.
Some exceptionally erudite types say
that human beings share a "collective unconscious"from which we all seem to draw
images and themes. This is why certain
types of people and situations seem to
recur again and again, even across cultures.
Why does the character of the sage
wizard, who is also often a savior (Merlin,
Gandolf, Yoda and Obi-Wan, Elminster),
seem so familiar?
Why arevampire legends so interesting,
magnetic, and frightening?
Why is atragic hero, one with an internal
flaw or conflict (like Tanis or Raistlin of
Dragonlance fame, or the Wolfgang Kiies
of Mike Stackpole's Shadowrun short stories) so much more compelling than
straight-up good guys like, oh, He-Man?
I don't know if there is acollective unconscious, but the presence of one or two
classic elements in an adventure seems to
provide both a strong backbone for the
adventure and a jumping-off point for new
twists on theold theme. So if you're looking
for a new idea for your next roleplaying
session, try looking into some old ones.
You may be surprised at the strength of the
scenario you come up with when you have
a few classic elements to construct a solid
framework from.
4
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I have been following Challenge since
its inception, and prior to that JTAS, as
well. I find it to be an excellent magazine.
There may be variation in the type and
scope of material that your magazine covers, but regardless of the system, it is of
exceptional quality.
I read the letters from those who call for
a return to your all-Traveller (now MegaTraveller)format, and it bothers me agreat
deal. This is for a number of reasons. First
of all, as you state in your letters columns,
there is avery limited pool of peopleto write
articles of any type, for any system. A
magazinewhichhaschosen as its audience
science-fiction gaming cannot hope to
survive off of the accessoriesfor one game
system. (All of you out there who have
been following Traveller think back for a
minute--how often did you see new stuff?
Sure you saw it, but how frequently did it
come out?) These people may not realize
just how much workand researchgoes into
the writing of a supplement, an article or a
module.
Which brings me to my second reason
for dismay. What is keeping someone from
modifyinga Twilight: 2000 article to use in
Traveller? Or a Traveller piece for Shadowrun? There is nothing saying that all
that appears between these pages must
be ready-made for your campaign. I don't
play Star Wars,but I've used parts of those
articles in my MT game; the same goesfor
almost all of the articles that appear in
Challenge. Nothing is useless.
Perhaps what is needed is a conversion
tool forthose who have never played some
of these other systems, something to give
general equivalents for weapon strengths,
armor types, skills, and task requirements.
Iknow this is no simple thing to ask, but I'm
sure that it could be done. This would
enable more readers to be able to use
more of Challenge than they now use. I
have friends who buy the magazine and
only read the sections that apply to the
game they play. What a waste.
I would imagine that a significant number of you (yes, you) have written something for the games you play. It might be a
system for generating food allergies or for
current news stories. (I know it sounds silly,
but my friend Patrick Fitzgerald once had
the audacity to turn on the TV in the room
at the TAS hotel he was staying at and ask
me what was on. He was a scout and
wanted to use the information to find out

information about the local society and its
interests. Valid question, so Ihad to come
up with something....) The result was a
table for determining such things as that.
(Never again, Pat!) The point is that no
matter what the scale of the contribution,
it is still a contribution, and one we can all
benefit from.
The only way to change the content of
this magazine istoflood them with material.
Write to Challenge and ask for their writers' guidelines. This will increase the
chance of your material being used. (Hey,
are yougo-ing to turn down a + I if you can
get it?) Not everything that gets sent to
them will get published, but it's a percentage thing. The more of you that shoot at
the target, the larger the number of you
that will hit it.
Scott Moir
Lynn, MA
Bravo, Scott! The conversion tool is an
interesting idea, but it would be very (very,
very) extensive, even if it only covered two
systems. 11
' 1be looking forward to receiving your other submissions.

AUS

IA.1889

I would like to share with you some
thoughts on Space: 1889 in general and
how it has fared in Australia in particular.
Sadly, if my conversations with fellow
garners and shop proprietors are any
guide, the game has not proved to be
popular in Australia. The slowness of sales
of Space: 1889 products in gaming shops
supports this view.
Ithink there are two main reasons why
this is so. First, incredibly, a lot of
roleplayersseem to be unable to make the
leap of imagination to a Victorian science
universe. They seem happy with a pure
fantasy setting, or a "hard sciencepsciencefiction roleplaying game, or postholocaust
world, but not avictorian world. "The ether,
that's silly, how could Mars have a
breathableatmosphere, spaceshipswould
need a life-support system...."
Second, it seems to me from my observations that a lot, if not most, sciencefiction roleplayers are power-trippers, intoxicated with the destructive possibilities
of the far future. They aren't happy unless
they are equipped with- powered battle
armor and plasma rifles, and are festooned
with all kinds of megaweapons. These
types typically spend hours poring over
weapons specifications in hardware
manuals, enthusing about relatively minor

differences in performance, and endlessly
working out what is the optimum combination of weapons to produce wholesale destruction in all situations.
For such players Space: 1889 is too
horrible to contemplate. They won't be able
to wield any weapons more sophisticated
than a bolt-action rifle, they won't be able to
annihilate hordesof hapless aliensor implement a favorite maxim of such players, "If it
moves, kill it; if it doesn't, steal it." They
would be forced t o (gasp) be subtle,
(shudder) negotiate instead of killing, (wince)
use skills other than weapons skills, and
(twitch) actually have to worry about the
consequences of their acts.
This lack of interest in Space: 1889 in
Australia is all the more disappointing because we were part of the British Empire
during the Victorian period and well into the
20th century. We have a strong colonial
heritage, both in our institutions and with
many splendid examples of Victorian architecture, and it might have been expected
this period would be of unusual interest to
Australian gamers.
For my own part, I think Space: 1889 is

the most brilliant and innovative game to be
released for many years, and is a refreshing
change from the high-tech, dark and oppressive worlds that seem to be currently
popular (Shadowrun, Cyberpunk,Twilight:
2000, etc.). Ihaven't enjoyed myself GMing
agame so much for years! It truly combines
the best of all fantasy genres, with spaceships and sabers, aliens and exotic kingdoms, exploration and politics, low-intensity
warfare and high adventure. This game
could equally well have been titled Spaceships, Steam and Sabers. It puts the
roleplaying back into roleplaying and is truly
roleplaying in a gentler, more civilized time.
I would like to congratulate you on your
accomplishment, which is truly revolutionary. All power to GDW and Space: 1889!
G. J. lmisides
New South Wales, Australia

GOOD S

ITAN

I (recently) moved from Utah to Florida. A
large package arrived sometime later with all
the 1889 articles in it (in responseto aclassified
ad Iran in Challenge). (It had) no note asking
for money or anything else for that matter.

The package had seen better days as it
had been forwarded-it had virtually obliterated the sender's address. All I can make
out is that it's from a box at an APO or FPO
in Seattle, Washington. The name is totally
wiped.
I'd like at the very least to thank this
person for helping me and copying this
information. It must have cost a bundle and
I'd really like to pay for it.
So could you print this if possible, perhaps in the letters section? And also my
addressso they could contact meso Ican at
least say thanks.
E. W Markle
PO Box 3324
St. Augustine, FL
32085-3324
Have any comments on this issue? How
about gaming in general? Letters from our
Readers provides gamers an opportunity to
air their views. The opinions presented do
not necessarily reflect those of the magazine. Challenge reserves the right to edit
letters. Write to ChallengeLetters, PO Box
1646, Bloomington, IL 6 1702-1646 USA,
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rememberthat line from an idiotic
song my mother used to sing to
me as a child, It seemed very
appropriate forthe situation I was
facing. The woods were silentno birdies, nothing but an occasionalbreezy
rustle. That damneddeer had disappeared,
apparently for good. If I didn't find it, we
would have another dinnerless dinner, and
I'd have lost aperfectly good crossbo w bolt.
I'd have never noticed the building if I
hadn't been playing Daniel Boone. I stood
still for almost 10 minutes, watching and
waiting. The building looked and sounded
empty No funny smells, eithet: So lcontinued
following the blood trail, two or maybe three
steps.
I squatted, looking for something. A broken twig, a blood spot, anything to let me
know Bambi had gone this way. What I did
find made my heart skip a beat. It wasn't a
vine-too straight, too brown. A thin wire
crossed the trail, so rusted that I almost
missed it.
Icarefully leaned overthe wire andpeeked
into the bushes on eitherside. Sure enough,
to the right that old wire was tied to an
equally rusty grenade that had been stuffed
in a tin can. My curiosity was piqued. Why
wouldanyone want to booby-trap thisplace?

SETUP
This is a Twilight: 2000 microadventure
specifically designed to fit into any referee's
campaign. A broken-down Soviet supply
truck, abandoned and forgotten long ago,
lies rotting in an out-of-the-way barn. The
only thing standing between the PCs and
the treasure inside of the truck is a handful
of booby traps and a mean snake. This
microadventure allows the PCs achance to
refill their larders and even come away with
some surplus, and the referee to make
complete, raving paranoids out of the player
characters.
If the PCs have not been introduced to
booby traps, or they are just getting sloppy,
this is a good way to instill the fear of God
and TNTinto them. With the map provided,
this microadventure can be set anywhere
along the player characters' path and can
also be changed to fit any locale, even the
good 01' USA. The Soviet victims and vehicles have been provided for characters
adventuring in eastern Europe, but American corpses, weapons and trucks could
easily be substituted if your players are
touring Peoria.
The only criteria is that the building be
located at least 100 meters off of a secondary
road and in a wooded area, though the
woodscan be long dead. In fact, acollection
of shattered or leafless trees can add much
to the terror of the situation. Ideally, the site
should be found by one of the PCs who is
out hunting.

6
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You'd Better
Not Go Alone
By Adam Geibel
THE STORY BEGINS
WHEN...
Serge buttoned his fly and turnedto watch
Gorgi working under the truck. They were
now deserters and hiding from their own
army. A day ago the ancient Zil had broken
down, and they had been left behind by the
convoy, along with an overzealous lieutenant who looked like he was 15 years old.
As they were behind their own lines, the
cargo had not been unloaded. The powers
that be had been so concerned with other
things that they had only left the young
lieutenant behind to look after whatever was
in the truck.
The Zil had just enough left in her to
wheeze another 100 meters, off the road,
andinto an abandonedstonebarn. This tiny
rotting structure was tucked into a grove of
thick underbrush, and it was pure luck that
Serge had found it. He had been scouting
the area (under the fearless leader's orders)
andchaseda rabbit down the road. Actually,
the road leading to it was choked to the size
of a goat path for most of its distance.
But the boy had insisted that their cargo
was valuable and they had to find a defensible position. Defensible position! How
laughable. They had two rifles, a pistol, half
a dozen grenades and a 'Bouncing Betty"
mine between the three of them. The boy
collected the grenades, rooted around in
the truck's cargo box and then went off to rig
booby traps along the approaches to their
hideout. Perhaps he felt obliged to practice
the skills he had been taught at Officers'
School.

While he was gone, Serge and his friend
had decided to take a look at their cargo.
Prying open two or three of the crates, they
found food: American MREs, German
canned hams, even the hated tubes ofmeat
paste theirown army tried to feed them. This
could make them very rich. The truck was
hidden, and all they needed to do was find
a cart and horse and return to remove the
crates. Then, they'd find a place to sell the
crates, and they'd be rich men.
Serge went to find the boy andreturned to
Gorgihalfan hourlater, the bloodstillstaining
the AK's buttstock. The two of them decided
to leave a nasty surprise for any snoopers.
Serge was rigging the AP mine under the
Zil's bed, just over the gas tank, when the
boy silently appeared at the edge of the
clearing.
Heput three shots into Gorgibefore Serge
brought his rifle up. The kid put two more
shots from the Tokarov into Serge as he
emptied the magazine in defense. The little
snot was dead, but so was Serge.
At least he wouldbe, given a few minutes.
He staggered into the cool shade of the
barn, next to the truck. A drink would be
nice. He tugged at his canteen. It did not
want to come free. The Russian was dead
before he could take a sip.

R OF THE ZIL
There are a dozen grenade booby traps
(to discover them is Difficult: Observation)
located along the old approaches to the
barn (to disarm them is Easy: Combat Engineering). They are simple traps: The grenade, less its pin, has been placed in a tin
can which is nailed to a tree or some such
solid object. A string or wire is tied to the
grenade body and strung across the path.
Some poor slob walks down the path and
trips over the string, pulling the grenade
free. The result can be predicted.
These traps are also faulty. There is a
10% chance that the grenade will fail to
explode or that it has rusted into the can and
remains there while the string breaks.
Imagine what fun it will be when a fearless
PC feels a tug at his ankle, trips and then
realizes what he just did.
The Barn: The barn and its approaches
form a bowl-shaped clearing in tangled
woods. The hiding place looks like a trash
heap at first glance. A few pieces of disemboweled furniture, scattered scraps of
lumber, and some shingles are buried under
a web of vines and undergrowth. The remains of the Soviet lieutenant's body lies
three meters from the barn door and is now
covered by underbrush (to find the body is
Easy: Observation or roll under half one's
Intelligence). Apart from his paybook and
wallet, he has no useful papers. His uniform
and webgear are rotted, and his Tokarov is
rusted solid.

Truck: The truck is parked inside a barn
that is barely larger than the dimensions of
the truck, leaving just enough room to walk
between the truck and the walls. The roof,
originally shingled with slate, had been
patched in several places with thatch. It is
deteriorating faster than the walls and now
affords only about 80% protection from the
elements.
The ZiI is a standard Soviet military truck,
equivalent to the American 2'h-ton truck
(popularly known as the deuce and a half;
see page 66 of Twilight: 2000 2nd edition).
Like most vehicles laboring in this time and
place, the truckwas farfrom pristine. Unlike
the American Army, the Soviets drafted the
majority of their transport trucks from the
civilian fleet. This Zil had belonged to a
poultry collective and had a plywood box
instead of a tarp covering the bed. Some of
the civilian lettering is still visible under the
thin coat of green paint.
"Old Number 3205-Q had bald tires, its
engine smoked and tended to overheat in
the summer, and the old beast was afflicted
with aparticularly terminal malady-adisintegrating transmission. Itwas thisfinalstraw
that stranded the three Soviets. Now the
tires are deflated and rotten, the fuel has
evaporated and the oil coagulated, and the
engine is frozen from inactivity. However, a
fair amount of salvage could be taken off of
this wreck.
Two More Bodies: The other two bodies
are inside the structure and are both visible
from the entrance (Easy: Observation to
spot). The skeleton of Serge has toppled
from its sitting position and, like the others,
has been worried by animals. His canteen
and rifle have been exposed to the elements
too long to be of use, but his loaded magazines are still good. Gorgi's body remains
under the truck, with only his feet sticking
out. His rifle is still in the truck cab and is
functional, despite a thin film of rust. Lying
next to it are three loaded magazines in a
pouch.
Gorgi attracted carrion-eaters, which in
turn attracted the snake that has bedded
down in the skeleton's rib cage (to discover
the snake before it "discovers" asearcherof
the skeleton is Difficult: Observation). The
snake should be indigenous to the area and
preferably very deadly. Almost any sort of
dangerous crittercould be put in here (bears,
rabid dogs, etc.) but snakes have the best
lethality for their size.
Cargo: The exact nature of cargoes in
soviet transport battalions were kept secret
from the lower echelons, which is why Gorgi
and Serge did not know what they were
carrying until the lieutenant left. The Zil was
loaded with the regiment's food reservesover 2000 kilograms of rations, packed in
crates and barrels. Half a dozen barrels
held (at the time) freshly picked apples,

which have long since disintegrated and fill
the building with an unmistakable odor. The
remaining 50 65-kilogram boxes are made
of wood and lined with plastic. Their contents have been scrounged from all over
Europe. Most of their contents are in prepackaged ration form (MREs, tin cans and
tubes) and the remainder is wheat and rice
(in 10-kilogram sacks).
Despite the protection, the topmost 10%
of the crates have been compromised and
are now as rotted as the apples. Luckily, the
affected cratescontained most of the Sovietmade rations, the least appetizing of the lot.
Left are 40 crates, each holding enough
food for a man to survive for nearly a month.
The Bouncing Betty: Gorgi was skilled
at being vindictive, but he was not particularly bright.Theantipersonne1mine is rigged
to explode should one of the crates in the
truck be moved, killing the thieves and destroying the cargo (the fuel tank was half full
when Gorgi set the mine). The mine is wired
to the rear axle, and the trip wire runs up
through the truck bed and is tied to the
handle of the fifth crate (to discover the trip
wire is Difficult: Observation). Theoretically,
the explosion would have also set the fuel
on fire and totally destroyed the cargo. The
mine is also rigged with an antihandling
device (to disarm the device is Difficult:
Combat Engineer), evidenced by the taut
tripwire. There is little chance of a misfire
(I%, let's say) as this mine was well cared
for (somebody put silicone grease on its
detonator threads) and has been protected
from the elements.

VmLB'ITTHONS
Some versions of the "Bouncing Betty"
only activate when the triggering weight is
removed from the mine's pressure plate. If
the PCs miss the mine entirely, delete the
triggering wire (say it fell off due to old age,
if anybody asks you later). The wooden bed
of the truck has rotted and settled onto the
mine, and it will only detonate when that
weight shifted--say after three-quarters of
the crates are removed.
Another fun stress point that the referee
can add is a time element: an approaching
storm, a pursuing force, dwindling supplies.
Any half-wit can cautiously navigate such a
mini-minefield, but how good are the PCs at
negatingbooby traps underpressure?Once
the food is theirs, can they get it out or will
they meet the same fate as Gorgi and
friends? $2
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Quality Inn South in Madison, WI. Contact
Pegasus Games, 6640 Odana Road, Madison, WI 5371 9.

PEW KAHN UI,
Oct. 12-13 at the
New Villa Inn in New
Cumberland, PA.
Write to M. Foner's
Games Only Emporium, 200 Third St.,
New Cumberland,
PA 17070.

ORIGINS '91, July 3-7 at the Baltimore
Convention Center in Baltimore, WID. Write
to Origins '91, PO Box 609, Randallstown,
MD 21133.
COSCON, July 5-7 at Slippery Rock University in Slippery Rock, PA, sponsored by
the Circle of Swords Gaming Guild. Send a
SASE to Circle of Swords, PO Box 2126,
Butler, PA 16003-2126.
DRAGON CON,July 12-14attheAtlanta
Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, GA. Send a
SASE to Dragon Con, Box 47696, Atlanta,
GA 30362.
II-KHAN (previously I-Khan), July 12-14
at the Holiday Inn North in Colorado Springs,
CO. Write to Miniature Wargamers Guild,
7040 S. Highway 85-87, Fountain, CO
80717.
LAGACON-11, July 20 at Kasper's Arc,
five miles north of Lebanon, PA. For details,
write to the LebanonAreaGamersAssociation, 806 Cumberland St., Lebanon, PA
17042.
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MILEHICON 23,
October 18-20 in
Denver metro, Colorado. Write to MileHiCon 23, PO Box
27074, Lakewood,
CO 80227. C2
Announcements
must be sent in a
minimum of four
months before a
convention takes
place. Challenge is
not responsible for
errors in convention
announcements.
Write to Challenge
Conventions, PO
Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 617021646 USA.

ideas f o r your
Voyages SF is a quarterly, highly illustrative magazine providing usable articles
for a variety of science fiction games, and
will keep you informed of the industry
through reviews and announcements of
current and upcoming game releases.
Ask your retailer to stock Voyages SF
or subscribe direct by sending $10 ($11 to

playing or boardgame? Eliminate this problem by joining the world of playSubscribe to PAPER MAYHEM and discover the
world of play-by-mail (PBM) gaming. Virtually every
facet of PBM gaming is covered by PAPER MAYHEM.
Fantasy, science fiction, historical and sports. Each
bimonthly issue brings you the latest o n PBM games.
PAPER MAYHEM has been publishing news about
PBM games and companies since 1983.We have improved and expanded to keep up with this ever
popular activity of PBM gaming.
S o why delay and miss out o n all the fun? Read
PAPER MAYHEM and take advantage of PBM
,

SEND SUBSCRIPTIONS TO: PAPER MAYHEM
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After the war we never thought we'd
make it. Things in Silverton, Wyoming, got
pretty bad. We were lucky, though. The
bombs hadallfallen otherplaces. No hordes
of refugees came to us, so looters and the
plague mostly passed us by. But stanfation
was knocking on the door, and we did have
more sickness than Doc James had ever
seen.
One thing we did have going for us was
that Rheinhardt boy. Before the war, Robert
Rheinhardt hadgone to State andgotten an
ag degree. He'd also been in ROTC. When
the big one hit, he was home on leave. We
sorl of figured that the Pentagon wouldn't
miss one little first lieutenant and talked him
into staying. He had learned a thousand
things at college and in the army that kept
Silverton from becoming just another Old
West ghost town.
The otherthing that Silverton had was the
Little R e dRiver. In the spring it was fed from
mountain snows and the rest of the year by
springs. It had never been a bigstream, but
in the drought that came affer the war, it
meant life and death for those of us in
Silverton. We neverdreamt that one day we
would wake up and find that someone had
stolen our water.
pril21,1999, dawnedforSilverton
a little quieter than any ever had
before. At first the residents were
at a loss to explain the eerie
silence that hung over their tiny
village. Suddenly, a discovery was made.
The bed of the Little Red River, a small
mountain stream, was completely dry. The
slanting raysof the sun were quickly turning
its dark mud into hard clay. The villagers
realized this forthe crisis it was. Without the
water from the Lil' Red, Silverton would dry
up in the sun as rapidly as the river bed's
mud.
A town meeting was called. The town
elders, mostly the oldest members of each
family, debated several plans. The town
was not in any immediate danger; enough
water had been stored in case of too many
unrainy days to last a month. Unlike the
Americans of the prewar era, the town folk
did not debate endlessly. Within an hour, it
was decided to dispatch a scouting party to
discover what had happened to the Lil' Red,
and if possible, restore its flow to the lower
part of its valley.

M O m T 'EM BTn BOYS,
WE'RE MOWN' OUT
The characters are, of course, the town's
scouting party. They may have gotten to
Silverton in a variety of ways. They may be
civilian residentsof the areawith adesperate
interest in where the water went. Or, perhaps the group is migrating through the
region; it is composed of survivors from

destroyed military units on the Great Plains
or in theSouthwest. In thiscase, thecharacters will be morethan happy todo the town's
patrolling and dirty work for afew meals and
some water. If all goes well, maybe the
townsfolk will see the value of a few hired
guns.
The characters may be soldiers who
served with Rheinhardt, and remembering
how he talked about Silverton, rightly
guessed where he went A W L at. If this is
how the PCs ended up in town, they did so
through a harrowing series of adventures,
and probably have no desire to see the safe
haven they have finally found in a world of
madness destroyed.
Finally, the group may be from Milgov or
Civgov. Long-range patrols from both of
these groups occasionally range through
the high mountains. In an effort to encourage support for the government they represent, the characters may wish to assist the
town's people-they may even, in fact, have
orders to do such in cases where their
means allow.

SILWRTON
In the immediate poststrike period, any
town that could feed more than 10 families
was a thriving metropolis. By this criteria,
Silverton was well on its way to being a new
Las Vegas. Under the leadership of
Rheinhardt, Silverton supports almost 150
people by farming and raising livestock.
The Little Red River supplied adequate
water to support the low-moisture farming
that Robert had learned as an ag major at
State. He was also able to build a working
forge and supply a tiny amount of hydroelectric power to the town.
Not only can the town feed itself, but it
produced enough of a surplus to store at
least two months' supply of food and have a
little for trade as well. The town militia has
been able to fend oif several attacks from
marauder bands, and now has a reputation
that will keep all but the most desperate or
heavily armed away.
The town proper consists of an earthen
wall five feet high enclosing a b u t 2 0 houses,
a large number of storage buildings, a
blacksmith's shop and a tiny electrical
generating station which uses awaterwheel
and windmills to charge old car alternators
and batteries.There is also a water-powered
gristmill. The old church steeple is used as
an observation post, with the ringing of the
bell signaling danger.
Traders are met with some suspicion, but
also with a keen eye toward commerce. The
town council has been debating sending out
trading parties of its own, but as yet has
reached no decision.
Intermsof government, thecouncil serves
all functions, from court to legislative body
to planning commission.Two members from

each family sit on the council. These are
usually the oldest. Decisions are reached
by open debate, in which anyone, including
outsiders, may speak. Following debate
there is a voice vote from the council members. The system is simple, but it works.
The council also allocatesresources. This
it does as evenly as possible on a oneperson, one-share basis. Although not everyone is always happy with this method,
enough people realize its necessity to make
it work.

Wherever the characters originate from,
they are going to be short of everything. The
normal mode of transport in the Silverton
area will be by horse. The characters are
very lucky if they are mounted on a light
truck or in a jeep.
If the referee is composing an "on the
spotncharacterparty, eachcharactershould
have no more than 150 rounds for his personal weapons, and a few hand grenades
may be spread out among the party. One
support weapon, a PRC 75, and two handy
talkies are also available.
If thecharacters aretown folk, they will be
armed with civilian hunting rifles and improvised explosives instead of grenades. The
town can supply them with food and water
for a week, a fortune in itself, and 100 kilos
of industrial explosives. If the characters
have no horses or their vehicle will not
handle the rugged terrain of the upper valley, six horses and live mules will be made
available. In thesetroubled times, these are
riches beyond most men's wildest irnaginings.
Whatever the composition of the PC
group, Robert Rheinhardt will accompany
them on their mission.

HOMETOWN BOY
Robert Rheinhardt was the kind of boy
every family hopes to have. He was both a
good student and a star athlete all through
school. When offered both academic and
track scholarships l o college he, instead,
accepted one from the Army ROTC.
As a young lieutenant in a Ranger unit he
experienced the war in Europe firsthand.
When he returned home for leave while
retraining, the townsfolk almost did not recognize him. The hopeful and enthusiastic
boy they had said good-bye to when he
started college was dead somewhere on

some bloodstained field in Poland. The new
Robert is cold and calculating. It is not that
he's actively unfriendly, it's just that somehow it seems he just doesn't have time for it
anymore.
Somewhere deep inside Robert still has
the emotions a younger and more naive
person once held, but now its very hard for
him to crack his shell and let them out. The
only outlet for them is helping the town he
grew up in survive. He loves Silverton above
all else. It's the only link he has to the past.
Robert has provided low-moisture farming techniques, power generation, food
storage methods and a great many other
things from his college education that have
allowed Silverton to survive, if not prosper.
He has also killed people to prevent his
home's destruction. He has killed with no
mercy, but always with deep regret. He will
do so again if need be.

UP THE CREEK
The valley of the Little Red River is rugged and impassable to any vehicles larger
than a motorcycle. The riverbanks are
overgrown with small trees and scrub brush
that has found a haven against the drought.
The terrain is rocky; the river flowed over a
series of small waterfalls and rapids as it
came down from the high mountains. Large
outcroppings of boulders dot its channel.
The sides of the valley are steep, and the
hills to either side are also rugged. This will
tend to channelize the characters' line of
march. The only real path they have to the
headwaters of the Lil' Red is along its banks.
Since the going is tough, and uphill to boot,
the PCs will only be able to move at one-half
the normal cross-country rates. Even the
mules will have a difficult time of it.
The characters will notice the toll that the
loss of the river is already taking on the local
environment. Dead fish dot the drying
streambed. An otter, starving, will beg for
food from the characters as they make their
first night's camp. With the exception of
these encounters, the first day of travel will
be uneventful. The immediate desperation
of the local animals and the implicationsthat
the situation has for the characters' town
should be enough to instill a sense of foreboding within the PCs. The gamemaster
should play this upwith afewdescriptionsof
the rapidly drying streambed and its associated ecosystem.
Midway through the second day, the PCs
will hear a dull thumping sound from upstream. If they are observant (Easy: Observation), they will see an observation post
on a hill overlooking the riverbed. The post
is manned by two soldiers wearing camouflage with blue armband emblazoned with
white stars.
As the two are eating lunch and not
paying particular attention to the valley be-
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low them, they may be surprised (Difficult:
Stealth). If they are caught napping, they
will besurly and uncooperative. They will tell
the characters nothing about who they are
or what they are doing.
They are both armed with M16A1 rifles
and have 100 rounds apiece forthem. Their
canteens are full, and they have plenty of
food.
If the characters do not spot the sentries
or are unable to take them by surprise, a
firefight will ensue. The two NPCs are both
Experienced. They will fight until one is
wounded and will then fall back to the main
camp (if possible). They have no interest in
fighting to the death.
From the captured vantage point the
characters will see a large camp occupying
the greater portion of an alpine meadow
beside the Little Red. Filling the rest of the
area is an earth and wood dam behind
which a lake is forming.

CAMPING IN THE WOODS
In a clearing beside the lake are several
tents, a few jeeps, brought in on the old
logging road, a manuallyoperated pile driver
(the dull thumping sound the characters'
heard), and depending on the manner in
which the characters gained control of their
vantage, a number of people engaged in
various activities. If the characters still have
surpriseat thistime, a large groupof raggedlooking people will be pulling the hammer of
the pile driver up and letting it go as it forces
athick post intotheground nearthe edgeof
the stream. There will be three armed men
standing around them, possibly protecting
them from the dangers of the wilderness,
but it's equally likely that they may be
overseers or guards. From a distance it's
hard to tell. A cooking fire is burning in the
camp and a number of other armed people
are milling about eating, talking quietly or
working on assorted maintenance tasks.
If shots have been fired, the characters
will not see this peaceful rustic scene. The
armed people around the workers will be
rushing their charges into the cover of the
woods. The soldiers in the camp will be
preparing a defensive perimeter and
readying a patrol to check on the observation post. If the firefight takes more than 20
turns, five Experienced troopers armed with
four M16s and one M203, and with 100
rounds per M I 6, and 40mm HE grenades,
will make up the patrol.
The base defense force consists of 15
other soldiers armed with M16s, three with
M203s and an M60 machinegun team. The
entire unit has a reserve of 1500 rounds of
5.56mm, 100 40mm grenades and 750
rounds total for the M60. In addition, they
have one LAW and two claymore mines. All
the fighters are Experienced, with the exception of Eric, theteam leader (whocarries

one of the M203s), who is Elite, and the M60
gunner, who is Veteran.
The unwelcome visitors have far more
firepower than the player characters can
hope to face head on. If the PCs make a
mess of the observation post encounter,
they will have a rough time completing the
adventure.

"NEW MERIGAN" EERO
Eric Wilson is as close to being New
America's idea of a perfect leader as the
characters are ever, hopefully, to meet.
Before the war, Wilson had been expelled
from a prestigious eastern college for editing a far right-wing magazine off campus.
Hefully espousestheNAviewof whitemale
dominance.
Of undiluted western European stock,
well-educated, intelligent and physically fit,
Eric, at 25, was an ideal NA convert. Since
the bombsstartedfalling he has been leading
a platoon-sized force of New American
warriors in actions designed to isolate the
northern Rockies from the rest of the shattered country and place them under New
America's control. He has terrorized the
modern untermenchen much as his ideological forbearers ran roughshod through
eastern Europe. He is completely convinced
of his right to do this as God's will, and his
dedication to the NA cause is without
question.
If he has any failing, it is his overconfidence, which has been brought on by a
string of easy victories and a lack of experience in dealing with capable enemies. If
he survives the first encounters with the
characters, he will quickly learn from his
mistakes-he rarely makes the same one
more than once.
Eric will fight the enemies of his New
Orderto thedeath if needed, but won't throw
his life away uselessly. His men follow him
without question. So far he has brought
them only victory and glory.

THINGS THAT GO BUlMP
IN THE NIGHT
If the PCs managed to silence the observation post, they will be able to watch the
camp for about three hours without attracting any attention themselves. During this
time they will be able to determine that the
workers are in fact slaves being kept against
their will.
The 50 or so wretches that are building
the dam are brutally treated. One will be
shot incold blood while thecharacters watch.
Others will be savagely beaten, seemingly
without provocation. The guards will not be
lax as they take their sadistic pleasures,
though. The dam is being enlarged with
frightening rapidity.
As the sun begins to sink below the
ridges, two soldiers and four slaves will

slowly make their way up the hill to the
observation post.Thetwosoldierswill make
remarks tothe men whom they believe they
willbe relieving aboutthefunthey missed in
camp a n d about the fun they'll have tonight.
(Some of the slaves are female and the
discipline of the camp doesn't appear to be
strict when it comes to taking liberties with
the slaves.)
The two soldiers will not be expecting
trouble when they reach the observation
post a n d may also be ambushed. One of
them will be a little more talkative than his
three companions and can be persuaded to
enlighten the characters as to the nature of
the business at hand.

the camp and ambush the aggressive patrol. One strategy would be to help stage a
slave revolt and use the anger of the freed
slaves as a weapon against their tormentors. Other options would be afeint attackor
simple sniper harassment.
One thing should be made clear to the
characters:This is morethanthey bargained
for. "Where did these people come from,
and how did they get here?" should be two
of the characters' main questions. This patrol is only the tip of an evil iceberg. Even if
the characters can destroy the patrol or
force it to retreat, more of these New
Americans will show up. How can this be
prevented?

THERE GOES
THE mIGIPBOR%3180D

ONE ROAI) HOME

A big clue as to the route taken by the
The young soldier will tell the PCs that he would-be invaders is the fact that they are
is amemberof agroupcalied NewAmerica. traveling in jeeps and light trucks. Only one
Ideologically, NA seems to be somewhere road runsthroughthe region-anold logger's
near t h e Nazis. If the activities in the valley trail that leads to the main interstate highare any indication, they would truly have a way about 30 miles north. Interrogation of
place in Adolf's heart.
prisonersorthe questioning anyfreed slaves
The camp was set up to build a dam on will revealthat part of the logging trail is actually
the Little Red to force all the people living in the remnants of an earlier main highway.
the lower valley to move or die. Other NA
On that stretch of road is an old, but
groups are engaged in similar projects. sturdy, bridge more than 150 feet long.
Slaves are captured as often as needed for Destruction of that bridge will hamstring
these projects and are used until they die. New American efforts in the upper valley of
The young trooper will tell the PCs that the Little Red River.
his commander's name is Eric Wilson. He
The bridge is unguarded unless the characwill not disclose how many troops are in the ters have attacked the camp and failed to kill
camp o r their armament.
Eric. tf he is still alive, he will head forthe bridge
The four ex-slaves will be very coopera- as rapidly as possiblewith his entire remaining
tive, but not much help. They say there are force and attempt to hold it. The woods go right
about 20 soldiers with many machineguns up to the edges of the chasm that the doubleand grenades, but won't know much else. span steel bridge crosses.
They are all women and have been badly
Ample cover exists on each side of the
underfed and abused by their captors. Any gorge to hide both attackers and defenders.
kindness directed toward them will be ap- Any firefight in this area promises to be
preciated in thefuture. Right now, the women confused and deadly. If the PCs get to the
are too much in shock to be thankful for bridge before the New Americans, or take it
anything but their lives.
from them, they can blow it up (Difficult:
Even as the characters discover this in- Combat Engineer) with the explosives obformation, total darkness will fall. As one of tained from Silverton.
the New American's threatens, it won't be
Withthe bridgegone, NewAmericawillcut its
long before a search party is sent out. The losses in the region and move on to more
obvious reaction to that threat is a quick profitable areas until the time is ripe for a
series of hit-and-run attacks against the NA movement in force on the Red River Valley.
camp. With the intelligence they have alIf the players are unable to destroy the
ready gathered, the characters will be able bridge, then New American reinforcements
to sting their new enemies pretty hard.
will arrive, be it days or hours later, with an
It should be brought home to the PCs that unstoppable force.
New America apparently also has a large
If thecharacters do blowthe bridge, they'll
resource base, and even if the group in the be out of explosives. They will have to put
valley is destroyed, it will not guarantee the their heads together to determine a way to
safety of Silverton.
destroy thedam, theiroriginal mission. If the
PCs get stumped, they can alwaysfall back
TO STRIKE A BLOW
on Rheinhardt's knowledge and skills.
If the characters decide to hit the New
American camp, they will find that half the
AFTERUTH
troops are awake and armed and that a
The characters' expedition has opened a
patrol is ready to pursue any attackers. The new can of worms for the town of Silverton.
characters should be able to badly damage First, what is going to bedone with the newly

freed slaves? There may be as many as 50
of them. Can the town support that many
new mouths to feed?
Also, there is a powerful evil that the
people of Silverton never even suspected
existed threatening them. If they confront it
directly, they will be overwhelmed. Do they
move, seek allies, try and strengthen their
own defenses? They need to learn more
about New America, its motives and its
resources. Scouting missions would seem
to be in order.
There is plenty forthegroupofcharacters
to do: diplomatic missions to other surviving
towns or a search for the United States
Army that is supposed to defend them.
Maybe the remnants of the government
don't even know that New America existsshouldn't someone try to tell them?
This adventure is just the beginning of the
region's interaction with the New American
menace, and forthe creative referee it should
serve as the starting point for a campaign to
identify, contain and finally destroy the New
American threattothe northern Rocky Mountains. Q
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aMuction.Thecount
has repeatedly oppoweriul baron is kidnapped, and the entire Regina posed the Regency
.
.
Subsector is looking for him. Not only do your IRIS bothpubliclyand priemployers expect you to find him before anyone else, vately. tt is the opinbut he must be at acouncil meeting on Regina within 43 ionof IRlSthatBaron
days. Unfortunately, your contract requires you to ac- von Alksburg will not
be released in time
cept and complete the assignment at all costs.
This adventurewasdesignedforcharacterswhoarecontractorstoan to attend the council meeting regardless of the status of the ransom.
IRISofficelocatedonReginaintheSpinward Marches.ThegroupshouId
Your mission is to locate and rescue the baron, returning him to
consist of at least six characters with their own jump-2 capable ship.
Regina by 066-1120. If possible, obtain any information and evidence indicating those responsible for the abduction. Do not
NO REST FOR THE W I C m D
concern yourselves with the payment or the drop point; we will
You have just completed your last assignment and are resting on monitorthat situation. We suggest you jumpto Roup and gather as
Regina. A letter arrives at your ship by normalcarrier, but you can tell it much information as possible.
is not a normal communication. The group leader calls you all together
afterthecomputertranslatesthecodedmessage.Hereadsthefollowing:
BACRGROrnD IWORrn'kI6DN
In the Regina Subsector, the Subsector Council is a governing
23-6120 1000 Hours: Mission Briefing
body that oversees trade relations between the different worlds and
Early this morning, the Reginan Department of Subsector Affairs determines howto divide Imperialfunds among the various deparireceived notificationthatBamn UrnstvonAlksburgwas kidnappedabout ments. A particularly strong member of the council is Baron Urnst
a week ago in the Roup System. In 45 days, von Alksburg must appear von Alksburg. One of his personal projects is to makesure the local
at a council meeting here on Regina. Without his presence, legislation IRIS office has sufficient funds to uphold its five mandates.
opposed to our ideals will most probably be passed.
Count Everet de Saven is known to mastermind an organized
The baron's yacht, Venturi, was preparing for its final jump to crime ring of smuggling and a "protection" scam targeting the
Regina from Roup. Starport Control reports that just prior to merchant industry. IRIS has long maintained an ongoing invesengaging the jump drive, the ship squawked the hijack alarm. tigation on him, but to date been ineffectual in bringing about his
System defense boats responded, but none were near enough to arrest. Foiling the plans of Baron von Alksburg and IRIS are
help. They were able to determine that the jump was repro- among the count's favorite pastimes.
grammed to different coordinates.
Four hours after the Ventundisappeared into jumpspace, a ransom
X-BOAT MESSAGES
message was received by the authorities of Roup. The abductors
As the group preparesforthe initialjumpout of the ReginaSystem on
demanded that MCr400 of precious metals be loaded in a cargo 024-1120, two messages are broadcast by an x-boat arriving in the
container and dropped at indicated mrdinates on 050-1120. The system (seesidebar).Oncethe PCsarriveat an intermediatejump point,
coordinates supplied indicate a spot in open space between Forboldn no additional informationis available on the airwaves. Any intermediate
and Roup. The drop ship must be unarmed and immediatelyjump out of system has just learned of the baron's capture. The PCs' group should
the area. Oncethe payment hasbeenveriiied,the baronwill be released. be pressedtocontinue itstripimmediately. Shortly after arriving at Roup,
IRIS believes Count Everet de Saven of Feri to be behind the three more x-boat messages are broadcast (see sidebar).

By Robert N.Sprinkle

ENCOrnTER
AT R O W

order to enter a red-zone system.
By this time the party should get the idea that the kidnappers
jumped to Grant. It may be necessary to give them a nudge in that
direction. Little further information can be gained on Roup. Also, if
the group gets the idea that Captain Creel is leaving to pick up the
ransom, it will be to their advantage to report this to their IRIS
supervisors.

Within minutes of landing in the Roup starport, the chief of
starport security comes to the ship and requests permission to
board for a routine check. Once aboard, he introduces himself as
Gorden Bartikoff.
"My ploy to conduct a security inspection was necessary to
preserve your identity. I know you are working for IRIS. I came to
T
invite you to my office where I can give you all the information I
Upon arriving in Grant's system, the group will easily find the
have."
Chief Bartikoff will asksome of the groupto accompany him. He Venturiorbiting around the mainworld.There is no reaction from the
stops on his way to pick up a computer disc from an office worker. ship because the maneuver and jump programs have failed due to
The chief's office is plain but comfortable. The chief asks the the SEE.
party to sit and wait a moment while he reviews the disc. After a few
The power plant program will fail in 24 hours. The hijackers are
unawareoftheirpredicament;they failed tocheckthe reason forthe
minutes he turns his attention to his guests.
"I will not waste yourtime.Theofficerwho approved the cargo for red zone.
loading has been thoroughly questioned. Our lab took two hours to
The baron, his pilot, .and the ship's engineer are no longer
determine that the bill of lading was a forgery. I see no reason to aboard. Within aday of arriving in orbit, the kidnappers placed them
expect him to have discovered any anomaly. With the description in the launch with enough fuel to make the planet surface.
he provided, we have apprehended the man who presented the
According to the plan given to the kidnappers, aship would arrive
cargo that was loaded.
on 064-1120 to give word to return the baron to Forboldn. Count de
"I was just going overthe report of my interrogators." Hegestures Saven's real plan, however, is to leave the Venturiat Grant where
toward the computer. "The man positively identified the four men it would be found some convenient time in the future. The kidnapwho hired him to place the cargo on board. Those men are pers would die when the ship lost power, and Baron von Alksburg
notorious mercenaries whose records are on file. None of the four would be stranded on the planet surface-altogether a neat and
have the skills required to reprogram ajump. Either they forced the tidy disposition of matters.
crew to do so, or they obtained a prerecorded jump program. Jump
programs are, of course, easily available at Flight Services. The
BOaRDING
problem is determining which program they obtained.
THE VEaTTURlr
"That, I'm afraid, is the extent of our investigation. I was inDue to their ignorance of the real plot, the kidnappers (Ice,
structed to turn the case overto you when you arrived. Do you have Boomer, Brute, and Weasel) will attempt to repel any boarding
party. They will avoid damaging the ship because they believe it is
any questions?"
After pausing briefly, Bartikoff exclaims, "Oh! Ialmost forgot!" He their ticket home.
ruffles through a stack of papers on his desk. Pulling one out, he
Since the Venturi's jump-4 capability is the only chance the
hands it to the closest person. "This is a copy of the Venturi's player characters have to make it to Reginaon time, they should try
papers. It may be of some help."
to avoid damaging the craft as well.
Bartikoff will answer any questions asked of him to the best of his
In orderto repel boarders, Boomer and Brute will set up in the iris
abilities. The chief appears somewhat embarrassed by the whole portals to the passenger lounge and engineering. If the firefight
becomes too intense or one of the men is injured, they will fire a
affair and only wants a speedy conclusion to the matter.
barrage and retreatthrough the two portals. As they dothis, they will
FLIGHT SERWCES
circle and lock the hatches behind them.
At Flight Services (if the party decides to investigate), a clerk will
Brute and Ice will then set up in the iris portal to engineering,
remember one of the men if shown a photograph. He will not holding the corridor as long as possible. Boomer and Weasel will
immediately remember the system requested. While the clerk retreat through the passenger lounge and set up at the portalto the
checks his terminal for the appropriate record, a coarse-looking crew lounge.
starship captain saunters to the counter. Anyone asked will identify
If necessary, they will retreat to the bridge and attempt to power
him as Captain Creel of the Black Dragon, Count de Saven's yacht. the drives and initiate the antihijack program. This program will
Someone in the group will notice that Captain Creel has a tattoo of open both doors of the main airlock and any iris portal determined
a black dragon on his left hand.
by the bridge crew. All persons in the area of decompression must
The conversation between Creel and one of the other deskclerks be in vacc suits or die.
seems to indicate that Creel is filing a flight plan for the following
All affected persons must make a Strength roll at-2 or be sucked
day, 040-1120. (According to the plan he is going to Yurst to pick up out the airlock. (Optionally, the antihijack program could partially
a shipment for the count and will return on 056 to take the count to fail, or some other scenariooccur, e.g., nerve gas could be expelled
Regina.) This clerk seems a little surprised at the plan but says through the ventilation system.)
nothing.
If the kidnappers are severely wounded and/or overwhelmed,
Shortly, the clerk checking on the program returns and tells the they will surrender. Once Boomer and Weasel are on the bridge five
party that the man he identified purchased a computer disc flight minutes, they will realize the difficulty with the computer and
plan to Grant in Jewell Subsector. All his papers seemed to be in surrender immediately.
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Vl;enleurli
The Venturi is a 200-ton, TL13 yacht. The two forward crew
quarters and the bridge aresituated midway between the twodecks
due to the tapering of the exterior hull. Following the corridor aft
from the bridge you come to a short flight of stairs leading to the
upper deck. Continuing aft you will pass the remainder of the crew
quarters and enter the galley.
Through the iris portal from the galley is the passenger lounge
and the passenger staterooms. Another iris portal separates the
passenger lounge from the entrance corridor and airlock. Facing
the portal to the passenger lounge is another iris portal leading aft
to the two-level engineering section.
Forward of the lower-level engineering section is the cargo bay,

(L Venturi (TL13Yacht)
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which further connects to the launch hanger area. Adjacent to the
launch hangar is the ship's locker, utility room, and crew lounge. A
hatch overhead leads up to the galley.
The cargo hold contains the usual provisions as well as the five
containers loaded in Roup. Four of the containers are open. In the
remainingcontainer is the kidnappers' payment, Cr250,OOO in gold.
(The count planned to retrieve this on his return from Regina.)

...

...

WE S H O m D DISCUSS TIFIS
When interrogated, the four men will state that a roguish-lookingman
came to them and laid out the whole plan. H hard-pressed for any
descriptionof their contact, they will remember he had atattoo of a black
dragononhis lefthand.Othewise,theirknowledgeoftheplotisasabove.

1

CapitaYCore (2118 A586A98-F)

Date: 142-1121

7 In a dramatic throne room scene, Emperor Lucan expelled senior Vilani emissary Seled Urkirjii today.

qT This event was precipitated when Ambassador Pleni-potentiary Urkirjii greeted Lucan in Vilani, rather than High
Sylean.
This flagrant disregard of Lucan's decree of 090-1121, which mandates the exclusive use of High Sylean in
Imperial chambers, shocked onlookers and elicited rage from the emperor himself.
( It is reported that Lucan's chancellor, Dore A'Kenji, barely managed to prevent the emperor from resorting to
personal violence.
(IAmbassador Urkirjii and the entirety of his embassy were expelled from Capital the same day. This comes as a
sharp blow to many of the remaining Moot members, who had hoped that the recently arrived Vilani delegation might
signal the beginning of some level of cooperation between Lucan's lmperium and at least one of the other factions
currently striving for the Iridium Throne.

StratIOld Expanses (0318 A9BA8A8-F)
Date: 149-1121
g A single unconfirmed report claims that two ships of the missing 22nd Imperial Fleet were detected in-system
earlier today
f Alder Henriot, second pilot aboard the Free Liner Sojourner, insists that he became aware of the two vessels while
conducting routine maintenance testing of his ship's densitometers.
( The two ships were tentatively identified as an ED-15 destroyer escort and an EM-13 missile escort. A
fragmentary reception of the latter's transponder signal suggests that the identification is accurate, since the
vessel's call code matches that assigned to the INS Zuni, an EM-13 that is listed as being in service with the 22nd
Imperial Fleet.
7 Upon becoming aware of their detection, both vessels maneuvered away at high speed. Subsequent scans
suggested that they jumped out-system soon after.
7 Local naval authorities could not be reached for comment.

and (3035 D651754-8)

Date: 155-1121

(I Suspicion of a "cyborg plot" continues to run high in this system and has resulted in 23 separate executions

(referred to by many as "machine terminations") this past week.
7The reputed cyborg plot, while still not proven to exist, is said to be aconspiracy run by Stephonist supporters who
are entering the Kakadan Subsector from Dagudashaag.
TAccording to Lucan's local spokespeople, the false Strephon has begun to create an army of cyborg terrorists,
built for the express purpose of wreaking ruin and havoc within Lucan's lmperium. It is claimed that this army's ultimate
goal is the assassination of Lucan himself.
Whether or not such allegations are true, acurrent wave of precautionary detentions and "machine terminations"
has been mounted by urban law enforcement agencies. Many locals suggest that this crackdown is merely a pretext
whereby the strongly pro-Lucan police forces can easily eliminate "political dissidents."
7 In the most inflammatory event thus far, retired Imperial Army Major Adskir Shormakov was apprehended on the
grounds that he was a "cyborg of treasonous origins." Such acharge is unprecedented, both in terms of its generality
and lack of jurisprudential basis.
q[This did not prevent Lucan's local authorities from charging and trying Shormakov, resulting in averdictof treason.
The death sentence was carried out immediately after the closed trial.
7 Major Shormakov's cybernetic replacement elements were limited to a pseudogastricprocessing system and his
lower left leg.

CulLdee/Kukulean (3235 A68A998-9)

Dade: 168-1121

qTA prerecorded pro-Reformist holocast was presented on Culdee's airwaves today, galvanizing the local population
into sharply polarized camps that are divided over the issue of pan-sophontic policy reform.
(The holocast featured an address by the Secretariat's former minister of economics, Joshua Dahvin.
( Dahvin presented a forceful case against the Secretariat's increased drift toward the centrist policies of absolute
racial purity and mandatory membership in the Society for the Sovereignty of Man over Machine (SSMM). In addition,
Dahvin's words created a whirlwind of public and media debate over the Secretariat's current "one state, one race"
policy.
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f Dahvin, who recently resigned from the Secretariat along with a dozen close supporters, is now rumored to be
living in Spica Sector, where he is said to be devoting his full efforts to the growth of the Reform movement and its
desire to encourage recognition of "the inalienable and equal rights of all sophonts in all places at all times."
7 Andreanna Sarqaba, a spokesperson for the local Solsec office, dismissed Dahvin's remarks as "desperate
ravings" that were only to be taken seriously because they represented "a clear dalliance with seditious intent." Ms.
Sarqaba declined to comment on whether the Secretariat was likely to take any action against Mr. Dahvin.

fiEETI
RED ZOME DEC
ED!
shag= (2329IE44989LA)

Date: B"9-1121

41 Independenttesting teams have confirmed the use of biological weapons in the current struggle for the Amavor
continent of Preserve.
Local insurgents supporting the Isolationist cause are reported to have insinuated a rapidly mutating strain of
parainfluenza into local water supplies and foodstores.
qlThe pseudovirus, dubbed by locals as Reaper's Flu, is a rapidly invasive organism that is capable of killing victims
within 12 hours of onset. However, the virus may remain completely dormant for as long as two weeks, during which
time carriers can spread the disease.
7Appeals to the local lmperial authorities for enforcement of the lmperial Rules of War against the use of biological
weaponry are complicated by current power struggles between Brzk and Lucan supporters within the bureaucracy.
Unfortunately, most of the former lmperial forces on-planet are engaged on both sides of this struggle for local
dominance.
Ironically, the ineffectivenessof the remaining lmperial administration has bolstered support for the Isolationist

"Look, they have you straight on three
lmperial crimes and who knows how many
counts of recognized crimes from here to
Regina. "
The group looked glumly at the lawyer.
"What's our best option?" asked the exscout.
"Do you prefer lmperial or localprisons ?"
ven in the current chaos of the
Imperium, it is critical for travellersto understand the theory and
application of lmperial law; most
areas are still enforcing it as best
they can, as they do not want todegenerate
into anarchy. This article is a quick introduction and overview of the subject. While the
above example hopefully won't happen to
most adventuring groups, it's important to
understand what can and will happen to
those who break the law at an interstellar
level.

ERLUTNG PRINCIPLES
The principles underlying lmperial law
are mostly found in a single document,
Rights, an edict issued by Emperor Cleon I I
in year 54 (his only act of note while emperor). The document was the culmination
of an analysis of previous systems of civil
rights predating theThird lmperium that had
been instituted by Cleon I upon the beginning of the Third Imperium.
Section One covers the rights of the emperor and his government, simply stating
that all rights are derived from the emperor,
etc. It also defines nobles as those who
have been delegated the authority of the
emperor by hereditary title and the government as composed of those who have been
delegated authority by employment position.
In addition, nobles have some special
rights-the right to a trial by jury of peers
being one.
Section Two is an overview of local governments and their rights and responsibilities. The most fundamental assumption
present here is that local governments are
allowed to usurp some (but not all) of the
rights of individuals.
Section Three covers the rights of the
individual in the Third lmperium. Section
Three, Part One, defines citizenas being any
sentient who is born within lmperial
boundaries or has one or both parents that
are Imperial citizens. Section Three, Part
Two, is the crucial list:
The rights below are allowed all citizens,
in any situation not detrimental to the
Imperium:
s To communicate freely, in any situation
or manner.
r To be safe, secure, and free in life,
profession, possessions, and travel.
o In criminal proceedings, to have a fair
and expedient trial, to have counsel, to
22
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present evidence and witnesses as desired
in one's own defense, to fair time considerations fordistance, to appeal tothe emperor
or his representatives in matters of fact and
law, to f reedom f rom prosecutorial appeal of
decisions of fact, and to freedom from unreasonable or overly cruel punishments.
@Totake reasonable actions in defense
of one's own or other's life, health, or
property.
What does all this mean? Criminal prosecution in the Third lmperium takes place at
a trial, presided over by a judge (nobles are
allowed, but not required, to have a jury of
six to 12 equal or higher ranking nobles).
The defendant(s) must be allowed to have a
lawyer, though they can choose not to.
Unlike contemporary American law, there is
no concept of "suppressing evidence." Defendants may appeal decisions on both
factual and legal groundsto Imperial nobility
or the designated judiciary.

LEVlE
ISDIGT
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lmperial law is the law that is in effect
throughout the Imperium. It applies everywhere, from deep space to the middle of a
jungle, and in some cases to areas outside
the lmperium proper. lmperial laws are determined by the emperor through his bureaucracy.
Local laws are any laws enacted by recognized planetary-level governments. Local laws areonly enforceableon the planet's
surface (or within acountry's boundaries on
balkanized worlds) and upto the edge of the
atmosphere (below close orbit).
They also don't apply on recognized extraterritorial areas, including starports of
rating C and above, embassies of other
worlds, and lmperial government property
and installations.
The status of orbital and off-planet installations depends on the exact situation.
In general, the parent planetkountry's laws
apply, except to areas that are parts of a
starport. Some installations are legally independent. All off-planet installations that
do follow local laws are required by lmperial
law to transmit their legal status as part of
their signal ID beacon. If they do not, then
they are considered to fall under lmperial
law only.
Also, all ships in flight beyond close orbit
or in jumpspace are subject to lmperial law
only, and fall under the jurisdiction of their
destination if in jump. Ships in flight are the
only instances where lmperial authorities
will commonly enforce the lmperial crime of
murder, for example. The jurisdiction is with
the subsector courts in these cases (see
below).
There are four categories of law in the
Imperium. They are high justice, Imperial,
recognized and local.

High Justice
The highest level of law is high justice
criminal laws. High justice covers the most
serious crimes-those that are serious infractions against interstellar society as a
whole. Travellers who violate high justice
laws have to expect long and intense prosecution by all Imperial authorities, and most
often by the Ministry of Justice, though all
lmperial agencies are responsible for assisting in the apprehension of high justice
law violators. Large monetary rewards are
offered for the capture and/or killing of violators, and large amounts of agency and
other resources will be dedicated to apprehendingthem. Local law enforcement agencies may well become involved also.
In several high justice crimes, the convicted person can be sentenced to death.
Ministry of Justice agents may use lethal
force against resisting orfleeing high justice
law violation suspects, whether or not the
suspects are armed at the time or have
allegedly committed a technically "violent"
high justice crime. Anyone, including average citizens, is authorized to apprehend a
high justice violator. In such a case, the
suspect must, however, be immediately
transferred to lmperial authorities (or local
authorities, if necessary).

Imperial Law
Next highest are the Imperial laws. These
crimes are less seriius, but still of interstellar
scope, and includepiracy, interferingwith the xboat network, etc. Crimes aboard a starship in
space are covered by lmperial law.

Recognized Law
Below Imperial laws are recognized laws.
These are crimes that the lmperial government feels are best handled by local standards, but that are serious enough to warrant intersteliarenforcement.Inotherwords,
suspects in recognizedcrimescan be extradited back to the planet or locality of the
crime to serve trial, whereas local crimes
(see below) are mild enoughthat extradition
is not allowed. Note that no recognized
crimes are illegal by Imperial law-the local
government has to make the law. The Imperial government merely allows extradition if
the locals do chose to make laws covering
the crime. Courts in the lmperial Court System (the planetary courts) do have jurisdiction over recognized crimes (see lmperial
Trial Procedure, below).
Laws against manslaughter, rape, and
smuggling are among recognized laws.

Eoeal Law
Finally, there are local laws. These are
anything that local governments wish to
enact. Local laws are not enforceable beyond a planet's boundaries, according to
the lmperial government.

WPER
LAW EWORGEMENT
The primary agents of Imperial law enforcement are the Imperial Ministry of Justice field agents. Alongside them are the
Imperial courts.
The lmperial Ministry of Justice (MOJ) is
charged with enforcing lmperial law within
the Imperium. Its field agents investigate
and prosecute high justice and lmperial
crimes. One additionalgovernment agency,
the lmperial Regency of Intelligence and
Security (IRIS), will become involved in investigations concerning the high justice
crimes of espionage and treason (it will
involve itself in the latter only if there is
strong evidence pointing toward collusion
with a foreign power). Similarly, IRIS may
also become involved in investigations concerning conspiracy to commit these crimes.
MOJ Field Agents: The MOJ usually
places a minimum of one field agent per
planet, with one additionalagent per-I 00,000
population. On balkanized, low-population
worlds, some agents are responsible for
multiple "countries."
The Ministry of Justice ranksystemclosely
approximates that of the law enforcement
service (from the MegaTraveller basic set
character generation rules).
The authority of field agents extends over
the whole Imperium, regardless of where
they are posted. Few travel extensively,
however. (Most investigationsoff-planet are
handled by theother location'sfield agents.)
They are authorized, in extreme cases, to
pursue an investigation away from theirfield
posting area (usually the one planet) without consulting their superiors.
MOJ 0fficers:There is also arankbelow
field agent: the Ministry of Justice officer.
Officers are empowered to enforce lm~erial
law in one specificareaonly, such as oil one
planet, or perhaps only at one starport. MOJ
officers are found in varying numbers at
starports and installations around the
Imperium. Astarport might have one officer
per million population on-planet; the ratio
would be appropriately reduced for smaller
starports. Not all starports have MOJ officers assigned.
Powersand Responsibilities: Bothfield
agents and officers have the following
powers and responsibilities:
@Theymay arrest persons suspected of
violating lmperial law. Often a local planet
will also allow them to arrest those violating
local laws.

They may use deadly force in selfdefense or to stop a fleeing violent crime
suspect, and may carry weapons at alltimes.
(Weapons are usually limited to handguns
orthe like, though in extremecircumstances,
MOJ high justice arrest teams may be
equipped with FGMPs and battle dress.)
e They may question individuals to gain
information about a case. They can gather
evidence and obtain records that may have
relevant information to crimes. (Note that
failing to assist a MOJ agent in his investigations is an lmperial crime, though it is
usually only prosecuted in intentional and
serious cases.)
e They may indict persons whom they
have evidence have committed lmperial or
high justice crimes. MOJ agents also may
legally prosecute those indictments, but
usually will let a specialized MOJ prosecutor handle an important case. (There is
about one MOJ prosecutor per 10 agents in
the field; if one is not on-planet, then he is
located at the subsector capital MOJ
headquarters.)

I

STIGATION
OF CRIWIIES

Byfarthe best way to run the portionof an
adventure involving the investigation or
commission of a crime is to roleplay the
whole event. In the event that you want or
need to abbreviate such an event, here are
some tasks that might be appropriate:
To avoid leaving evidence of a criminal's
identity:
Routine, (single most appropriate vice
skill), Int, -Enforcement index (see ULP
section below). Instantaneous.
Referee: This is one task level more
difficult if the characters didn't take basic
precautions, or if the lmperial Ministry of
Justice is investigating. If the characters
take extraordinary precautions it is one level
easier. Note that this applies for each individual event that occurs; a crime spree
leads to multiple rolls, but a single complex
heist that violates 10 laws only requires one
roll. Critical success indicates that law enforcement has no clue what happened;
critical failure indicates that the criminals
are identified immediately, and law enforcement authorities will attempt to arrest
them immediately.
To avoid arrest by fleeing off-planet:
Difficult, Int, [+Special DM].
Referee: Roll once per week. This is a
routinetask ifthecrime wasonly recognized,
but it is Formidable if the crime was a high
justice crime. The special DM is calculated
as follows: -1 per week for the first six
weeks, + I per month after the first two, +1
per jump in communications path between
current location and site of crime.
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dant may apply for release on bail.

Thecourt system in the lmperium closely
To be released on bail:
follows its political organization. All legal
(Difficulty as given below), defendant's
judicial authority is derived from the em- Social Standing, Int, Legal, 1 hour (conperor. He has delegated it to his nobles, and frontation)
Referee: The task is Difficult for recogthey have the right to delegate it to courts of
their choosing. (Almost all do; occasionally nized crimes, Formidablefor lmperialcrimes,
one may handle a case personally.) The and Impossible for high justice crimes. In
court system is exactly derived from the addition, it is one level higher for violent
rank nobles-those serving in governmen- crimes. The confrontation is between the
tal positions.
defense lawyer and the prosecutor.
Local Courts: The lowest level is the
On exceptional success, the accused is
local court. Local courts are empowered by released on his personal word. On normal
the local planetary government, and have success, the accused must post a bond,
initial jurisdiction over all local laws. As they cash, or property assessed at the maximum
differ in nature and procedure from planet to fine that may be imposed for the crime.
Accused persons are then free to move
planet, no details will be provided.
Planetary Courts:Above the local courts about on the planet where the court is loare the planetary courts. Planetary courts cated, or about that system with MOJ esare the lowest level of "lmperial" judiciary; cort. Referee's discretion may allow movethey have appellate jurisdiction over all local ment, with MOJ escort, to other systems.
law decisions when the appeal is of an
lmperial justice nature. They also have iniVERIFICATION
tial jurisdiction over recognized crimes.
The investigating authorities have aweek
Appeals of recognized crime decisions are (recognized crime), month (Imperial crime),
appealed up tothe subsectorcourts. Larger or six months (high justice crime) after the
planets with multiple levels of rank nobles arrest, plus travel time if the court is at a
present may have complex planetary courts; different star system than the arresting site,
regardless of individual variation, they have to show to the satisfaction of an appropriate
the characteristics of planetary courts.
jurisdiction judge that there is enough eviSubsector Courts:The subsector courts dence to try the accused. The authorities
are responsible for appeals of recognized may petition for more time where an invescrime prosecutions, and have initial juris- tigation can be shown to require more time
diction over lmperial crimes. They are lo- and that it has a reasonable chance of
cated at the subsector capital, and have success.
significant Ministry of Justice administrative
support, though the justices themselves are
To gain additional investigation time for
chosen by the subsector nobility.
the prosecution:
Sector Courts: Above these are the
Routine, Legal, Forensics, 1 hour (consector courts. Sector courts have appellate frontation)
Referee: Success gives 1D weeks; exjurisdiction over imperial crimes, and initial
jurisdiction for high justice crimes. They are ceptional success gives 1D months. This is
organized similartosubsectorcourts.Above only a confrontation if the defense wishes a
them, theoretically, are domain courts and speedy trial. This task may be repeated if
the Imperial Supreme Court, but few cases initially successful.
proceed to those levels.
The main body of the trial comes next,
rnPER
usually within I D weeks. The defense
COURT PROCEDURE
counsel may lengthen this delay time if
lmperial court doctrine is considerably preparing the defense will take longer.
different than that of the modern-day United
States. The defendant has a right to a fair
Togain additional preparation time forthe
trial, a trial by his peers if he is a noble, and defense:
Routine, Legal, Forensics, 1 hour (conto have legal representation. Present-day
concepts such as suppression of evidence frontation)
Referee: Success gives 1D weeks; exand admissibility are not followed.
There are three phases to any trial of ceptional success gives 1D months. This is
recognized, Imperial, or high justice crimes. only aconfrontation if the prosecution wants
First is the verification phase. The verifica- to proceed immediately. This task may be
tion phase serves to ensure that persons repeated if initially successful.
are not held for a crime when there is no
evidence against them. Next comes the
N TR
If the accused pleads not guilty, then the
main trial, and if the defendants are found
main trial proceeds. The eventual winner of
guilty, sentencing follows.
During the verification phase, a defen- a trial is determined by a number of factors;

to simulate this, at various stages, there will
be possibilities for the prosecution and defense to earn "trial points." A task roll of
some sort is made, and the results are
recorded as "points" for the defense or
prosecution. When the final verdict is being
determined, these points are used as DMs
to the result. Note that in any of these tasks
an exceptional success is worth two trial
points; exceptional failure loses one trial
point.
In cases with multiple defendants, the
trial will proceed in a single prosecution, but
each individual gets a separate roll for determination of guilt or innocence. Nobles,
allowed trial by a jury of other nobles, are
tried in an identical manner. While there are
complexities regarding the exact selection
of the juries, they have essentially no game
effects.
Thetrial begins with opening argumentsfirstthe prosecution, then the defense. They
both present their views of the events surrounding the crime.
To present a successful opening argument:
Difficult, Legal, Int, Persuasion, 1 hour
Referee: This same task applies to both
the prosecution and the defense.

Finally, the judge (orjury of nobles) makes
his decision.
To be found not guilty:
Difficult, Legal, Int, [Trial Points], 1 day
(confrontation)
Referee:One roll is made per defendant.

SENa'lENGING
If the defendant is found guilty, then the
proceedings continue to the sentencing
phase. Defendants found guilty together
are sentenced individually.
During the first stage in this phase, the
defense may attempt to reduce the severity
of the sentence by arguing with the judge (or
jury of nobles).
To reduce the effective sentence index
for a crime:
Routine, Legal, Persuasion, Int, 1 day
(confrontation)
Referee: This is only a confrontation task
if the prosecution wants the full sentence.A
pretrial plea bargain or agreement to plead
guilty is counted as the prosecution not
being confrontational.
Success reduces the sentence index by
one; exceptional success reduces it by two.
This task is one task level harderfor each of
the following (cumulative): violent crime,
Imperial crime, high justice crime.

Following this, the prosecution presents
evidence. Then the defense may present its
Next comes the actual sentencing. The
evidence. Each item of evidence is presented, and both the defense and pros- convicted defendants will receive
ecution argue its value or accuracy. An "item 0.5+(1 Dx0,l)timesthe maximum listedsenof evidencen is a single piece of physical tence (treat rolling a 6 as a 5). Jail time will
evidence, testimony of a witness, or testi- be served at alocal (recognized)or Imperial
mony of an expert. In an extreme case, a (Imperial and high justice) prison.
person's testimony may count as more than
one piece of evidence in cases where such
mPBE&S
Appeals are made to higher courts to
a person viewed separate criminal events
(referee's discretion). Notethat no evidence reverse some aspect of the trial. The prosis prohibited, no matter how it was collected. ecution is allowed to appealon legalgrounds,
Defense and prosecution must both keep in but the defendant may appeal on legal or
mind, however, that presenting evidence of factual grounds. In any case, the appeal is,
made to the court listed in the Imperial
questionable origin may well backfire-a
Formidable task may well result in an ex- Judiciary and Trials System section as
having appellate jurisdiction in the case. An
ceptional failure.
appeal of an appeal continues upthe ladder,
To successfully present an item of evi- and so on.
An appeal is a two-step process. First, a
dence:
Difficult, Legal, Persuasion, 1 hour (con- higher court must agree to hear the appeal,
then the appeal must be heard.
frontation)
Referee: This task may be Routine or
Formidable, referee's discretion, dependTo get an appeal heard:
ing on the nature of the evidence.
Formidable, Legal, Int, 1 week
Referee: Plus travel time if the attorney is
Following the end of the evidence pre- notco-locatedon the appellatecourt'splanet.
sentation, the prosecution and defense offer closing arguments.
After success at the above task, the appeal is heard. Evidence is reviewed, someTo give a successful closing argument:
times the defendants are transported to the
Difficult, Legal, Int, 1.5 hours
court for a hearing, etc.
Referee: This same task applies to both
the prosecution and the defense.
To gain transfer of convicts for deposi-

tions at an appeal hearing:
Difficult, Legal, Persuasion, 1 day
To win an appeal, freeing the convicted
person(s):
Formidable, Legal, Persuasion, Int, 1
week (confrontation)
Referee:This is a confrontation task only
if the prosecutorwantstheconvictionupheld.

LAW IN THE
S m m E R E D IEXIPER
Following the beginning of the current
civil war, the central authority of the Ministry
of Justice and of the ImperialJudiciary both
factionalized. While all of the factions have
kept the previous legal systems, the range
of jurisdiction has fallen from lmperiumwide
to often only sectorwide. Some persons
being hunted as criminals on one side of a
border are being lionized as patriots on the
other side. For these reasons, IRIS has
ceased involving itself in espionage and
treason investigations. Until such time as
the Regency can determine who is the
rightful successorto the Iridium Throne, it is
impossible to know which acts are treasonous and which are patriotic.
Basically, all laws are being enforced, but
less rigorously. Majorfactionsinthe civil war
are generally treated as combatants, not
criminals.

The following section details the Universal Law Profile (ULP).

ULP Format
Name. (Type) (Enforcement) (Sentence)(Modifiers). (Notes.)
For example:
Piracy. 18C-V. Usually violent.

Severity Index
The first character in the ULP is the
severity level of the law: R for recognized, I
for Imperial, and H for high justice.

Enforcement Index
The second character is the enforcement
index. The following table is a set of guidelines describing the persistence and effort
of law enforcement authorities in investigating the matter. These are used ifthe referee
wants to add more detail to his police investigations.
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By Charles E. Gannon
fter witnessing the assassination
of OlecCirtasonTiffany,thegroup
accepted a job offer from Elam
Taangard to look into the murder
(in which the Nullian Leaguewas
implicated).After receivingsomedocuments
and information, the group journeyed to the
Riies system.
Due to travel restrictions, the characters
were dropped off in the planetoid belt of
Revere, where they rescued a Stalker (an
Outcast of the Whispering Skies) from a
grisly fate at the hands of the league. The
grateful Stalker gave them a ride in-system
to Riies, where they learned that Cirtas had
indeed been connected with the antileague
underground on that world. He-and one of
Taangard's agents (Caine Sharpie)-had
become aware of a highly confidential fiche
that had been stolen from the league which
could greatly jeopardize its future operations if it reached the right hands. Cirtas had
acquired the fiche, and then apparently
passed it off to a visiting relative (Avared
Werres), a noble from Riies' primitive sisterworld, Essex. When the league moved
against his relative, Cirtas fled Riies-nly
to die in Tiffany's spaceport.
Caine Sharpic had apparently been able
to piece together enough of this information
to deduce that the fiche was on Essex, not
Riies. He departed Riies to pursuethe fiche,
leaving an informationpacket behind him for
anyfollow-upunitsthat ElamTaangard might
send. This packet caused the characters to
realize that Sharpic had gone to Essex and
that travelling to this primitive planet was the
next logical step in their investigation.

themes of science fiction, how do the hotshot
starfarers fare when they're forced to return to
their evolutionary roots, so to speak, to a medieval-style planet?Trading lasersfor lancescan
be refreshing, revealing-+ reminder that beyond the realm of high ports and high adventure, there are still worlds where the tools are
basicand the reality is simple--and uncompromising. Essex is such a world. But with the
arrival of the fiche has come brutal interference from the league.

mSTERY OF TIHE FICHE

Upon returning to Essexfrom Riies, Lord
Avared Werres could no longer accept the
freeman persecutionsand the oppression of
independent tradesmen. His policies and
judgments quickly reflected his new insight
and caused a great deal of consternation
among his peers. However, he became singularly popular with the people of his province and his city, Ular. This popularity began
to worry the other lords, who began to shun
anyone connected with Lord Werres.
Fruit ofTreachery: It was at thistimethat
the traitor Darshak told the Essexan High
Lord Sarkan Urdor's agents of Avared's
sympathiesfor-and apparentcontactwithmembers of the Riies underground. Just as
this focused attention upon Olec Cirtas on
Riies, it also earned Avared a high position
on the League Explorers' list of suspects.
Appropriately, the Explorers inundated Ular
with local agents, who began to spread
rumors regardingAvared. These lies evolved
into assertions that Werres was a traitor and
was involved in covert activities against the
best interests of Essex.
Hiding the Fiche: Avared Werres realized that hisdayswerenumbered. The other
In this part of "Behind Blue Eyes," the lords banned him from the council, and a
characters will have to journey to Werres' number of unsubstantiatedtreason charges
former seat of power, a city named Ular. against him began cropping up. This mutterThere they will learn that Werres and his ing mysteriously ceased at the same time
entire household were massacred by the that "starmen" (Explorers from the Security
league-but that the league did notfind the Branch) began appearing in Ular. Avared
fiche. Questioning the right people may lead knew that his remaining time was limited.
them toTembre the witch who can tell them Rather than take preparations, however, he
that in order to find the fiche, they must now did nothing to betray his awareness. He did,
seek a young girl by the name of Nianna however, send atrusted lieutenantto Polistar
Talor. Werrestrusted Nianna, his illegitimate Downtofurther"betray"'him.While in Polistar
daughter, with the secret of where the fiche Down, however, this lieutenant was able to
was hidden. And now she too has been carry out the real mission that Avared had
hidden-and the trail leads to the city of assigned him: He stole a small newsfiche.
Nintaironthe opposite side of the continent. (Werres had witnessed their use on board
The mystery is only half of this part of the the ships he had travelled to other worlds
adventure, however. The real focal point in this on.) When this fiche arrived at Avared's
episode is the worM of Essex itself, which is a stronghold, Werreskeep, Avared cut the
peculiar combination of the familiar and the newsfiche down to the size of the secret
strange. In keeping with one of the classic microfiche and tinted it adeep blue color. He
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then had the real fiche placed inside a paste
reproductionof a largesapphirethatwasthe
great treasure (and symbol) of the house of
Werres-the Star of Ilarir (or "Eagle's Eye").
He removed the real Star of llarir from the
eagle's head crest on the house's formal
battle-standardand replaceditwith the paste
reproduction.
Keeper of thesecret :The only personto
whom he entrusted this secret was his illegitimate 12-year-olddaughter, NiannaTalor.
Nianna's mother,YlinaTalor, wasgoverness
to Avared's two legaldaughters. Niannawas
Avared's favorite child, however. She was
bright, elfin and blue-eyed like her father.
After Avared had switched the reproduction
for the real Star of Ilarir, he sent Nianna
away. He entrusted the task of accompanying her not to any members of his own
householding,but totwoof thedowntrodden
merchants of Ular that he had befriended.
And with her went his most priceless possession-the real Star of Ilarir.
Werreskeep Nlassacre:Two nights later,
Werreskeep was infiltrated by two platoons
of Explorer Security troops. Coordinating
their attack with the forces of Olfar (High
Lord Sarkan's half-son), they quickly overcame the keep's resistance. They killed
Avared and found the 'fiche" hidden in his
quarters. Having no way to check the authenticity of the apparent microfiche (and,
frankly, never thinking to do so-the league
considers "low-tech people too ignorant to
be able to even conceive of such a ruse), the
troops proceeded to massacre the rest of
Werreskeep's inhabitants and left.
Ploy is Discovered: Withinsix hours, the
"fiche"was discoveredto befalse. Disgraced
at having been outsmarted by a "low tech,"
the league forces returned immediately and
turned Werreskeep upside down searching
for the real fiche. They also began to check
the body count, and made the unpleasant
discovery that their intelligence lists of the
householdand staff were incomplete-there
were several extra bodies that could not be
accounted for.
Postmassacre Confusion: The Explorer
Security troops spent the next three days
making inquiries in Ular and discovered that
most of these "extra" victims were semiregular housemembers and their children
(who were also amongst the unidentified
victims) often lived at the keep full time. It
wasn't until a week later that the troops
made enough sense out of their correlated
interview results to conclusively prove that
Ylina had a daughter who was not amongst
the bodies or able to be located in Ular.

starport is separated from the planet's main
city, Polistar Down. The starport itself is
virtually without a "startown." The starport is
situated on a low bluff overlooking the reefstrewn sea to the north. Startown (such as it
is) has only one bar and less than 30 buildings in all-just enough to house the workers and provide for the entertainment needs
of crews on liberty and the security forces.
The port itself has beenstructuredfor bulk
cargo lifting, with plenty of room for huge,
lumbering grain lighters (usually hypertrophied shuttles). There are relatively few facilities for starships, because not many of
the smaller interstellar hulls have any sound
commercial reason to carry grain-it's not
cost-efficient for them. There is a Nullian
League Explorer base here, however, with a
fair-sized staff and a full-time security platoon (equippedtoTL10111standards). These
Explorer personnel are all fairly new recruits
from Sigam who are on their first major tour
of duty in a possibly hostile zone.
The starport inner perimeter is defended
by a company of second-rank troops from
Meadow (1123 Bruia subsectorlHinters). It
is equipped with outdated material (TL6,
whereas Meadow'scurrentstandardisTL7),
but given its potential local opponents (TL12), this hardly matters.
There is only one gate in the starport
fence, which is located at the southern end
ofthestarportperimeter. It isalways manned
by three men from the Meadow security
force, whoarecarrying 9mm revolvers.Their
main weapons (7mm semiautomatic rifles)
are always nearby. Prior to reaching this
point of departure, however, all travellerswill
be processedthroughcontrollcustoms.Here
they will be informed of the TL2 restriction
currently in effect on Essex, and will be
asked if they have anything to check. Such
items may be held in starport lockers.
Tech Ban:Travellers will be informedthat
their ship is not insured against theft should
someone break in past the starport patrols.
However, the Explorers will insure any material submitted to them for safe storage.
They proudly inform travellers that this is a
free service (which also serves to help the
Explorers keep their hands on almost every
traveller'sweapons).Avery thoroughsearch
for technological contraband (especially
weapons) will be conducted.
JJ.RR G ON ESSEX
Currency: After this, travellers are adRecountedbelow isthe informationthat is
highly relevanttothe PCs asthey move from vised of the Essex's currency situation. Paplace to place in pursuit of the fiche's trail. per money is recognizedat or nearfull value
However, the world of Essex is rich in cul- in Polistar Down, but elsewhere coins are
tural and natural variety. The sections on the planet's standard. Most areas will accept
Essex will help add depth to the PCs' jour- credits at only 50% of their face value, and
ney, and also offers the referee customized some areas will not recognize them at all.
encounter tables and profiles of some no- The standard rates of exchange are listed in
the Essexan Rates of Exchange Table.
table fauna (including the local humans).
For the PCs, however, the first glimpse of
Marking: Lastly, each traveller will be
Essex they get is the one that greets all visi- marked with a depilatoryldye treatment.
tors....
Travellerswill betoldthat thetreatment lasts
for one year and is necessary in orderto help
local law enforcement officialstodistinguish
STmBORT
Arriving on Essex, the group finds that the law-abiding citizens (and visitors) from the
Nianna's identity was particularly difficult to
dig up, because Nianna (being illegitimate)
was not exactlywell-advertisedbytheWerres
household. She was a "house secret" to
some degree, and the rest of the house staff
who could have told of herwere dead. None
of the townspeople could even recall the
child's name. Avared had chosen Nianna
wisely, as well as fondly.
And W b t o f the Child?:Niannawastaken
immediately to Tembrb the witch (a psionic),
who isfrontedforbyPultrotheshoemaker. She
suppressed the child's memorywith extensive
psionic conditioning over a threeday period.
Nianna, renamedTura, "came to" in a s
the signs of prolonged illness all arou
Tembre explainedto herthatshe had been in a
very high feverfortwoweeks and that memory
losswas indeedpossible. Shethen sent the girl
withthecouplethatAvared hadusedtospiriither
away. These people (her "aunl' and "uncle")
were minor merchants, and they left for the
distant city of Nintair the very next day.
In conditioning Nianna's memory,Tembre
also used the Star of llarir as a mnemonic
unlocking cue. Should Nianna see the Star,
she would remembereverythingthatTernbre
has suppressed. Tembre gave the child to
the merchant couple and told them to surrender her only to starmen who are antileague and spoke a proper code word: blue
eye. She told the couple that such men
would be coming to take Niannflura to
safety and restore her memory (which must
happen if anyone is to learn where the real
microfiche is hidden-Tembrb herself carefully avoided learningthe details of the girl's
recent memories).
Finally, Tembre sent a telepathic message to Sroarc, a powerfulfreeman leaderof
a freeholding north of Nintair. Through this
communication, Tembre arranged for
Niannaffura to be picked up by Sroarc's
operatives and transferred to safety.
Caine Sharpie Arrives: Some time later,
Caine Sharpic and his fellow agents followed the trail of the fiche to Ular. They met
with Tembrb, who discerned that they were
to be trusted. Accordingly, she gave them
the Star of llarir and told them to journey to
Nintair, where they could pick up Nianna's
trail. They departed the next day.

rebellious, so-called"freemen," who are antisocial and therefore, remain unmarked.
The mark only lasts for one year, so if an
individual plans on staying longer, he must
make sure to return to this installation in
order to be appropriately marked. Being
discovered without a mark is very likely to
result in death, the border personnel warn.

IEPOLISTrn DO
Polistar Down is located one kilometer
eastof the starport. Formertynamed Dasfora,
it was renamed just this year during the
opening ceremonies of a festival which cslebrated High Lord Sarkan Urdor's alliance
with the league and the first harvest of the
new prosperity. The starmen's agricultural
techniques and technology (mostly chemical rather than mechanical) increased that
one harvest by nearly 20%.
Already a major seaport, the sudden influxof grain forshipmentoff-world hascaused
Polistar Down to burgeon. Shipping and
overland trade has boomed in the past two
years. The result is inflation, a great deal of
wealth, a growing middle class, and an increasingly impoverished lower class. Also
evident is extensive new construction, and a
population influx that has swelled Polistar
Down into a teeming and confused
semiurban mass of nearly3 million. Crime is
rampant inthisonce-peacefulcity, as arethe
entrepreneurs who roam the streets in pursuit of their own desperate little get-richquick schemes.
While only 700,000 of the population of
Polistar Down are truly "urban" in the lndustrial Era-sense of the world, the city is still
suffering from the compounded crises
brought on by suddencrowding. Goodwater
is scarce, food shortages are common, and
sewage is omnipresent. The rapidly changing trade and market environment makes
and breaks fortunes overnight, resulting in
an economic churning that dislocates families, turns established businessmen into
beggars, and elevates shrewd opportunists
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into positionsof power. The overridingsocial
attitude in Polistar Down is that of optimism
tinged with desperation and more than a
little fear. The slums are growing, being the
place where those who topple from economic security fall. Yet living in the slums
means yet another horrible descent--the
endless plummet intoa netherworld of crime,
hunger, and death. A chiefly rural, peasant
people until recently, the Essexans fear this
fate greatly. And when they do indeed fail
that far, they become embittered and malicious criminals.
Unfortunately for the traveller, these underworld types have no love of outworlders,
and often have a decided hatred for them.
However, the more cunning individuals in
the criminal subculture will use outworlders
in pursuit of their own ends ratherthan (or at
least before) killing them.
Polistar Down is under the direct dominion of High Lord Sarkan Urdor, whose personal householding (or liveried) forces account for as much as 20% of all the liveried
soldiers on Essex. Although Sarkan has a
reputation for ruthlessness, he has been
very lax concerning Polistar Down--he is
letting the fruits of a laissez-faire economy
fall into his lap. He has however, taken great
care to exterminate every sign of freeman
activity or sympathy in the area. A freeman
undergroundexists in Polistar Down, but it is
not overtly active; the odds are too strong
against it.

T W W L TO
In talking to locals and inquiring after the
seat (or former seat) of Avared Werres'
power, the PCs will be told that they must
head south to the city of Ular. Unlike on the
high-tech worlds that the characters are
probably accustomedto, thisdoes not mean
a swift---or safe-journey. They have nearly
1000 kilometers of terrain to cover, and
although most of it is inhabited (to some
degree, at least), the only constant "road" is
the riverbank (but tracking the river means a
longertrip). Alternately, the characterscould
opt for riverine transport, but this is simply
enhancing safety at the expense of speed:
Uprivertravelis not very swift at TL1-2. If the
group has credits to burn, they could possibly engage the services of a river galley, but
this is expensive (three silverstCrl80 per
day), and the trip is not short.
If the group decides to purchase horses
and gear, it will have more mobility, more
visible prestige, and something to show for
its money. However, whatever method of
transportation the group decides upon, the
referee should consult the appropriate encounter tables (see the following pages) to
determine what (if any) events occur during
the course of their journey.
Ular is located to the south, in a mild,
windy climate. The terrain is rolling and
verdant, ideal for horses, grain, and fruit. It is
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also the site of what is now known as the
Traitor's Keep-formerly, Werreskeep.
Avared's castle overlooks Ular and is now
the seat of power for Olfar, half-son of High
Lord Sarkan. Although technically a bastard,
Olfar is presently heirto hisfather'sposition,
since Sarkan has produced no sons by his
legal wife. (Inheritance is without exception
patrilineal on Essex.) Olfar and Sarkan are
friendly, but not strongly bonded. Olfarwhile competent-is nowhere near his
father's equal in shrewdness, intelligence,
and clever diplomatic maneuvering. However, Olfar does know how to pick good
lieutenants and how to keep them loyal. He
would be able to cope with the position of
high lord.
CitizenAttitude: Ular isglum underolfar's
hand. The citizens remember Lord Avared's
liberality and kindness and chafe under
Olfar's hard-handed and hard-hearted rule.
Freeman spirit is quite alive just below the
surface in Ular, although open action is very
rare.
~ m o r i eof
s Avarsd: Many artisans and
part-time servants to Avared remember him
and his householdquitewell.Just beforethe
massacre, Avared broke his contact with
them, but they now realize that this was
foresight on his part, sparing them from
inclusion in the bloodbath. They can tell of
the attack and one or two of them (who are
now beggars, harlots, and menials) claim to
have seen astarman machine that flew with
a hum sweep down and land atop the main
keep at the same time Olfar's men were
crashing the gates. Some sharp blasts of
thunder were heard, sometimes in rapid
succession, and there were a few flashes
and explosions. However, the commotion
didn't last morethan 10 minutes(someclaim
as little as five minutes, which is a more
accurate estimate).
Whatthe PeopleKnow: Most people inthe
city know something of this attack, and nearly
everyoneknowsthat starmen camebacksoon
after it. Upon returning, they landed in a lager
and glowing (from a fast reentry) ship that
floated in the air with a buzz like a great angry
bee (the gravitic drives). The men that got out
wore uniforms, which, when described, will be
a close matchto those worn by Explorer Security. These starmen questioned anyone who
hadbeenvaguelyconnectedwithWerreskeep.
They were somewhat brutalabout it.Anumber
of peopleclaim to have been tortured or otherwise abused during the course of their interrogation.
As far as anyone can tell, the starmen
were looking for someone from the tower.
The people more directly connectedwith the
Werreskeep can tell the group that they
were looking for a little girl, Avared's illegitimatedaughterby thegovernessYlina (most
of the people still can't recall her name).
They weren't able to tell the Explorers anything useful, because she was not a highprofile member of the household, and hadn't
been seen for days before the attack.

The appearance of the starmen (landing
in broad daylight and carrying their arcanelooking devices) and their harsh, contemptuous treatment of the nativesstartled many
of Ular's citizens, who now have strong
doubts about the magnanimity of their
extraplanetary benefactors.
GoSseTembr6: Some of the underworld
types may suggest that the group consult
Tembr6 the witch. If something unusual is
happening-or has happened-she's likely
to know a bit about it. The individuals interviewed only know that she can be found if
you make inquiries along Guild Row (a
craftsman's street in the heart of town).
There, Pultro the shoemaker (if contacted)
will let Tembr6 know of the characters' interest. Tembr6 will observe the group via
clairvoyance (skryingto the locals) and will
contact it through one of her three large
henchmen. This fellow will lead the group to
a meeting in a comfortable room located in
an otherwise burned-out ruin.

IMIEETING WITN ~ R I B R ~
Before going free-lance and leaving the
wreckage of the lmperium behind, I worked
for IRIS as a covert operative-yeah, a 20year spook. So I've been party to a lot of
strange meetings in a lot of strange locales.
But in some ways, this one was the most
eerie. The muscle sent by Tembrd ledus into
a burned-out building. It seemed conventional enough, as surreptitious meeting
places go. We wound in and around the
black, charred bones of the house, quickly
getting lost in that musty-smelling maze.
And then we emerged into a room. I don't
mean a burnt-out room. I don't mean a room
that was stillsomewhatintact. lmean a room
that was furnished in a style that would put
most luxury liners to shame. It was like
walking out of a blast zone into paradise,
She was in there, behind a candelabra of
sorts. All I could see over thepredatory wink
of the tapers were her black eyes, She
looked at me for a long time, her gaze
meeting mine, but still slightly unfocused. I
think I felt a bit of a tingle someplace in the
back of my head.
''So you are the leader. " Her voice was a
purr with a dangerous buzz behind it.
"Uh,yes ma'am. We've come about..."
'Yes,yes, Nianna." She grew meditative,
looked away. "Lovely eyes, that girl. Blu4like her father's. So blue. "She looked back
at me. 'Bluelike yours. "Shesmiled. "That's
how you'll find hec my friend.."
I almost stammered. "By her blue eyes?
Ma'am, do you mean do say that we're
supposed to be able to find her just because
of blue eyes?"
Tembrd'ssmile broadenedjust a bit. "Ina
manner of speaking."
Tembr6 (who is a well-preserved41 years of
age) is somewhat aloof, but appreciates a
sense of humor. If treated deferentially and
respectfully, she will relax her attitude toward
the characters. She will tell them that the child

was briefly in her care, but was qu&ly taken
away. She will describe the "aunt" and "uncle"
whotookthechildto Nintair,andtellthePCsthat
they must find these two people and give them
the password blue eye if they are to progress
further in their search for Nianna. She will also
tell them they are not the first to come in search
of thechild.Threeothergoodstarmen came as
well, but she knows nothing of howtheyfared.
If given a description, she will be able to identify
the leader as Caine Sharpic. Lastiy, she will
impart a telepathic image of NiannalTura to
each of the group members, so that they can
recognize the child when they see her (photographs are not exactly plentifulon Essex).
Tembrh will not reveal any more and will
claim that she has nothing more to reveal
(but she obviously knows that the child's
memories have been altered, that the girl
has been renamed, and that she may very
well b e in the Adasina freeholding with
Sroarc). Her motivationsfor helping the PCs
are twofold. First, the witches and warlocks
of Essex were discredited by the league,
and then actively hunted for awhile (since
the Explorers did not want to leave a cadre
of psi-talented individuals in the land with
nothing better to do than support andlor
incite a general rebellion). Consequently,
Tembre loathes the league and everything
connected with it. Second, she is an old
friend of Werres, who always treated her
with deference and respect. Some even
mutterthat TembrB's bastard child (whowas
sent into safety years ago) may have some
blood of the Werres line in him.
Should the group grow suspicious of--or
angry with-Tembr6, they'll find that she is
an elusive and dangerous opponent. She
dwells in a sealed off complex that can be
accessedthrough Pultro's cellar, his storage
room's rear wall, or through the unused and
apparently sealed chimney of an adjacent
building. She possesses the psionic talents
of clairvoyance, telepathy, and body control.
She has a Psi Strength of 11, and while she
does not like to use psionic attack, she will if
she must. Unknown to any off-worlders,
there is a local root which may be turned into
a "potion of magic"that is actually a psi drug.
Tembre's skill in brewing this is renowned,
as are her other magic concoctions (which
include anagathics, truth drugs, and several
hallucinogens that make a subject more
susceptible to various telempathic suggestions). However, Tembre prefersto achieve
her objectives through good planning, foresight, favors owed, and her erstwhile retainers (who are extremely well paid).

mm?

The group's next move should be fairly
obvious: journey to Nintair. That means a
voyage of at least 3000 kilometers overland.
While it is possible to continue farther down
the Calbir River to the coastal city of Sharn
and search for ocean passage, the group
should be discouraged from this. Any local
willthinkthe PCs a little crazy if they suggest

it. Sailing from Sharn to Nintair will take the
PCs right through the gale corridor to the
south of Essexar-a journey which would
only be undertaken by one of the nobility's
massiveships, or by a desperate (and probably insane) captain of asmaller vessel. The
expense of renting one of the larger vessels
is out of the question.
In considering the overland routes to
Nintair, a quick look at the map of Essexar
should suggest the only sensible option is to
go east to Harvor and then cut south or
southeast into the desert and on to the
Nintair road. This is a long journey, but it is
over good horse country.
And if the players are starting to wonder if
it might not be wise to breakdownand recruit
some local help, they're likelyto meet Turon
and Sered, whocome seeking employment.
Turon: Turon is a 55-year-old retired
huscarle. His UPP is M9796. His skills are
Recon-3,Large Blade-3, Equestrian-2, MainGauche-2, Leader-2, Crossbow-1, Shield1, Instructor-1, Tactics-1, Small Blade-1.
%red: Sered is a 30-year-old retired
huscarle. His UPP is C6A3B9. His skills are
Large Blade-5, Equestrian-1, Shield-1, Recon-1, Axe-1
If the NPCs are questioned, the PCs will
discover that they learned of the "opportunity" from one of Tembre's guards. These
NPCs allowthe referee to inject some of the
local perspective and knowledge into the
PCs' encounters. It also gives the referee a
little leeway if the party takes casualties.
After all, a player without a character is not
going to enjoy an adventure very much.
The Trek: The rest of this episode involves the journey to Nintair. As the PCs
complete that trek, they'll be a bit disappointed, forthe weather is foggy on the day
they first expect to be able to make out the
spires of the desert city. But before they
spend their lastdayjourneyingtoward Nintair,
they may have more reasons to dislike the
fog-and what's waiting within it-which is
just the first surprise contained in Part 111 of
"Behind Blue Eyes."

Essex
After its original colonization, Essex was
almost completelycutofffrom extraplanetary
contact for nearly 18 centuries. Two centuries into this period of isolation, natural disasters resulting from tectonic activity ruined Essex's civilization, which had atrophied and then stabilized at TL6. These
disasters, coming in rapid succession, killed
millions and shattered the governments and
service organizations which could have provided assistance. The civil agencies were
located in or near Essex's major population
centers, all of which were on the continent
that was hardest hit-4edestor. As a result,
Essexdroppedall the way backto a population level numbering (barely) in the tens of
thousands and a Tech Level of 0.
A Slow Climb From Savegsw: In the

intervening years, the natives managed to
rediscover primitive agriculture, mnslruction, trade-and, of course, war, The fierce
and large carnivores of Essex made the
struggle a difficult one, and the inclement
sailing weather between Hedestor and
Essexar discouraged intercontinentaltravel
and trade-two factors which normally
stimulate technology and populationgrowh.
Visitors: Throughout this period, occasional far traders would stumble into the
Riies system, usually landing on the more
stable mainworldof Riies, which had halted
its technology slide at TL3 and was desperately trying to rebuild and recapture the
secretsof spaceflight.Those which did wander to Essex were greeted and treated well,
for local legend ascribed the origins of the
populace as being someplace out amongst
the stars.
Internecine War: While friendly to outsiders, the Essexans were less than beneficent when it came to each other. The tremendous disasters that had ruined their
world had split the survivors up into small,
isolated pockets. It took centuries for these
survivors-which-became-tribesto grow to
the size where they recontacted each other.
By this time, they had evolved disparate
cultures and customs, and their language
had evolved to the point where different
tribes spoke such differing dialects that one
could barely see they came from a single
root tongue. Wars sprung up as much out of
xenophobia as out of resource competition.
It took a full 10 centuries to make the slow
climb from TLO to TL1 due to the constant
and ruthless strife that existed between the
peoples of Essex.
Current Culture: Hedestor's culture is
markedly different from the bustling, quasiEarly Renaissance provinces of Essexar.
Hedestor'sculture reflects the fear of earthquakes anddisplacement--buildings are not
so grand or so sturdy. Farming is more
interspersed with gathering and orchard
tending. Nomads are common, as are wandering shepherds. Communities are more
fluid and wars are more like large feuds,
alternating between pitched battles and select assassinations. Nintair is the meeting
place of these two cultures and contains
aspects of both.
Linguistic Reblending: It wasonly in the
last two or three centuries before regular
contact was reestablished that Essex had
begun to rehomogenize. And even as d
1120, that process is far from completed.
The Wild Tribes speak a variety of nearly
unintelligible dialects, some of which are
based upon pre-Galanglic Solomani lan-
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guages (Spanish, Indonesian, Scandinavian,
and Magyar influences are still detectable).
The languages of Essex began to return
to a common thread when extraplanetary
contact resumed. The Galanglic that was
constantly heard in the mouths of travellers
from many different suns was a close linguistic kin to thetribes'own dialects, and the
scholars began to study it. Merchants followed suit, as did the ruling class.As a result,
the High Tongue of Essex is an archaicized
version of Galanglic, full of honoriiics and
formal/informal pronoun distinctions that
strike the modern Imperial ear as superfluous and even a bit awkward (much the way
Shakespeare's English sounds to us). However, these "archaic" linguistic elements are
not a product of Essex's "quaint" level of
advancement, but are present becausethey
serve a n important function: They provide a
reminder and enforcer of the four generally
recognizable class distinctions which are
integralto Essexan society-nobles, gentry,
craftsmen, and laborers (serfs).
Frssman Wlovemenl:Thefreeman movement boiled up out of the craftsmen and
quickly infected the lower levels of the gentry, who organized it and caused it to spread
likewildfire amongstthe laborers. The nobles,
however, controlled the soldiers, and between their punitive measures and the economic pressures they were able to place
upon the mercantile segment of the craftsmen, the freeman bidfor powerwasstamped
out.

ESSI'EZS:TODAY
Essex is a memberof the Nullian League.
A dependable agricultural producer, it was
contacted by the league shortly after the
league's forces achieved uncontested control of Riies' close orbital space. At this time,
the feudal system on Essex was rapidly
eroding, with large numbers of serfslworkers moving into towns, fleeing the landowners, and even setting up independent cooperatives. The league took advantage of this
chaotic situation by siding with the feudal
lords. It supplied them with superiorfarming
techniques, fertilizers, trading monopolies
with off-world food buyers, and extended
credit. This, combined with slightly more
liberaltreatment of workers, swung the momentum back in the lords' direction.
However, the league also used its economic leverage to slightly alter the feudal
system. It managed to turn the loose Parliament of Dasfora into the Essex Trading
Council, and to create a more autocratic
position with which toguide thecouncil--the
highlordship.The current high IordSarkan
Urdor--is known for his intelligence and
ruthlessness. He is perhaps one of the most
enlightened Essexans, insofar as knowing
the realities of his planet's place in the interstellar community is concerned. Given his
firm hand, and the profit that now derives
from cooperationbetweenthe lords (instead
of endless bickering), the feudal power cen-

ters now act in concert, making them far
more formidable.
Feudalism and farming is the goal. Yet, in
the outback lands, freemen and their cooperatives (or freeholdings) still exist, despite
unrelentingpersecution.The merchants and
townspeople are also kept on a tight, firmly
disciplined leash; Sarkan knows that towns
are the hotbeds of revolt. The lords now
operate in concert (more or less) to hunt
down the last freeman colonies and to exterminate any urban sympathizers that are
aiding their cause.
Trade and the Tech Level: The league
has imposed a trade restriction on Essex:
TL2 items are the most advanced that are
permitted. This trade restriction also applies
to personal possessions; they are perused
and cleared for TL2 sensitivity. The Explorers keep a watch to "protect" the cultureand thereby ensure its extreme vulnerability
to high-tech military control. On two uninhabited continents, sportsmen are permitted firearms and otherTL2+ equipment, but
only after afour-month application and interview process. And now that rumors suggest
that freemen are fleeing to these areas,
travel restrictions are expected to spread to
these continents as well. The actual tech
level of Essex is really much closer to 1 than
it is to 2. Gunpowder is still extremely rare
(only Sarkan has it), and there are fewer
than 100printingpressesonthewhole planet.
Sarkan is also receivinghelp in his efforts to
build a hot-air balloon (he understands the
value of reconnaissance and observation).
Seafaring end Colonization: However,
the one seemingly logicaltechnological advancement that the league will not help
Sarkan with is the science of superior shipbuilding.This is largely because Sarkan has
shown a keen interest in exploring and colonizing Savon, the western continent. The
league not only feels that this should wait
until Essexar (the main continent) is firmly
underthe high lord's control, but that it could
also make him too powerful.Also, the league
is interested in reserving some of Essex's
landmass for eventual projects of its own.
However, this sort of exploitation is contingent upon the quelling of various problems
elsewhere in the Nullian District of league
space (such as the ongoing invasion of
Angerhelm, and the occupations of Riies
and Uga).
Sarkan is more or less aware of the
league's true motivations, but is not about to
bite the hand that feeds him; the league
could remove him almost as easily as it
made him. Sarkan contents himself bysending occasional exploratory ships over to
Savon.
Witchesand Warlocks:The witches and
warlocks of Essexar (reportedly psionics,
but there are a great number of unique
talents observed) heldgreatpoweron Essex
until the arrival of Riies' explorers, and then
the occasional visits of blockade-running
smugglers. The population's increased fa-

miliaritywiththewondersoftechnology made
individuals vastly more skeptical regarding
the reality (and1imitations)ofwhatthewitches
and warlocks had termed magic. Nonetheless, these people have continued on as a
major, if lessvisible, part of Essexar'spolitical
scene. However,the league attackand subsequent backing of Sarkan resulted in the
death of many of the mystics (who resisted).
The rest have gone deeper underground
than ever before.
Freeman Migration: Another seafaring
issue stems from Sarkan's concern with the
freemen's move to leave Essexar and settle
the Rinvular Archipelago instead. Sarkan
recently saw to it that the lord nearest to that
area (Folcor of Turobar) had the good fortune of attracting over 2500 mercenaries to
quell the freeman rebellion on his island.
Sarkan hopes to useTurobar and the city of
Nintair as staging areas from which to
prosecute a campaign against the freemen
who are escaping to the islands. Although
the league is usually supportive of Sarkan's
antifreeman activities, it has been less than
sanguineabout this idea. Its reluctancestems
from a mix of practicality (it could be a very
costly operation, which would be best deferred untilfull control of Essexar is realized)
and self-interest. (The league would prefer
that Sarkan has something to worry about in
the years to come; unobstructed, he could
proveto be aformidableadversary.) Sarkan,
while not making plans for a full campaign,
has already begun to train marine Compactor units. He is (quite rightfully)worried about
the increasingly solid toehold the freemen
are establishing in the archipelago.
"Brending" the Natives: Inorderto identifyfreemen, Sarkan has instituted a leagueprovided identification system. The method
is a combination depilatoryldyeing procedure applied to the nape of the neck. The
effects last for about ayear, at which time the
hair begins to reassert itself. The depilatory
effect is maintainedby temporarily impairing
the follicles, which either cease to grow hair
or grow very weak hair that falls out. The
impairment is accomplished by the accompanying dye, which is implanted in a onecentimeter circle via a swift, tattoo-type device.
Almost invisible to the naked eye, the
"dye" is actually a pattern of lines, which
function like a bar-code for purposes of
identification. Therefore, even if a freeman
tries to pass in Essexan society by shaving
and dying the appropriate spot, conclusive
identificationcan be made by the hand-held
readers or "wands of truth" held by all Explorer personnel and Compactor captains.
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All of Essex's citizens must report annually
for their marks of loyalty. Any off-worlder
who travels beyond the extrality zone must
submit to the process as well. To be found
without the markof loyalty indicatesthat the
individual is afreemanloutlaw and carries a
one silver piece bounty upon his head.
Quarantine Accord: Essex dimly recalls
its own technological past, but it has been
isolated for so many years that this has all
but disappeared from memory. During the
Long Night, Essex's population and technology were devastated. Recontact was
first made by far-ranging f ree traders sometimecirca600.This limitedinterstellarcontact
was interrupted by the Imperial Rim War,
which caused commercial interests to concentrate in the Old Expanses. However,
Essex was contacted by Riies1TL7vessels
in 712 ,and after several years of assessment, Riies' nations agreed to restrict contact with the planet as part of the landmark
Quarantine Accord of 721.
Not wanting to swallow this callow world
whole---which is the effect that Riies' tremendous edge in population and technology would have had--the nations of Riies
agreed instead to let the Essexans get to
space in their own time and own way. In the
meantime, they put aside one small gas
giant and two planetoid belts to be held in
trust for Essex. However, enterprising outsystem merchants were often able to slip
past the Riiesan patrols and make contact
with the people of Essex. In keeping with its
general policy of aggressive mercantilism,
the league has removed these restrictions
and swept Essex into full membership.
Essex's Attitudes Toward Foreigners:
Although Essexans'contactwith offworlders
has therefore been rather limited, they are
not in awe of starmen (as Essexans call
offworld visitors), although they do accord
them considerable respect. However, asthe
new ageof prosperitypromisedbythe league
beginsto look more and more like a new age
of exploitation, some of the shrewder
Essexans-particularly the freemen and
their sympathizers-are beginning to see
that their worst enemies are not from onplanet, but from off-planet.
This is also perplexing to Essexans, who
had previously regarded starmen as very decent, interesting, beneficial (and atlogether too
infrequent)visitors.Mostof these simplepeople
are not aware of the political dvi si o
i ns
and
maneweringsthatdominatethe
around
them, andthereforeare notahvaysawareofthe
distinctionbetweenleaguesthen, nonleague
stamen, and Riiesans(orthatthereisadistinction to be madel).
Climate: The weather of Essex is essentially mild, except for the fierce southerly
equatorial gale corridor. This weather region has been likened to a wind tunnel and
is largely responsiblefor the desert belt that
cuts across Savon, Kutor, Hedestor, and
Essexar(thefourcontinentsof Essex). Fierce
ocean squalls are associated with this gale
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corridor, and have prevented significant ex- freemen who have landed on their shores.
ploration/colonization of the Rinvular Archi- They use almost no metals.
Freemen: The freemen are one of the
pelago by the noble houses of Essexar.
smallest minoritieson Essex, living in out of
the way places and in the constant fear of
LORDS OF ESSEX
The Overlords of Essex Table defines the detection and destruction.Theycanbefound
membership roster of the sovereign lords who mostly inthe northeastern regions of Essexar,
sit onthe EssexTradeCouncilandtheirgeneral throughout the RinvularArchipelago, and in
areas of influence. Notethat some larger areas the thorny uplands of Hedestor.
Ciies:The majorurbancentersofEssexare
may support two lords (who are usually rivals).
In addition to the overlords and barons that semiurban agricultural centers that dominate
owe them allegiance is a minor lordship of the roughly circular areas up to 150 kilometers in
island of Turobar, held by the House of Fokxr. diameter. Of all these cities only Polistar Down
Turobar is not a voting member of the council, (at 700,000) istruly an urban environment, and
largely because it has been inturmoil for years, as such is an odd mix of planning (like old
the result of an open freeman rebellion there. Byzantium) and chaos (like 20thcentury LonFolcor is laboring to crush this movement, but don). These urban centers are listed on the
his poorly disciplined forces have been unable table below, along with their aggregate populations. The number preceding the community
to win a decisive victory against their foes.
name indicates its ranking in terms of size and
influence, and can be usedto locatethe city on
DEMO
NICS
the map of Essexar and its surrounding areas.
The population of Essex is 44 million.

Population BreakdoPo~ulation
n illions)
35
4
2
1.5
1
0.5

Location/Division
Essexar
Hedestor
Rinvular Archipelago
(includes Turobar)
Southern Wild Tribes
Scattered freemen
Northern Wild Tribes

Essexar: The inhabitants of Essexar are
generallydustered about the cities, fords, farmlands, rivers, and coasts of that continent.
Hedestor: The population of Hedestor is
very dispersed, and consequently the largest
towns there are barely one-tenththe size of the
cities on Essexar. Most Hedestoriansdwell on
the fertile (if tedonicallyturbulent) west coast.
Rinvular Archipelago: The inhabitants
of the Rinvular Archipelago are almost all
locatedon Turobar. There, most of them are
part of the greater semiurban area of Indigar.
Most of the others live in fishing villages
along the southwestern coast of that island.
Northern Wild Tribes: The so-called Wild
TrbesaretslanddwellersthroughouttheRinvular
Archipelago.The northerntribes, fewer in number, are fiercer and more adventuresome. The
are organized into mutually hostile steadings,
anddependonfishingand raidingforlivelihood.
They are sailors first and foremost, preferring a
small form of longboat with a stepsail. They
have littleaccesstometals,so havefewsmiths,
but are expert at maintaining and adapting
capturedsteelweapons,whichtheyprizehighly.
Bowmen are quite common.
Southern Wild Tribes: The southern
tribes are generally more peaceful, insofar
as they very rarely raid. A year-round growing season makes raidingunnecessary. However, they are very terriiorial and both distrust and resent the incursions of people
from Essexar (the settling of Turobar some
14 centuries ago is still a sore point with
them). They have an uneasy truce with the

Urban Centers of Essex
City
Polistar Down
Harvor
Damshere
Kirad
Nintair
Ular
Sharn
lndigar
Alhap

Aggregate Population
(in Millions)
2.9

1.8
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.1

H

ENGO
Milidarry

Military individuals are of four basictypes:
Compactors (Sarkan's elite troops),
huscarles, mercenaries, and militiamen.
Compactors: Compactors are the allied
forces of the noble houses (the arm that
enforces their joint compact). Two-thirds of
these units are cavalry, the other one-third
are hobilars (mounted infantry, Equestrian0).Compactor units are most frequently
cadred by High Lord Sarkan's men and are
usually comprised of huscarles f rom at least
three different noble houses. This often
causes a certain degree of rivalry and internal bickering. However, their morale is extremely high, and they are very well paid.
Their primary purpose is to locate and destroyfreeman outposts and holdings. If extra
forces are needed, Compactors often hire
mercenaries to supplement their ranks. Often dangerous and arrogant, Compactors
commonlyprefersword, hand axe, and lance.
Some (hobilars in particular) may wield
broadswords, battleaxes, or halberds. Missile troops are not common, but are usually
armed with shortbows or light crossbows.
Armor is usually chainmail or plate. Shields
are standard.
Huscarles: Huscarles are householding
troops; they are the personal troops of an
overlord or one of his vassal barons. Approximately one-sixth of such units are cavalry. Their morale is also quite high. They
have a certain amount of resentmentfor the
preference accorded Compactor troops.
They are much less concerned with the
extermination of freemen. Depending upon
the house they serve, some may actually
have somesympathyforthefreeman cause.
Veryfewwould be willing totake any risksfor
it, however. Cavalry huscarles tend to be
armed and armored in much the same way
as Compactors, but some houses have sizable horse archerllight scout contingents.
These light cavalry units are usually armored in ring mail or even simple leather
jack.
Huscarle footseldiers are primarily armored in chainmail and ring mail. Shields
are the general standard for nonmissile
troops. For more lightly armored units, the
standard weapon is the spear. In heavier
units, standard armament is usually the
sword, cutlass, hand axe, or the larger
weapons. This is largely dependent upon
local preferences and customs. Archers are
usually armed with long or composite bows,
and rarely armored in more than ring mail.
Heavy crossbowmen often wear chainmail,
however.
Mercenaries:Mercenariesare, of course,
soldiers for hire. It is uncommonfora mercenary unit to be a cavalry unit (12+ on 2D6).
Mercenary cavalrymen command a very
high price and are known as condotierres.
One-sixth of all mercenary units will be
hobilars, and another three-sixths will have
light wagons to travel with (since a merce-

nary has no home other than his camp).
Mercenaries have good morale and are often extremely shrewd. They frequently are
more foresightful than huscarles--there's
no stronghold to run back to if they make a
mistake. They are often willing to take considerable losses if a high payoff is anticipated. Mercenaries have a high sense of
honor in regard to each other---that is part of
their code. Some units extend this sense of
honor to include all their dealings, but theirs
is a hard code: Abroken troth merits deathno exceptions.
Mercenariesare armed and armored very
similarly to huscarles,with afew exceptions:
Mercenaries will almost never wear anything as light as a leather jack, but will very
rarely be encountered in plate. Not only can
they ill afford plate, but they prize speed
above excessive protection. Crossbowmen
areoccasionallyencountered, while archers
are almost never encountered.Amercenaty's
preferredweapon is likelyto besword,spear,
halberd, or broadsword.Shields are the rule,
not the exception.
Militiamen: Militiamen are invariably
connected with a community. They are generally mediocre to poor soldiers with low
morale. Many militiamen get their start as
young rakes who decide to make a legal
career out of sporadic violence. They are
usually bribable and of average or lower
education and social class, but very
streetwise. They are always foot soldiers
and are responsible for both civic defense
and urban peacekeepingpatrols (thewatch).
Overall, they tend to have a combination of
outlaw skills and military ones. Most militiamen will be armored in leather jacks and
armed with a spear or a blade. Some extremely poor communities might make do
with no armor and just aclub, but this is rare.
A leader might carry a shield, but this is not
common practice.

ButPaws
Outlaws are of four basic types: nomen,
freemen, bandits, and thieves.
Namen: Nomen are refugees from shattered freeholds (usually the work of Compactor units). Nomen have relatively high
morale and can be considered to be berserkers against Compactors (el to all attacks, and e l to damage). However, they
are usually clever and often usevery sophisticated and shrewd tactics to minimize their
combat deficiencies.
Many nomen bands are beyond reasoning with, however. These bands have been
on the run for so long, living off the land, that
they are blind with hatred toward anyone
else. Such groups often evince harsh social
customs and mores. Other groups are more
approachable, but are still extremely wary of
anyone, particularly nonfreemen.
Nomen are extremely loyal to each other
and are loath to leave any of their wounded
behind. Most are armed and armored as
bandits, but their groups have a significant

numberof bngbowmen/composite bowmen.
They favor lighter armor because they depend on speed and maneuverability. However, they may employ heavier weapons
and arms if they can seize horses.
Freemen: Freemen are soldiers by necessity, rather than choice. Most freemen
originally came from a civilian background,
but they have had to learn the craft of warfare in order to survive. They now live in
freeholds: defensible communities of freemen, usually well-hidden or located in
sparsely populated regions. Their morale
when attackingis average, but it is extremely
high when they defend.
They are generally well-organized and
disciplined, and have a highly intelligent and
educated cadre---usually more astute than
that of their opponents. This is because a
large numberof freemen were scribes, lowerlevel officials, renegades from "traitor"
householdings, etc. They are therefore frequently well-educated, clever, and accustomed to being in positionsthat carryconsiderable responsibility.
Freeman armor is usually at least leather,
with astrong desire presentfor ring mail and
chainmail (but availability is another issue).
Spear is the standard armament, but sword
is common. Those not armed with sword will
certainly be carrying a blade. Shields are
universally carried, except by missiletroops.
Many freemen also hail from wilderness/
frontier areas, and these freemen are quite
accomplished with the longbow and have
high expertise in Stealth and Hunting. Horses
are used whenever they are available.
Bandits: Bandits are basically highway
robbers. They vary as to where they are
encountered, but generally they prefer to
strike from ambush, have clear numerical
superiority, and will flee any confrontation
that seems to be going against them. They
have mediumto low morale, dependingupon
their confidence in their leaders. They operate on both land and sea.
Bandits tend not to use heavier weapons
such as halberd, battleaxe, and broadsword.
Similarly, they will generally not be found
with foils or knives. Spear, sword, and particularly blade are their most common weapons. There will al~vaysbe some archers
(usually shortbows or light crossbows) in a
banditgroup, but larger missile weapons are
extremely rare. Some desert bands are
known for their deadly slingers. Armor is
usually leather jack or nothing, although
some leaders may have ring or (very rare!)
chainmail. Shields are uncommon.
Thieves: Thieves are generally urban
dwellers. They are from a lower class back-

ground (Social Standing 6 or less), tend to
be thin or small in stature, and are relatively
intelligent. Like bandits, thieves prefer to
strike from ambush. However, thieves preferto avoid combat if possible. They attempt
to circumvent confrontation through planning and intelligence gathering or trickery
(like a diversion that calls guards away from
the treasure they're guarding).
Although of average morale, thieves do
not like to take casualties and will beat a
hasty retreat if afight promisesto be costly.
They will occasionally hire mercenaries if
combat is anticipated and deemed unavoidable. However, not many mercenaries will
work for thieves, in that the average mercenary has nothing but contempt for them. A
mercenary unit that isworking for athief can
be assumed to be both desperate and essentially unscrupulous.
Thieves generally armor themselves in
leatherjackornothing; heavy armorisanathema to them. They prefer light weapons,
such as daggers, blades, and foils. Swords
and cutlasses are extremely rare, as are
shields. Thieves favor hand-held missile
weapons (knives, javelins), but some use
the short bow or light crossbow. The latter is
a favorite guild hall defenselpatrol weapon.
Many thieves learn main-gauche (left or
two-hand4 fighting), preferringthe flexibility
afforded by this style of combat. (Maingauche and Shield skills are covered in the
article in Challenge 49 which covers combat on Essex and planets like it, "When It's
Lances, Not Lasers.") Thieves make frequent use of various poisons, some which
simply disable the individual (similar to a
very extreme dose of fast drug), some of
which are quite lethal.

Explorers
Explorers on Essex are mostly from the
Intelligence branch (except for the security
troops at the starbase). They are generated
according to the Scouts in WgaTraveller
with the following exception: Starting with
their first term, they take their skills from the
Army tables (excluding Army Life) every
third term. This reflectsthe paramilitary bent
of the Explorer service.
Explorerteamsare small groups (threeto
five individuals) from the Intelligence division. They will always possess at least one
level of Liaison skill and will be very familiar
with Essex's geography, weather, various
dialects, customs, and current politics. They
are very uncommonly encountered and are
almost always on a mission of considerable
importance. When the PCs arrive, there are
afair number in the field, trying to turn up a
clue as to where Nianna could be.
The Explorer teams have full authorization to kill at need-no targets excepted.
They are ruthless, clever and efficient. They
are apparently armored in chain, but under
that armor, they wear tailored cloth armor
(giving them a total resistance to missile
penetration of 6). They invariably have ex38
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cellent horses, plenty of provisions, plenty
of local currency, a sword, a knife, and a
horse bow or (more commonly) aTL7 autoloading crossbow made to look like a local
version. They are also equipped with a
7mm autopistol, a silencer, and three clips.
Eachteammemberalsocarriestwoprimitive, but safe, hand grenades. They are
activatedby an ignition device likeaflintlock
and are similar in performanceto a TL5 HE
hand grenade. General equipment for the
whole team to share includes a flare gun
with the following rounds (two of each):
Illumination "starburst" flares for signaling
aerial units, "grenades" equalto aTL7 hand
grenade, small napalm bomblets (diameter
of effect is five meters--consult COACCfor
damage), and tear gas rounds.
Firing the flare gun is similar to firing a
grenade launcher in that the difficulty is as
per indirectfire and Heavy Weapons skill is
used as a die modifier on the to hit task.
However, the maximum range is Medium
and the characteristics of the warheads are
as indicated above. A direct hit has a penetration of 0.
The team also has a transponder/transmitter with Planetary range (for satellite
uplink in emergencies). It is a small (two
liter) box in a brown, native-made leather
case. Controls can be accessed for manipulation by lifting a small flap. Using the
transmitter without a bypass code, or any
attempt to removethe case, will detonate a
self-destructdevice (the equivalent of aTL7
HE hand grenade). This selfdestruct device is relatively simple and is disarmed by
the code entry. However, a person could
conceivably cut through he case, pry open
the metal casing and disarm the self-destruct (Routine, Demolitions, 2 minutes,fateful). Quite obviously, this trap was only
intended to prevent locals from examining
the transmitter's circuitry and technology.
Although the teams could have been
given far moresophisticatedweaponstgear,
the Intelligence division wanted to keep the
teams as low-profile and unburdened as
possible. Thus they were given smaller,
more primitive weapons. This equipping
policy also serves to limit the degree of
technological contamination that might result should one of the teams be ambushed
and its equipment seized by natives.
Essex is most remarkableforthesimilarityof
its flora and fauna to that of Terra. As a result,
there is consistent speculation that most of the
"evolved" species are in fact the results of
bieneeringeffortsbytheAncients. However,
no artifactualtrace of the Ancients hasyet been
discoveredon Essex. Furtherspeculation runs
that the similarii to Terran lifeforms may have
been caused by human bieneering efforts
priirtotheLongNight. Hso,theseprojectswere
extraordinarily successful.
Most of the fauna of Essex is quadrupedal and biocular. Besides a few unusual

creatures, the difference from Terran wild- increased in size. The plummet spots its prey
life is primarily in the number of larger (50+ from extremely high altitude and dives, driving
its beak into the prey. As a consequence,
kilograms) predator species are present.
increase the penetration of any initial (diving)
attack by 2. These animals are dangerous not
Warbeast
The warbeast is so named because of the only because of their attack method, but also
domesticated version of this animal, which the rather pronouncedstupidity of the species.
has often been used in war. This practice High-speedimpactattadearenotconduciveto
has begun to fade out, although freemen complex brain development.
and the Wild Tribes still count on these
Leviamort
animals heavily. They are akin to large, catThe leviamortis a huge, shaggy carnivore. It
like wolverines, but are somewhat dog-like
intemperament.Theirclaws are retractable, is slow-witted, but extremely patient. While
but usually short and heavy-they are pri- generally slow, the leviamort has the ability to
marily used to aid in climbing rocks, not mountashott,quickcharge(twicelistedspeed)
trees. Fearless hunters, they aresometimes as it attacks from hiding. It usually hides in a
dangerous to humans, but often not. There blind of its own making, most often a shallow
are accounts of them playingwith humans in excavationwhich isoverhungby tree branches
or some other form of natural concealment.
a friendly fashion and then leaving.
Leviamorts are generallyfearless and have no
regardfortheir numberof adversaries. They do
springs, Swoops, PI
Thesethreedangerous birdsareactuallythe fear fire greatly, however. The jungle variety of
same species at different periods of develop- this creature is somewhat smaller and faster
ment. The spring (encountered in clearterrain) than its temperate cousin.
is the young form. Its wings are not fully develGrounbouth
oped, nor is its beak structure. It attacksfrom a
An odd and dangerous creature, the
concealedareaatgroundlevelby leaping'flying
intoitsquarry.Thisodd mixofjumping andflying groundmouth dwells underground. It is a
squat, almost radially symmetric animal. Its
gives it its name in this stage.
The swoop is the middle stage of develop- mouth is located at the"top"of its body. It has
ment. In this form, the creature is found in no real head. It hunts by tunneling underforests and makes short, high-speed flying ground to a clear area. It tunnels up to within
attacks. Its beakis heavierinthisstage, andthe an inch of the surface, and when something
animal uses it to impale now, rather than bite. (or someone) puts sufficient weight on this
The plummet is the adult form and is only area, the ground breaks and whatever was
encountered in or near mountains. The plum- exerting the weight falls into the groundmet is not only much larger, but its beak has mouth's considerable maw.

Ghrysalot
This fishlreptile starts as a fish-like creature, but after a three-month hibernation in
tidal flats during its third winter, it metamorphoses into a full triphibian. It is an aggressive hunter and has been known to venture
up to 250 kilometers inland.

Sleek
As an early Terran visitor once remarked, "A
sleek is like a marine otter that got very long,
very fast, grew very sharp teeth, and got very
nastytyl'These
oceangoing quadrupedal mammals are renowned both for their intelligence
and their beautifulfur, which many of the Northern Wild Tribes prize highly. Sleeks m a k e g d
and useful pets, but only if they are separated
from their mother at birth and are kept from
contact with wild sleeks.

Springboks
Evenmoreaptly namedthan asimilarTerran
species,thistimidgrazerisatiny,spindlylegged
creature. However, when grazing or sleeping,
several of the young males will wander the
perimeter of the herd. If they encounterathreat
atclose range, theywill jumpstraight up (jumps
of three meters have been recorded)andset up
a piercing "yip-yip-yip." Upon landing, they will
freeze in place until their herd has darted offthereby becoming a meal for the threatening
creature. However,giventhe staggering fecundity of this species, the two-month gestation
period, and the littersof threetofour young, the
averagespringbokherd can easilyaffordthese
losses. Springboks are the crucial first link on
the Essexan carnivores' food chain. $2

Share the Adventure!

ST NOW!
FOR A N W S M E 01=ABWMURE!
How many times have you played a wargome, read a
history book, or seen a war movie and said to yowself,
~ ' Mwas
t it like to g o over the top a t the Somm4,rnove
through the hedgerows dNormandy against the dreaded
W d e n SS, or go on a search-and-destroy mission in Viet-

nan?"
Well, here is your chance to find out! The 2 0 t h Century
Tactical Studies Group WWrS YOU to partidpate in WI
W I I V i e t n a m reenacting. This enjoyable hobby d recreating the pivotal battles of this century,with the actual use
d original uniforms, weapons and vehides d th2 wriods.
CI 1 year membership $15.00
C1 2 year membership 3 2 5 . 0 0
3 3 year membership $ 3 5 . 0 0
CI Lifetime $300.00

GH COLON
The Science-Fiction Role-Playing Game

"In 2188,
you are the
last best hope
for mankind

..."

N0TE:Membenhipincludessubscripticm to BRUVCMRCUGH magozino.
rnemborstip card, pot&, and nla.

Waterford Publishing House Ltd.
Box 3742, Main Post Office
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 321
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A New Journal for Science Fiction and Fantasy Garners
Featuring articles, adventures and fiction
for a wide variety of role-playing games.

B

For a one year subscniption send $10.W,
check or money order, to
Vortext hblishing

5506 Beaudry St., #C
Huny! The first 100 subscribers
will be entered in a drawing to
win a model of the
Narcissus Escape Craft
from the movie Alien.
Available quarterly starting in March
at a hobby store near you.

Despots 8:Emperors
If you're one of the above or would like to be,
WIOBIUS-T is the PLAY-BY-hlAIE game for
you. YOUtoo can mercilessly pound enemy
colonies into rubble while your slavering hoards
of planetary attack forces flame in from orbit!
Tired ofplaying against a computer? Well here's
your chance, because you'll be playing against
up to 11 other players, as flesh and blood as
youself, and just as anxious to get their hands on
your empire as you are to get your hands on
heirs. Diplomacy, G-and Strategy. Combat,

inmgue, economics, logistics -- Mobius-I has it
all. And for just three (countem) 3 dollars
we'll send you the 68 page extensively exampled
rulebook and directions on how to join a game.
Send $8.00, and we'll send you the rules to ALL
of our play- by-mail games, including
STARWEB, WORLD-WIDE BATIZEPLAN,
ILLUMINATI (PBM), HEROIC FANTASY
and many more! hlention where you saw this
add and we'll include a coupon good for 1/2
ofl'on your setup fee. Ask for our free catalog.

Send to: Flying Buffalo Inc., PO Box 1467 Scottsdale, AZ 85252-11467. If you have Visa

ach armed force in the Martian
city of Thymiamata serves a differentspecial interest, withfew, if
any, combatants protecting the
city as a whole from outside aggression. These forces coexist in a seem'ngly peaceful manner to the casual observer, but are in a state of constant lowlevel bickering as to each one's rights over
the other, and it makes for confusing politics.

Private Armies

Encounters,
Personalities
and Groups
By Neil V Young
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THEMERCHANTFAMILIES~~~~
are prosperous
enough hire guards to protecttheir lives and
property, and the most powerful of the merchant clans have what can be best described as small armies at their disposal.
Though hired and tailored to fit each clan's
needs on an individual basis (no mercenaries are hired in any groups greater than
three for fear of a large unit turning on the
clans), most of these largerforces have the
equivalent of one infantry company and at
least one company of cavalry. The infantry
units are usually divided between guarding
the family manor, workshops (if the clan has
any), and warehouses (as a deterrent to
crime). It is highly likely that the practice of
privatearmiesdeveloped in responsetothe
interclan fighting that was so common hundredsof yearsago, asthe numberof guards
posted to such assignments even now are
far more than needed for the relatively calm
streets of modern Thymiamata. Nonetheless, a good show of force seems to be a
status symbol among some powerful merchants, so the practice is maintained.
The cavalry units are the ones that warrant their excessive numbers. It is these
units that accompany the caravans into the
dangerous deserts and ward off High Martian and brigand alike. As a result, cavalry
units tend to be more experienced, though
the tactics they employ are defensive in
nature.
Equipment for these private armies is as
varied as their organizations, but families
find it advantageous to arm their men with
the best weapons available, which usually
means American weapons, though French,
British, German and even Belgian weapons
are used by the private armies. Obviously,
the richer the family the more powerful the
weapons, but few if any heavy weapons
(i.e., Gatlings, Hotchkisses, Nordenfelts,
etc.) are in service.Thosethat are in service
usually are mounted in guarded gates or
held in storage as someone's ace in the
hole. Uniforms consist of family colors and
crest, and make for easy identification in
practically any condition. For combat pur-

poses, consider family infantry units to be
Experienced with a Fieldcraft rating of 2 (1
for Soldier's Companion purposes), but
they rarely see combat in units greater than
platoon-strength. The cavalry range from
Experiencedto Veteran, and have Fieldcraft
ratings from 2 to 5.

Defense Force
THYMIAMATA'S
MERCHANTS were never very
fond of the idea of a centralized army (an
understandable feeling when the only city
army they ever knew came knocking at their
housestocollecttaxesorimpose new laws),
but the new government recognized the
need for some armed body to keep the
peace. The result was the Thymiamata
Defense Force, an army which serves more
as a police force than anything else.
infantry: The TDF consists of four companies of infantry, two of cavalry, and two
batteries of artillery. lnfantry units are broken up into platoon- and squad-strength
units and are stationed at or near important
civic structures, such as the high docks, the
canal junction's custom house, the guild
house, the Grand Palace and the bazaar.
There are several stations throughout the
city that house platoons in what can best be
described in Earth terms as a police precinct system, though the areas of the city
each station administersseem to be loosely
defined. These stations send patrols of two
to five soldiers through the city streets,
which can report to any TDF post. As the
infantry's duties consist mostly of breaking
upcrowds, clearing traffic (especially during
a livestock drive) and apprehending petty
thieves, its combat experience is minimal.
lnfantry units are Trained and have no
Fieldcraft skill.
Cavalry: The cavalry tends to be more
seasoned than its infantry counterpart.
Cavalry units are the only TDF units to see
duty outside the city. They are charged with
patrolling the dry beds for High Martians
and robbers, but also send units into the
Chryse Badlands and along the wet canals.
The cavalry is stationed centrally in the
lower west wing of the Grand Palace, and
one company is kept on call for riot duty in
the event infantry posts need backup. All
units are Experienced and have a Fieldcraft
of 2 (1 in Soldier's Companion rules).
Artillery: The artillery batteries see little,
if any, use at all, and are kept in the unlikely
event of a major siege, something that has
never occurred in Thymiamata's history.
Artillery consists of two batteries, the high
battery and the mobile battery.
Highf3attery:The high battery, as its name
would imply, isstationed nearthe highdocks,

and consists of a large tower fitted with four
rod guns positioned to cover all approaches
to the port by air. A pair of sweeper guns is
emplaced on the roof of the tower in the
advent of High Martian attack, but these
guns have no official crews. The artillerists
that man the battery are a sorry lot. Most of
them have had only rudimentary training on
the weapons they man, and only the senior
officers (of which there are two) have any
combat experience whatsoever. Absenteeism is common at the battery, with only a
quarter of the men on station at any given
time. With thingsthe way they are, an attack
on the High Port could be devastating. The
artillerymen are all Green soldiers, and their
depleted ranks allow for only one gun to be
fired at a time.
Mobile Battery:The mobile battery is more
of a battery in storage than a functional part
of the TDF. These four carriage-mounted
light guns were originally intended to accompany the infantry units into the field-a
place the infantry has never gone. Because
of this, the battery was placed in an obscure
part of the yard where it has sat forthe past
few decades. There are no crews for the
guns anymore, and the carriages are rotted
and pitted with rust from lack of care. The
guns themselves are still in fair shape, but
there is nothing left in theway of ammunition
for them in the armory.
Limitations on the TDF: The TDF is limited in many ways by the government. For
one thing, the property of the ranking merchant houses is effectively off-limits to any
TDFpersonnel. Property, in thiscase, refers
to guards, warehouses, family members,
family estates or even interfamily quarrels.
The size of the TDF is alsostrictly limited, as
the families still fear the military, and new
soldiers are recruited literally as old ones
are killed. This makes replacements all but
impossible to get in a crisis situation, as
witnessed by the limited patrols and new
recruiting announcements after a major iire
or riot. Pay is not the best, and most seasoned mercenaries hire out to the family
guardforces, leaving theTDFto pickthrough
the inexperienced leftovers.

US &my

tioned at the high docks with the ship, but
are under the colonel's command as well.
Infantry: The infantry companies are all
Veteran units with an effective Fieldcraft
skill of 3 (2 for Soldier's Companion purposes) and are armed with bolt-action rifles.
One company is assigned to the American
Quarter and State Department offices, while
the other two are kept on station at the fort.
Engineers: The engineers have been on
the planet the longest. They are currently
engaged in a project to link the fort to the
city's sewer system, but can fight effectively
if called upon to do so. Engineers are Experienced MPCs armed with breech-loading
carbines. They have no Fieldcraft, but have
Engineering (structural engineering) skill,
which may come in handy in a combat
situation.
Cavalry: The cavalry unit consists mostly
of men Colonel Forrestor had under his
command at one time or another. Its members have seen combat in the Civil War and/
or the Indian Wars. As a result, they are the
most experienced the army has currently,
with a Veteran troop rating and Fieldcraft
skill of 5 (4 in Soldier's Companion). The
cavalry is used in conjunction with thescouts
to perform long-range patrols and mapping
expeditions, but has been sent to search for
and destroy rogue bands of desperadoes
and brigands many a time. Like many of its
counterpart units in Syrtis Lapis, the US
Cavalry insisted on bringing its horses to the
Red Planet. This gives US Cavalry units a
distinct advantage in speed over most Martian units (horses, while not as tough as
gashants, are faster in short-run sprints and
pursuits) and has earned them a role as a
reaction force.
Artillery: The artillery battery consists of
three 12-pound breech-loading cannons
emplaced to cover all approaches to the
fort, and a seven-pound mountain howitzer
positioned to provide indirect cover fire for
the American Quarter. Colonel Forrestorf elt
this original battery would be inadequate to
serve his needs completely, and took the
liberty of requisitioningtwo additional sevenpounders and five Maxim guns. The howitzers are kept in storage until needed (such
as for the profoundly effective strike on

Kurge's kraag) and two of the Maxims are
emplaced in the fort's guard tower. Mounts
at many points in the fort allow the remaining gunsto be broughtto bearwhere needed,
taking advantage of the guns' portability. All
infantrymen have had at least basictraining
in the useof these newpieces, andtheguns
are manned by those on duty at the time.
Scouts: As was the case in the American
Southwest, the US Army has brought into
service natives to act as guides and translators. The scout unit attached to Fort
McClellon is actually the remains of a Hill
Martiantribethatwas slaughteredin aviolent
blood feud some years ago, and subsequently hired on before the fort was completed. These warriors have been surviving
for some time on the open plains and are a
Veteran unit with a Fieldcraft skill of 5. Their
armament consists of US-issued breechloaders and repeaters, though pole arms
and bows are still used for close combat.

Encomer Descriptions
NOTETHAT the table assumes daytime
activity. For night encounters, all merchant
encounters become thug.
Thug: 1D6+3 ruffians confront the players. If this is an open area they will try to
coerce the group into an alleyway, where
the cutthroats will shake the player characters down for money and goods. If the
group is already in an alley or deserted area
of town, the thugs will attack, out of ambush
if they can. Such undesirables are armed
with knives and clubs, but may pull agun or
two if things get hot. They will avoid any
group that is not easy pickings.
Thief: One of the PCs is the victim of a
pickpocket (determinethetarget randomly).
If the player character succeeds in a difficult
Observation roll, he will catch thethief in the
process; otherwise, the PC will notice later
on that a personal possession is gone

THE US ARMYarrived in early 1889 and
was given permission to occupy an old
fortress-villa that overlooked the city. The
Army's Corps of Engineers renovated the
structure into a very defensible fort and
renamed it Fort McClellon, in honor of
Colonel Forrestor's Civil War hero and
mentor. The fort now holds three companies
of infantry, the company of engineers, a
cavalry troop, and an artillery battery. A
company of Hill Martian warriors was hired
by the colonel as scouts, and serves as
translators and guides for the fort. The crew
and marines for the USS Ranger are sta-
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(watch, passport, derringer, etc.). If caught,
the criminal will flee into the crowd or down
a busy street.
Brawl: Adisagreement gets out of hand.
The incident coild be a barroom brawl that
spills into the street, a stiffed merchant, or
even rival ship crews, but in 1D6 rounds the
TDF will disperse the fight.
The exception will be if members of the
ranking merchant families are going at it, in
which case no one will interfere. Weapons
are usually confined to knives, bottles, chairs
and other makeshift melee weapons, but
large fights may see swords or even firearms used.
Patrol: A random sweep of two to five
TDFtroops is encountered. These individuals are armed with swords and shields, and
will most likely ignore the PCs unless the
group does something outwardly violent or
illegal.
Merchant: The group comes upon either
an open-air stall (in the bazaar), a pushcart,
or a store.
What the merchant has, as well as his
price, is up to the referee.
Beggar: The PCs run into 1D6 beggars,
who accost them asking for a handout. In
the poorer sections of town, the party could
run across a small camp of these destitutes
in a vacant lot or living in a building. Such a
groupwould number3D6and literally swarm
the PCs with pleas for charity.
Wlarshal:The party encounters eitherthe
marshal or one of his men. The player
characters will most likely not be bothered
by the man, unless of course they are doing
something suspicious.
NPC: A major NPC is encountered. Depending on what the referee wants, the
NPC could be in trouble, looking fortrouble,
or this could be just a chance meeting. This
encounter is a good way to make friends or
enemies.
USArmy: 1D6+1 ofthecolonel's men are
met. They can be either off duty having fun
or actively patrolling the quarter. Should any
large fighting break out in the American
Quarter, this automatically becomes the next
encounter, as the men arrive to break upthe
fight and disperse bystanders. They will be
armed as described above, and will most
likely be infantrymen (1-4 on a D6), but
could be cavalry (5-6).
Crew: The party runs across crewmembers of one of the canal or cloud vessels that frequent Thymiamata.
Most of these individuals will be from
merchant ships, but a fair number of
American Red Captains call at the city as
well, so the choice of who the party runs
across is up to the referee.
Rubble: Found in the ruined quarteronly,
the PCs come across a mountain of fallen
stones and other debris that makes passage
down the street literally impossible.
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The PCs will have to find another way
around.
Collapse: Either the floor of a building or
a section of street gives way under the
weight of one or more of the party members
(roll 1D6 to determine which of the first six
are in troub1e)causing afall that will result in
1D6+2 wounds. Characterssuccessfullyrolling against their Dexterity will be able to
grab holdof something and avertthefall, but
all equipment in their hands will have to be
dumped.

PROMINENT NPCS
OF T
HEREARE A FEW of Thymiamata's more
interesting and colorful personalities.

King Kurge (VeteranNPC)
Skills
Fisticuffs 3, Throwing 3, Close
Combat 2 (pole arm)
Agl: 1 Marksmanship 2 (bow)
End: 4 Wilderness Travel 4 (foraging)
int: 3 Observation 3
Chr: 2 Eloquence1, Linguistics2 (Koline,
Na-Gaaryani)
Soc: 6 Leadership 2
Kurge is the king of the largest of the
Chryse kraags, though he may not be for
long. Kurge was humiliated in the eyes of
most of his followers when the US Army
successfully shelled his mountain fortress.
To avoid the conflicts that come with a weak
leader, Kurgestupidlytried to redeem himself
by attacking the other kings, who for years
were a source of rivalry. This resulted in the
current warthat depletes his forces daily. To
make matters worse (for Kurge anyway),
Thymiamata has ceased paying tribute and
hordes of Americans are poaching his
liftwood groves and mining his silver veins.
With the war, the brute lacks the manpower
to stop these incursions. His is not an enviable position.
Kurge no longer leads the attack waves
personally forwhat heclaims are reasons of
age. He is, in effect, not that old, but is
secretly very afraid he will be assassinated
by one or more discontented subjects. He
keeps a small army of bodyguards in attendance at ail times, as well as several slaves
to taste his food first. Kurge is now very
paranoid. He speaks his region's dialect of
High Martian as a native tongue.
Motives: Hatred (for the world), mad.
Appearance: Kurge looks bad, even for
a High Martian. His face has very baggy
eyes from lack of sleep, and he rarely has
enough energy to lift his great bulk from his
throne. His hair is knotted and far too long
(he will not let anyone cut it), and he keeps
with him at all times a rusting double-barreled shotgun, a weapon he will not hesitate
to use on his own mother if he feels she is
conspiring against him.
Att.
Str: 4

Kyle Wikes
(Expe~enced
WPC)
Att.
Str:

5

Agl: 4
End: 4

Skills
Fisticuffs 5, Throwing 2, Close
Combat 3 (edged weapon)
Stealth 3, Marksmanship 5 (pistol)
Wilderness Travel 3 (foraging),
Fieldcraft 2
Observation 2

Int: 2
Chr : 1
Soc: 1 Riding 3 (horse)
With the many wonderful goodies the
Americans have brought, along came the
not-so-wonderfulgoodies,andof these, Kyle
Wilkes is typical. Claiming to have killed
more than a dozen men and about aquarter
as many Martians, Kyle does little more
than look for trouble with his band of toughs.
Hecarefully avoids military patrols (too much
firepower) but scoffs at the marshal and his
men.
Just what Wilkes' background is, nobody
knows (or cares). It is assumed he fled to
Mars to escape the hangman's noose, or
perhaps the closing of the frontier made it
too hard for him to maintain his lifestyle;
either way, Thymiamata is stuck with him.
Wilkes' native tongue is English.
Motives: Sadistic, boastful.
Appearance: Wilkes wears clothing befitting a slime bag: greasy and dirty, with
dark colors prevailing. He looks like he has
not bathed in a year. Kyle wears his bowie
knife and six-gun proudly, but has an arsenal of concealed weapons, including a garrote, two derringers, athrowing knife, and a
razor blade.

Shazjuk (VeteranNPC)
Skills
Fisticuffs 2, Throwing 1, Close
Combat 4 (pole arm)
Agl: 4 Stealth 3, Marksmanship3 (bow)
End: 4 Wilderness Travel 3 (foraging),
Fieldcraft 4, Tracking 3
Int: 3 Observation 2
Chr: 4 Eloquence 3, Linguistics 2 (English, Koline)
Soc: 5 Riding 4 (gashant)
Shazjuk is the commander of the band of
Hill Martians employed by the US Army, a
group that serves the fort as translators and
guides. The warrior and his group are the
surviving remnants of a tribe that was wiped
out some years ago in a blood feud. They
wandered the deserts for awhile until they
came upon the construction site of the fort
and were hired on almost immediately.
Like many Indians who serve in similar
functions in the southwestern US, Shazjuk
hopes to one day avenge himself upon the
tribe that nearly wiped him out. He seesthe
weapons the army gives him as the key to
this plan, but feels bound by honor (and,
though he won't admit it, loyalty) to fulfill his
Att.

Str: 3

duties to the army. He makes no secret of
his plans, and has discussed them with the
colonel on several occasions, but does not
believe he will move on the rival tribe for
quite awhile yet, mostly because he feels it
will give the colonel problems with anlihuman activities. In the meantime, he is content t o wait.After all, the longer he waits, the
more proficient his men get with their new
guns.
Shazjuk speaks Edenti as his native language.
Motives: Driven (to avenge his people),
loyal (to his tribe and the fort).
Appearance: Shazjukwears his long hair
in braids for battle and has a long scaron his
left cheek, a constant reminder of his ordeal
on the plains. He dresses in what American
clothes fit him, including a leather belt and
holsterfor his Colt army revolver. In combat,
the warrior uses a breech-loading carbine,
but still feels more comfortable with his
traditional bow.

socks away enough money, which at his
current rate of acquisition will not be too
much longer.
When this happens, his naive but otherwise honest deputy will take over; a definite
improvement for Thymiamatan law enforcement.
William's native language is English.
Motives: Greedy, liar.
Appearance: Any British subjects that
see Porterwill beglad he leftthe Crown.The
man is overweight, greasy, and has an
almost continuous 5 o'clock shadow.
He carries a very visible desperado-style
scattergun in an oversized holster on his
belt, and has a Remington derringer hidden
in his boot.

Governor Charles W K t e
(nained W G )

Skills
Fisticuffs 1, Throwing 1, Close
Combat 2 (edged weapon)
Wgl: 3 Stealth 2, Marksmanship 1 (pistol)
Marshall Wifiam 'E Porter
End: 1 Wilderness Travel 1 (mountain
(Dained W G )
climbing)
Att.
Skills
Str: 5 Fisticuffs 4, Throwing 2, Close int: 4 Observation 4
Chr: 6 Eloquence 5, Bargaining 3, LinCombat 2 (edged weapon)
guistics 4 (Na-Gaaryani, Koline,
Agl: 2 Marksmanship2 (pistol), Steatth 1
French, German)
End: 3 Wilderness Travel 3 (foraging),
Soc: 6 Riding 5 (horse)
Tracking 1, Fieldcraft 1
Governor White is actually more of a
Int: 4 Observation 3
Ghr: 1 Bargaining 2
mayor. He is most concerned with the adSoc: 2 Riding I (horse)
ministration of an American Quarter that is
While Colonel Forrestor is charged with growing by leaps and boundsirom his office
keeping the American Quarter safe, Billy in the Grand Palace. As the ranking govPorter is responsible for upholding its laws. ernment official, White is also pressed into
Unlike his military counterpart, however, the rolesof host, ambassador, and inspector
Porter does little to see that his job is carried general, all of which he performs quite well.
out.
Charles began his career in government
Porter, of English descent, has a largely in an obscure position in the State Departunknown background. He has hisjobprima- ment, and his proficiency with paperwork
rily because no one else wanted it. To be earned him better assignments asthe years
sure, bringing law and order to such a wild went by. When he was offered the Mars
place is an uphill battle (if you consider a cliff position, he snapped it up with dreams of
"uphill"), but Porter does not fight in the first exotic adventure running through his mind.
skirmishes, and accepts bribes for looking So far, however, the job has been nothing
the other way from resident brothel madams more than a trip to a faraway records office,
and saloon keepers. His force of a dozen with an occasional formal dinner or ball to
men runs the gamut from honest to corrupt, break the monotony.
but everyone arrested is brought before
Charles' spirits are dimmed now, but his
Porter anyway.
hope remains that one day he will have an
Anyone in such a position stands to lose opportunity to wander the Red Planet in
his weapons and valuables, but a large search of adventure. White has never been
bribe will always get him released and in combat, but has practiced hard with his
cleared of all charges. English characters small revolver and is proficient with it. He
brought before Porter can expect no special took up mountain climbing back on Earth,
treatment, as the man has no great love for but knows the mountains here are too
his former country (or his present one, for dangerous to allow him to further participate
that matter). Only a large amount of money in mountaineering as a recreational activity.
will get a positive response from the man.
Charles' native language is English.
Motives: Responsible, adventuresome.
So ineffective is he in his job that the army
Appearance: Charles is a model buis forced to send troops in to do his job for
him.
reaucrat, always clean and well kept. His
William plans on skipping town when he clothing is of the finest makes, and he is
Att.
Str: 2

well-known for the gold pocket watch and
chain that he strings from his right packet.
He keeps a light revolver in his vest pocket
in the advent of an attack, but will probably
never get a chance to use it because a
contingentof army soldiers is always nearby.

Colonel WerG E.Forrestor
(Elite: NIPC)
Aft.
Str: 3

Skills
Fisticuffs 2, Throwing 1, Close
Combat 5 (edged weapon)
Agl: 3 Steatth 2, Marksmanship3 (pistol)
End: 5 Wilderness Travel 4 (mapping),
Fieldcraft 2
Int: 4 Observation 4
Chr: 4 Eloquence 3
Soc: 5 Riding 4 (horse), Leadership 3
An exceptional soldier, Forrestor served
brilliantly in the Civil War and in subsequent
campaigns against the Apache in the Arizona and New Mexico territories.
Because of this sterling record and his
experience with frontierwarfare, the colonel
was the logical choice to head up the
Thymiamataforce when itshippedout earlier
this year.
Robert Forrestor has been asoldierpretty
much all of his adult life, and he has witnessed many acts of cruelty. He knows it is
one thing to defeat an enemy, but quite
another to rape and pillage. During the
Apache campaign he saw wanton acts of
cruelty as his men fell about burning and
murdering Indian villages in a hyped anger
thegovernment only seemed to encourage.
He did his best to stopthe actions, and he
swore he would never allow such a thing to
happen again.
On Mars he intends to make good on this
promise, especially with the threat of antihuman riots that seems to loom over so
many city-states these days.
The colonel's mission on Mars is simple:
protect Thymiamata's American Quarter
from antihuman movements (at least that is
what he was told in Washington). Upon his
arrival, he determined that the real threat
came from the High Martians, not some
underground network of Canal Martians,
and immediately set about relieving the city
of this menace.
In his now famous mountain howitzer raid,
the colonel was able to turn the beast kings on
one another and take the pressure off
Thymiamata. This was a far cry from actually
eradicating the menace, but it is more than the
Canal Martians have beenable to do in several

hundred years. Robert knows High Martian
paranoiadidmostof thework, butstillenjoyshis
popularity among the people as a savior.
Robert's native language is English.
Wlotives: Ambitious, just.
Appearam: The colonel is now in his late
40s, but still boasts a lean body and full head of
dark hair. His piercing blue eyes seem to see
right through people, and he has a very dired
mannernotgiventosmalltalkForrestorkeeps
his Colt Peacemaker (heavy revolver) at his
side day and night, and has a customized
Henry rifle (treat as alever-actionrifle) prominently displayed in his quarters.

Barelaan hhtaak
(Trained NPG)
Att.
Str: 1
Agl: 3

Skills
Close Combat 2 (bashingweapon)
Stealth 2, ~ a r k s m a n s h2i ~(pistol), Crime 3 (forgery)
End: 4 Wilderness Travel 3 (mapping)
Int: 5 Observation 4, Pilot 3 (sailing
vessel--canal barge)
Chr: 6 Eloquence 6, Bargaining 5, Linguistics 3 (English, Koline,
Parhooni)
Soc: 5 Riding 4 (gashant), Leadership5
Barelaan is the patriarch of the Astaak
Clan, one of the most powerful and influen-

tial families in Thymiamata. From his office
high in the family tower, he issues orders,
makes appropriations, and runs every aspect of the family holdings. Frompayrolland
petty cash to fruit stands and barge traffic,
there is not a thing the family does that
doesn't get sent through Barelaan first.
The merchant king was raised for his
position practically from the time he could
walk. He spent the bulk of his early years
commanding the family barges as they journeyed all overthe Red Planet, but assumed
his position as head of the family when his
father died several years ago. Despite the
fact he rarely leaves the tower for any reason nowadays, Barelaanknows the waysof
the street well from his years on the barges.
Barelaan has been discussing a deal with
Wells Fargo to obtain the capital necessary
to outfit his barges with steam engines in a
manner not unlike the paddlewheel steamers plying the Mississippi he saw in an
edition of Harper's Weekly. This deal will
cost a pretty penny, but he feels that the
extra speed of his barges will enable his
family to get a corner on Malaan fruits from
the Mare Erythraeum area, a fruit that is in
big demand on Earth but spoils quickly.
Barelaan's mindworks incredibly quick, and
is always coming up with innovative ideas

presenting

{I!

like this. He reads many American magazines for relaxation, which serve as spurs
for his new ideas.
Inventorsor scientists in a party meetingthe
patriarchwill betreated like royatty and asked a
volley of questions about how certain inventons can be used for his mercantile needs.
Barelaan's nativetongue is Na-Gaaryani.
Nlotives: Mercantile, knowledge (for inventions that improve business).
Appeerancs: Barelaan dresses in the
finest clothing available when he goes out,
but at homecanbe found inany old garment
that was lying in his dresser drawers. His
energy and enthusiasmabout business and
science belie his old age, and he no more
than finishes one discussionwhen he starts
on another.
He is accompanied by two or more Elite
guardsatalltimes,but hecarriesa Remington
Rolling Block Pistol on his person in the
advent the guards are not enough. Q
Fierce attacks by High Martians and an
untimely labor dispute threaten a smallmining communiiyin the conclusionof the threepart Thymiamata adventure in Challenge
51. And for more on Thymiamata's history
andgeography, refer to the first segment in
Challenge 49.

...
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12: 33-35

Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Twilight: 2000
Traveller

9: 54-55
28: 31-34

Traveller
Traveller

4: 12-13
5: 14-15
7: 32-33
29: 28-34
19: 35
9: 32-33
3: 27-28

Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Space: 1889
Traveller
Traveller
Shadowrun
Star Trek
Twilight: 2000
Twilight: 2000
Traveller
MegaTraveller
Renegade
Legion
Traveller

18: 6-7

Traveller

Simple Conversion Guide for Flying
Vessels, A
Sir Daylenn Morriidan
(Casual Encounter)
sky Eyes
Skyport Authorii (Errata)
Skyport Authoriity
Skyvan (Ship's Locker)
Smaetal Warms (Bestiay)
Small Cargoes-Three for the Road
Small Cargoes
(Afeahyakhtow and Hkyadwaeh)
Small Cargoes and Special Handling
Small Package
(Amber Zone)
Small Patrol Crafl
Smoking Flax, A
Snowblind
Sccial Class in 2300
SoN Bunk (Amber Zone)
Soun: The Claws of Space
Space Habitats in Travelkr
Space Ork Tactics

Space:1889 Insertion

40: 13-19

Space: 1889

37: 20-22
39: 66-67
21:3
19: 37-42
14: 29-30
14: 40-42
27: 33-34

MegaTraveller
BaltleTech
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller

20: 37-38
18: 40-44

Traveller
Traveller

19: 33-34,17
32: 9-11
34: 29-32
45: 22-29
44: 52-54
9: 28-29
43: 22-23
23: 36-41
48: 88-90

Traveller
Twilight: 2000
Space: 1889
MegaTraveller
2300AD
Traveller
MegaTraveller
Traveller
Warhammer
40,000
34: center Space: 1889
35: 61-70
Star Trek
31:54-56
2300 AD
46: 76-79
Call of Cthulhu
5: 25-27
Traveller
47: 38-40
MegaTraveller
5: 34-36
Traveller
16: 36
Traveller
35: 20-25,52 MegaTraveller
20: 40-45 Traveller
9: 36
Traveller
44: 64-75
Shadowrun
40: 47-49
2300 AD
38: 43-47
2300 AD
45: 76-79
Star Trek

Spaceports in the Star Trekuniverse
Spacesuits
Space-Eaters,The
Special Psionic Powers
Special Psionics
Speculation Withouf a Starship
Spedspitter (Bestiary)
Spice of Lie, The
Spinal Mounts Revisited
Springer (Bestiary)
Squeeze Play (Fiction)
Stahlhammer; The
Star Cruiser Power
Star Fleet Taciics
Stardate Chronology
of the Enterprise
Starfighters Down
Starship: Annic Nova
Starship Design Notes
Starship Malfunctions
Stoner 63 Weapon System, The
Stormriders
Strangers in a Strange Land
SWikw Systems Weapons Analysis
Wikw Variant: "Foxhound"
Sbikw Weapon Systems Revisited
Striking it Rich: Strikw for the Traveller
Player
Stutterwarp Revisited
Stmewarp Technology in 2300
SubmersibleATV (Ship's Lod<er)
Suggestionsfor High Guard and TCS
Campaigns (Ref's Notes)
Suggestions For Martial Arts Combat
in Travelbr
Sung, The
Sunstroke

19: 43-46
31:47-51
36: 53-60

Surprise at Cleanntaler
SuSAG
Sweet Trade in Space: Piracy, The

41:14-17
16: 16-22
41:42-46

43: 76-78
38: 68-70,79
1: 16-32
36: 28-30,79
15: 16-19,43
40: 8-9
30: 23-24
48: 13-15
21: 6-8
14: 44-47
26: 22-23

Star Trek
Star Wars
Traveller
MegaTraveller
Traveller
Twilight: 2000
Traveller
Twilight: 2000
Striker
Striker
Striker

12: 46-48
33: 50-52
30: 38-41
12: 7

Striker
2300 AD
2300 AD
Traveller

24: 24-33,42 Traveller
Traveller
2300 AD
Warhammer:
40,000
Space: 1889
Traveller
2300 AD

Swift Water (Amber Zone)
Sword Worlders (Contact), The
Tactical Strike
Target 2000: The "Hit List" for Wlll
Tarkine Down (Amber Zone)
Taser
TCS Squadron Design
TCS Squadron Design 11
TDX (Ship's W e r )
Team Recovery
T& Level 14+ Vacc Suit
(Ship's L d e r )
Temperature in Trawelbr:
A %WM8 Variant
Temperature in Traveller:
A * u l s Variant (Errata)
There When You N e d Them
Thing in the Depths
(Amber Zone), The
Thorez
Thoughtwaves (Amber Zone)
Three Blind Mice
Thunder on Zyra
Thymiamata: 1889
TkAet to Swords (Amber Zone)
'Til They Glow in the Dark
'Til They Glow in the Dark
(Errata)
Time Voyager
Tlea (Casual Encounter)
TOC; Onager
Toll Road
Tourist Trap
Tournament (Amber Zone)
Trade and Commerce
(Adventures in Travellsr)
Trade and Commerce
Trade in 2300
?"ravslhr Bibliography, A
Trevellsr Dice
TrswlCsr in Miniature
"loaarslbr Stock Exchange
Traveller's Tales
Trawlbr: 2300 Designer's Notes
qi"8velbr: 2380 Designer's Notes
Travelbr-The Final Frontier
Travelling Without a Starship
Tree Kraken or Land Squid
(Bestiary)
Tree Lion (Bestiary)
Tree of Souls, The
Tree Rat (Bestiary)
Troops in the F i h Frontier War
Trouble in Paradise (Amber Zone)
TuMaar Connection
(Amber Zone), The
TwiligM II:The Adventure Continues
Twilighl Miniatures Rules
(Spacial Supplement)
TwiligM Survey
9tuilight: =Air
Module
TwiliplM: 2080 Consolidated Price List
Twisting Tech Levels:
A Trawlbr Variant
Two Small Steps

Traveller
Traveller
Albedo
Twilight: 2000
Traveller
MqaTraveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Star Wars
23: 45-48

Traveller

20: 14-19'35 Traveller
21: 2
30: 34-36

Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
2300 AD
Traveller
2300 AD
Traveller
Space: 1889
Traveller
Traveller

23: 11
48: 52-57
32: 30-31
40: 70
45: 14-20
42: 54-58
26: 30,45

Traveller
Space: 1889
Traveller
Renegade
Legion
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
2300 AD
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
2300 AD
2300 AD
Traveller
Traveller

1: 5-6
18: 29,44
46: 36-44
10: 40-41
10: 24-26
43: 16-19

Traveller
Traveller
Space: 1889
Traveller
Traveller
MegaTraveller

26: 46-47
45: 6-11

Traveller
Twilight: 2000

25: 21-28
33: 11
26: 3-11
27: 11-14

Twilight: 2000
Twilight: 2000
Twilight: 2000
Twilight: 2000

31:27-30
47: 28-31

Traveller
MegaTraveller

Tyger, Tyger, Burning Bright
Ultimate NIsgaTravallsr Adventure, The
Ultra-tech File, The
Ultralights:A Closer Look
Umpire Strikes Back! Refereeing
Traveller, The
Umpiring Rviiight
Undead of Space, The
UniversalTask Profile, The
Used Car Lot
Using Your ModeV1 bis
Using Your Modell2 bis
USSR: 2000
USSR: 2000 Part II
Vacc Suits (Errata)
Vacc Suits
Vargr (Contact)
Vargr Corsair Bands
Vargr Grav Platforms
(Ship's Locker)
Variant Fleshing Out the Belt
Ventures Afar (Amber Zone)
Victoria
Victorian Times and Society
Village, The
Virushi (Contact), The
Volcanoes
Waco Rangers: An In-Depth Look, The
Warehouse, The
Warhammer by the Numbers
Warp Factor EquivalencyTables
Ways of Kuzu (Aslan Philosophies),The
Weather
"We're Going Where?":
Naval Reservists in 2300
Werewolf Disease, The (Amber Zone)
What Do We Do Now?
When It's Lances, Not Lasers
Where No Woman Has Gone Before
Where Ya From, Mack?
Where Ya From, Mate?
Wilderness Situations
(Adventures in Traveller)
Wilderness Travel and Pursuit
Windsinger Saga
Without a Trace (Amber Zone)
Wolftrap
Wookies Amok
Work of Art (Amber Zone)
World Generation
World Invaded,A
World Maps for Travellers
World on its Own, A
Wrecking Zone
Wrong Way Valve (Amber Zone)
Wuj
Xiang (Chapter 19), The
Ye Can Always Tell a Yankee,
But Ye Canna Tell 'im Much
Zhodani (Contact)
Zhodani Military Organization
Zhodani Philosophies
Zombies of the Bayou

Challenge Index

37: 3-10
44: 29
47: 78-82
28: 11-14,46

Twilight: 2000
MegaTraveller
system
GURPS
Twilight: 2000 , 2300AD

Index by System

8: 16-18
Traveller
38: 4-5
Twilight: 2000
37: 50-53,65 Warhammer:
40,000
29: 23-26
Traveller
47: 15-17 Twilight: 2000
24: 39
Traveller
25: 39
Traveller
31:3-6
Twilight: 2000
33: 9-10
Twilight: 2000
10:3
Traveller
9: 47-52
Traveller
8: 13-15
Traveller
Traveller
21: 9-14
27: 29
6: 6-9
22: 13-15
2: 14-25
35: 11-17
41 :4-13
12: 10-11
26: 31-34
39: 68-73
30: 21-22
44: 80-82
37: 66-67
20: 10-13
29: 3-6

Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Space: 1889
Twilight: 2000
Traveller
Traveller
BattleTech
Traveller
Warhammer:
40,000
Star Trek
Traveller
Twilight: 2000

48: 46-48
5: 32-33
25: 5-7
49: 44-45
14: 23-24
42: 38-39
43: 60-61

2300 AD
Traveller
Twilight: 2000
MegaTraveller
Traveller
2300 AD
2300 AD

23: 6-10
28: 6-10
44: 44-46
18: 37-39
48: 84-85
37: 54-61
11:33-34
49: 89-91
35: 34-45
16: 6-8
32: 18-26
49: 62-69
31:34-35
49: 86-88

Traveller
Twilight: 2000
Space: 1889
Traveller
BattleTech
Star Wars
Traveller
Morpheus
2300 AD
Traveller
Traveller
Cyberpunk
Traveller
Renegade
Legion
2300 AD

32: 44-48
43: 38-42
9: 8-11
11:26-32
23: 42-44
48: 50-51

Space: 1889
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Dark Conspiracy

2300 AD
2300 AD
2300 AD
2300 AD
2300 AD/
Cyberpunk
2300 AD/
Cyberpunk

l2le of Article
Issue: Pages
2300 AD Revision, The
34: 56-58
AECA
American Marines, The
Anatomy of a Missile, The
Anatomy of a Space Mine
Armor in 2300 AD
Astronomisct?en Rechm-lnstituf The
AV-90 Marine VTOL
Black Market
Catch and Carry Team
Cayuga-Class Close Escort
Cellular Launcher
Contagion
Davout
Devil in the Dark
Earth: 2300
Flight of the Bayern
French Lieutenant's
Connection, The
GDW System Overview
Highland
Hot Stuff
IEX
In the Cards
INAP
Italy: 2300
L-5: Communrty in the Sky
Leathernecks on Aurore
Lone Wol
M I7A1 Armored Personnel Carrier
Macrocombat
Manhunt
New Attack Programs
for Cyberjockeys
North America: 2300
North American Research
League, The
Ogre: 2300
Operation Back Door: Episode 1
Papers & Passports
Social Class in 2300
Spacesuits
Stahlhammer, The
Star Cruiser Power
Stutterwarp Revisited
Stutterwarp Technology in 2300
Sung, The
Sweet Trade in Space: Piracy, The
Thorez
Three Blind Mice
Trade in 2300
Travelkr: 2333 Designer's Notes
Traveller: 2300 Designer's Notes
"We're Going Where?" :
Naval Reservists in 2300
Where Ya From, Mack?
Where Ya From, Mate?
World Invaded, A
Xiang (Chapter 19), The
New Cyber Equipment
Riding the Wave: New Equipment
for CybepunkAdventures

43: 52-59
40: 38-43

Air Superiirii
Air Superiority
Albedo
BattleTach
BattleTech
BattleTsch
Battleiech
BattleTech
BattleTech
BattleTech
BanleTsch
BaltleTBch
BattleTechI
CityTech
Cadillacs and
Dinosaurs
Call of Cthulhu
Call of Cthulhu
Call of Cthulhu
Command
Decision
Cyberpunk
Cyberpunk
Cyberpunk
Cyberpunk 2020
Dark Conspiracy
General
General
GURPS
GURPS
GURPS
Late Show
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveiler
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller

Air Strike Designer's Notes
AS Origins Tourney Results
Tactical Strike
AFT 1B "ANerburner"
Building the Perfect 'Mech
CST-3s Cestus Heavy BatlleMsch
Direct-FireArtillery
'Mech Akernatives
Psychofogy of 'Mech Wari~rs
sky E Y ~
Waco Rangers:
An In-Depth Look The
WolFlrap
Place in the Sun, A
Horror Below, The
Bayou Ritual, The
Horror Out of Partridgeville, The
Space-Eaters, The
Additional Aircraft for CD
CADS
Dead Time
Wrecking Zone
Psiberpunk
Zombies of the Bayou
Flow Charts for Manageable
Campaigns (Ref's Notes)
Ref's Notes: On the Use of NPCs
Holdup at the Memory Bank
Inferno (Cadigal I)
Uiira-tech File, The
It Came from Beyondthe Stars
3G Convsrsions for WaTravesslkr
Baker's Dozen
Behind Blue Eyes, Part One
Boarding Parly
Body Swayed to Music, A
(Amber Zone)
Claw-Glove
Courier
Dam, The
Death Among the Stars
Fated Voyage
Fire Aboard Ship
From Peace to War
Generating IRIS Characters
Grapnel Gun
Green Hills of Earth, The
Griszoung (Casual Encounter)
Helipack
Hercules Space Tugs
Hinterworlds
(SpecialSupplement)
HPPE
Imperial Research Station Beta
IRIS
Julian Protectorate
Just Like Magic
Knights of the Blue Feather
Leyna Tirenthe (Casual Encounter)
Lost Treasure Ships of the
abyss Rift
Lowalaa Columbaformis Curatis
(Bestiary)

Msgairaveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MsgaTraveller
MqaTraveller
MqaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MqaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MqaTraveller
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller
Variant
MegaTraveller
MegaTraveller

Madlash (Bestiary), The
Magniviewers
Match
WaTrevelbr Designers' Notes
Monitor-ClassSoout
Nullian League
One Small Step
Operation Flashfire
Orbit City
Ovewiew of the Riies System, An
Pirates of the B M Asteroids
PortableA i r M (Ship's Locker)
PortableWeather Station
Portfoiio of Patrons
Prize Court: A Naval Campaign
38: 25-27,79
Ship's Locker
Sir Daylenn Morriian
(Casual Encounter)
MegaTraveller Snowblind
MegaTraveller Souiz The Claws of Space
MegaTraveller Special P s b n b
MegaTraveller Spice of Lie, The
MegaTraveller Starship Design Notes
MegaTraveller Taser
NlegaTraveller Toll Road
MegaTraveller Tourist Trap
MegaTraveller Trouble in Paradise (Amber Zone)
MegaTraveller Two Small Steps
NlegaTraveller Ultimate WaTravellar
Adventure, The
MegaTraveller When It's Lances, Not Lasers
Merc: 2000
Barbados
Morpheus
WorM Generation
Paranoia
MagnKicentThree (and a Bit),The
Paranoia
O.U.C.H.
Paranoia
Plan 9 from Out-R-SPC
Paranoia
F.I.L.T.H.
Renegade
982nd Commonwealth
Legion
Pursuit Wing, The
Renegade
9876th Renegade
Legion
Armord Supporl Unit, The
Renegade
Legion
Armored Cavalry in the CAF
Renegade
Legion
Beefing Up the PBI
Renegade
Legion
CenturbnTactics Tips
Renegade
Legion
Commonwealth Swiftsure
Renegade
Legion
Hoplite InfantryAssauk Carrier
Renegade
Legion
Ships of the Pursuit Wing
Renegade
Legion
TOG Onager
Renegade
Legion
Wuj
Shadowrun
Digital Grace (Fiction)
Shadowrun
Donut Run
Shadowrun
In the Name of Finland
Shadowrun
New on the Street
Shadowrun
Quick and the Undead, The
Shadowrun
Quicksilver Sayonara (Fiion)
Shadowrun
Shadow T i e r
Shadowrun
Squeeze Play (Fciion)

Biology of L i d , The
Canals of Mars, The
Cloudship Design
Cthulhu: 1889
Darkness Falls From the Air
Designer's Notes Before the Fact
Ether, The
Ether Ship Etiquette
Fist of Allah
From Above and Below
Ironchds and Ether Flyers
Journey to Oblivion, A
Mercury: The Nodding World
More Weapons: For Space:1889
and Sky Cjielleons of Mars
Puzzle of the Shard, The
Space: 1889
Secrets of the Ancients
Space: 1889
Simple Conversion Guide for
Space: 1889
Flying Vessels, A
Space: 1889
Smoking Flax, A
Spacs:1889 Insertion
Space: 1889
Surprise at Clearwater
Space: 1889
Thymiamata: 1889
Space: 1889
Time Voyager
Space: 1889
Tree of Souls, The
Space: 1889
Victorian Times and Society
Space: 1889
Windsinger Saga
Space: 1889
Ye Can Always Tell a Yankee,
Space: 1889
But Ye Canna Tell 'im Much
Star Fleet Baffles Border Dispute
Abaddon
Star Trek
Beta Antarae Sector
Star Trek
CharlesClass Commercial
Star Trek
Transport
CommsLink Gambit
Star Trek
Star Trek
Doppelganger
Dragon's Flight
Star Trek
Federation Merchants' Log
Star Trek
Star Trek
Marcclass Passenger Liner
Star Trek
New Lynn-Class Passenger Liner
Next Generation (Parody), The
Star Trek
Operation Cormorant
Star Trek
Operation Pile Driver
Star Trek
ShastaClass Robot Fighter
Star Trek
Star Trek
Spaceports in the Star Trdt Universe
Star Trek
Star Fleet Tactics
Star Trek
of the Enterprise
Warp Factor EquivalencyTables
Star Trek
Alone Against the Empire
Star Wars
Blaster Weapons of the Rebel Alliance
Star Wars
Star Wars
Dandrian's Ring
H-Wing Strike Fighter, The
Star Wars
Imperial Research Station 13
Star Wars
Star Wars
Jet Packs
Star Wars
On the Dark Side
Star Wars
Paid in Full
Star Wars
RebelAir Force: Combat
Airspeeders, The
Star Wars
Starfighters Down
Star Wars
Team Recovery
Wodiies Amok
Star Wars
Civilian Striker Vehicles
Striker
Striker
Hunting Bugs: Striker Meets Horde
Striker Errata
Striker
Striker
Striker Systems
Weapons Analysis
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889
Space: 1889

42: 14-17
34: 18-23
34: 13-15
43: 44-49
36: 16-20
34: 16-17
34: 25-28
39: 23-28
47: 50-54
37: 12-13
34: 16-17
38: 10-18
45: 62-67
40: 10-11
41: 19-29

43:34-36
40: 13-19
34: 29-32
34: center
41: 14-17
49: 46-52
48: 52-57
46: 36-44
35: 11-17
44: 44-46
43: 38-42
37: 62-65
49: 72-73
38: 48-55
40: 58-59
48: 80-83
36: 62-70,79
41:48-59
42: 68-69
40: 56-57
40: 62-63
42: 60-63
42: 64
42: 66-67
40: 60-61
35: 61-70
45: 76-79
43: 76-78
37: 66-67
32: 57-63
40: 72-73
49: 82-85
35: 58-60
46: 90-91
44: 78-79
43: 72-75
41: 60-68
47: 84-85
38: 68-70,79
35: 54-57
37: 54-61
14: 31-34
17: 40-43
12: 40
21: 6-8

Striker
Striker
Striker
Torg
Torg
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller

Striker Variant: "Foxhound"
WikBT Weapons Systems Revisited
Striking it Rich: Strikw for the
Si.awlbr Player
Character Creation
House on the Hill, The
4mm Gauss Pistol (Ship's Locker)
77th Patron
4518th Lift Infantry Regiment
Aces & Eights (Amber Zone)
Across the lmperium
Advanced Powered Battle Armor
Ael Yael, The (Contact)
Afeahyakhtow (Bestiary)
Airstrike: A Close Air Support
Rules Module for Wmnary
Animal Handling Skills
Archaic Missile Weapons
Aslan (Contact)
Assault Rocket Launcher
(Ship's Locksr)
Atmospheric Re-entry Kt, The
An/ (Ship's Locker)
Azun
Bait: QShips in Traveller
Bandage (Ship's L d e r )
Battle Fleets of the Marches, The
Beaked Monkey or Beaker
(Bestiary)
Behind the Scenes (Amber Zone)
Birthday Plot (Amber Zone), The
B M v a r k (Bestiary)
Bush Runners (Bestiary)
BroacltswonCClass Mercenary
Cruisers
Bush Runners (Bestiary)
Cain (Casual Encounter)
Care and Feeding of NPCs
(Errata), The
Care and Feeding of NPCs, The
Career Choices in Traveller:
What are the Odds?
Cargo: A Wchant P r i m Variant
Centaurs (Contact)
Champa Interstellar Starport
Character Generation
System Creation
Charged ParticleAccelerator
Weapons
Chariots of Fire (Amber Zone)
Chill (Amber Zone)
Chosen at Random:
A Vargr Scenariio
Church of the Chosen Ones
Closest Encounter, The
Coach (Casual Encounter)
Computer Implants
Computer Programming
Coup D'etat (Amber Zone)
Credit Card (Ship's Locker),The
Crested Jabbewock (Bestiary)
Critical Vector (Amber Zone)
Crystals From Dinom (Amber Zone)
Dagger at Efate, A (Amber Zone)
Darrian Way of Lie, The
Darrians (Contact), The

Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller
Traveller

Data File: Motes on Information
Sources in Trawlher Campaigns 24: 18-23
16: 40-42,445
Day of the Giovv (Amber Zone)
Dscade of 'Brawlkc A
29: 18-21
Destiny: Wihin the Two Thousand
Worlds
21: 41-46
Dev Landrel (Casual Encounter)
12: 37-39
Dolphin (Bestiary)
6: 38-39
7: 29-31
Dolphins: Part 11 (Bestiary)
28: 45
Double Feature (Amber Zone)
W b b Star Variant
3: 12-14
Doyle's Eel (Bestiary)
15: 45-47
Drannixa Gambit (Amber Zone),
The
15: 20-21$5
Dynchia (Contact), The
24: 44-48
Ecokgy of Piracy on the
Spinward Main, The
19: 9-11,21
Electronically Exploringthe
Tramlbr Universe
26: 24-29,47
Embassy in Arms (Amber Zone)
24: 9-11
Emil "Boomer" Brankovich
(CasualEncounter)
26: 37
Emperors of the Third lmperium
4: 8-11
Enli lddukagan
(Casual Encounter)
22: 46-48
Epithetsfor the F i h Frontier War
9: 27
ExoticAtmospheres
(Special Supplement 2)
17: 17-32
Exploration
(Adventures in Traveller)
18: 45-48
30: 30-33
Fall of the lmperium
Fast "Johnny" McRae
(Casual Encounter)
16: 46-47
Fighter Profile:
The Rampart IV and V
27: 23
Flare and Signalling Devices
(Ship's Locker)
25: 43-44
Fleet E m t ?Lisiani
25: 18-20,2931
Fleshing Out The BeW (Variant)
6: 6-9
Fdrunner (Amber Zone)
5: 12-13
From Pot?to Jump-point
22: 24-30
Gamaagin Kaashukiin
(Casual Encounter)
20: 26-27,445
Garan's Lemh (Bestiary)
2: 27,3031
Garhawk (Bestiary)
13: 13-14
GazeIIe-Glass Close Escorl
4: 14-21
Geria Transfer (Amber Zone)
10: 13-15
Gerontology, Rejuvenation and
the InterstellarTraveller
19: 6-7
Girug'kagh (Contact), The
21:33-36
Githiaskio (Contact), The
16: 12-14
Giving the Bank a Fighting Chance 16: 24-27
Glorinna Firella (Casual Encounter) 11:4648
Grandfather's Worlds
27: 35-37
Grav-AssistedATV (Ship's Locker) 12: 7
Great Moments in Computer
Prwramming...N 3
10: 20
Gunnar Haelvcdssen
(CasualEncounter)
13: 24-26
Harlequin Subsector
12: 8-9
Hazardous Cargoes
31:20-25
Heavy Machinegun (Ship's Locker) 9: 4446
High Finance
13: 44-47
HQh Guard I
6: 15-26
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Episode 2: First Contact
n the first episode of Operation Back Door (Challenge

49),the characters signed on to lead the operation. The
objectives sounded simple: explore the unknown systems leading to the brown dwarf known as Back Door,
take a quick peek into what may be Kafer space, keep
an eye outfor a "mystery raceNthatmight be enslaved bythe Kafers,
and return. After accepting the mission, the characters got acquainted with their ship and crew and left to blaze a trail through
unknown space. Now they are journeying toward the last stop on
their agenda: system SS-27 6854. Uppermost on everyone's mind
is that this might be Kafer territory

ACROSS THE THRESHOLD
Where: System SS-27 6854 (-8.8, -47.7, -1 1.7).
What:Arrival and spacesidediscoveriesintheYIii homesystem.
Upon entering the SS-27 6854 system, the PCs will immediately
be aware that the system is inhabited. Radio signals-unintelligible
binary coding--can be found jumping up and down the dial, never
staying in one place long enough to be jammed. Similarly, radiation
emissions from active sensors and deep system scanners seem to
be emanating from the general vicinity of the third and fifth planets
in the system.
Thesignals begin to taperoff as the Cat's Feetmovesdeeperinto
the system. However, since the signals are only traveling at the
speed of light, a little basic math will reveal that the ship must have
been detected just after it crossed the heliopause, causing the
locals to cease their transmissions.
It is of course possiblethat the crew of the Cat3 Feetwill instead
become the crew of the Cold Feetand decide to turn tail and run.
However, two of the NPC crewmembers are fairly sure that these
signals are not indicative of a Kafer presence in-system. Hannah,
who served as a pat?-timecommo officer in the Kafer conflict, and
Dumaine, who has as good a knowledge of Kafer communication
styles and methods as just about anyone, both conclude that these
signals are not of Kafsr origin. Everylhing is wrong, from the band
widths being used to the sophistication of the channel-switching.
These signals, asserts Dumaine with a highly excited gleam in his
eyes, are being made by someone else-some intelligence that
humanity has not yet encountered.
Sincethiswill (should!) get the PCs eagertoseewhatthissystem
holds, they will begin to head in-system. Notethat the great majority
of the history of the garden planet cannot be attained in this scene,
but must wait until actual contact with the inhabitants of the world
(the Ylii).
As the teammembers head deeper in-system, they will note a
few spherical crafts orbiting the outermost planet, and a few more
around the next. As they approach what appears to be a garden
world just outside the life zone, they will detect hundreds of such
craft in a bewildering variety of orbits. Some seem to be travelling
in clusters, and others are off on eccentrictrajectoriesof their own.
Astudy of the planet's two innermost natural satellites will reveal
huge solar energy collection complexes, plus beamdown facilities
aimed at either the garden world or orbital relays with relay1

beamdown capabilities of their own. Any attempt to land on these
two moons will be foiled by a blockade 04 more than a dozen of the
smallish, silvery spheres which are travelling at a respectable rate.
However, no communication will be initiated, or responded to.
If, despite the daunting silence, the characters decide to move
into orbit around the planet, about 50 of the spheres-ranging from
one to 14 meters in diameter-will gather around Cat's Feet and
match vector. Surrounded by a cloud of drifting, silver bubbles, high
above a mist-enshroudedgreen world, even hard-nosed Hannah
Spitzmacher will spend a moment contemplating the silent and
eerie beauty of the tableau.
It will be Franchot Dumaine who finally shatters the moment,
"Mon dieu! What are we waiting for? Let's land"

SS-27 6854
Stellar Type: K6 V Absolute Magnitude: 8.3 Radius: 0.556 Mass:
0.552 Luminosity: 0.062 Temp. in Degrees K: 3980 Number of
Orbits: 6

P 1 a e d a y Data
Orbit
1, 0.121
2; 0.162
3, 0.256
4, 0.358
5, 0.502
6, 0.754

World & Core Type
Hothouse, rocky
~othouse,rocky
Cool garden, rocky
Empty
Failed core, rocky
Failed core, icy

Diameter
5934
15,870
17,123
9989
47,120

Density
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.9
0.3

System Overview: The Ylii home system is most notable forthe
fact that its "garden" world actually lies 0.006AU beyondthe parent
star's life zone. The temperate environment on this planet is largely
maintained by its very dense atmosphere and high greenhouse
effect. Orbit four is not completely devoid of matter; a small
attenuatsd cloud of debris is present. Long-term analysis may in
fact revealthat there was once a small world here (I
120 kilometers
in diameter) that was apparently blasted aparl over 100 millennia
ago. Thissmallworld was acasualtyof theYlii War, afaclwhich the
Ylii themselves lost track of, but have since rediscovered via their
own research.
Planetary Overview: The Ylii homeworld, known to the Ylii as
Ssuushni'a (which translates roughly as mother-island) is a large,
misty world with extensive polar caps and deep oceans. Lying just
beyond its smallish sun's life zone, it rotates through a very slow
daylnight cycle of just under 30 hours. The presence of three
satellites creates significant tidal cross-currents, making the seas
choppy, fickle, and pock-marked with storm generation centers.
However, these same features tend to undercut the formation of
tidal waves.
The land which is not icebound is lush with undergrowth, owing
tothe high average humidityofthe atmosphere. In theslightly lower
gravity, vegetation tends to grow taller and favors tapering forms.
Given the enhanced power of Ssuushni'a's windstorms (and their
frequency), these growths also tend to grow as networks that
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emulate a superstructure grid, or to display an almost elastic
flexibility and resilience. Hence, the "&reesnof Ssuushni'a may be
either area or point producers.
The fauna of the world includes a great number of aviforms,
some massing over 120 kilograms. Although their flight would be
impossible on most other worlds, Ssuushni'a's low gravity and
atmospheric density make these gliderfiliers possible. Other common features in Ssuushni'a's fauna are either very large eyes or
extensive echolocationlsonardevelopment. Both of these sensory
adaptations allow creaturesl o operate effectively in the murky, lowfrequency light environment of Ssuushni'a.
An orbiting observer would be hard-pressed to gather much
visual data on Ylii civilization unless he were able to remain on
station for many weeks. Ssuushni'a's meancloudooverapproaches
90%. However,these are not "clouds" in the properterrestrialsense
of the word, but are more akin to difiuse mist. Indeed, if the cloud
cover was of a thicker variety, the planet's albedo (light reflective)
properties would increase and probably tip it into a permanent
glacial age.
As a result of its peculiar atmosphericconditions, Ssuushni'a has
a mysterious, murky appearance; it is a fuzzy smudge of greens,
blues, and polar while. However, a patient observer would eventually be rewarded with spottings of buildings in deserts and
wastelands.
Almost allof thesewould seem to be either spaceports, industrial
complexes, and/or massive microwave rectennas. There is little
sign of habitation in these areas, since theYlii placesuch "environmentally troublesome" installations in comparatively inhospitable
(and more resilient) biomes.
The two innermost naturalsatellites have been almost completely
converted into huge solar energy reception and processing sites,
which then beam the collected power down to the rectennas in the
wastelands. In addition to its three natural satellites, Ssuushni'a is
ringed by a dense swarm of artificial ones, ranging from satellites
one-meter in diameter to gargantuan ones measuring almost 100
meters across. However, whereas humanity's spacecraft take on a
bewildering array of shapes, the Ylii unfailingly construct theirs in
the form of a perfect sphere. This gives Ssuushni'atheappearance
of being ringed by drifting clouds of silver bubbles.
Histov: See the accompanying article entitled "The Ylii" for a
complete history of the planet and its people.

A WALK IN THE FOREST
Where: On Ssuushni'a.
What: Exploring the Ylii homeworld.
Note: Before reading further, the referee should read the companion article, "The Ylii," in order l o understand the Ylii, their
behavior, and motivations.
In addition l o the scientific and cultural wonders that await, it is
also true that the planet below is by far the easiest refueling site in
the system. And, judging from the spheres, there's probably some
refined fuel available-that is, if the locals feel like sharing it.
Furkhermore, this may be the "mystery race," a point which both
Dumaine and Morganwill pointout if thecharactersarethinkingthat
this would be a good place to turn back.
As the courier begins to change course for a descent, the
spheres will part in what almost looks like a gesture of invitation.
One by one, they peel away from the path of the Cat's Feet and
resume their previous orbits.
The team will be struck by the pervasive forests, which show
hints of scattered, irregularly arranged construction. If the teammembers manage lo spot-and head for--one of the industrial
complexes inthedesert orwastelands,they will find itdeserted (the
inhabitants having fled underground pending the results of the first
contact with the unknown visitors). The characters will eventually
have to land near a forest and enter it; that is the only way that the

Ylii will ever contact them.
When approaching its selected landing spot, the team will note
two brief gleams of white light from deep in the forest. If it flies over
to investigate, there will be nothing to be seen. There will also be no
placeto 1and;the nearest possiblespotforthe Cat's Feetisthe landing
site it had already decided upon. The first characters out of the ship
will see the white light again, beaming up straight into the sky.
Anyone with Reconnaissance skill will be able totell at aglance that
it's coming from precisely the same spot as before.
It will be an eight-hour march to reach the source of the light.
During this time, the PCs will have three encounters with local
fauna. A bestiary for the Ylii planet is not provided here; space does
not permit its inclusion. However, the last of these encounters
should occur only 30 minutes or so before the group expects to
reachthesourceof the Iight.ThecreatureshouId be a 100-kilogram
flierlglider hunter that swoops down on the party while it's crossing
a small glade. This final encounter will, in fact, involve a short fight.
The attacking creature will attempt to flee as soon as it takes any
damage.
The other encounters should be determined randomly. Referees
should consider the forest to be teeming with life for purposes of
determining the econiche of any creature confronted.
Consult the planetary description to determine some general
traitsof this world'sflora and fauna. Someother interestingfeatures
that Dumaine or any interested and observant PCs may note are:
e Even the "leaves" of the pinnacle-like trees are long and thin in
shape, appearing more like streamers. The branches tend to be
whiplike, resembling willow-wands or thick vines. The root structures seem to be interlaced and exceptionally sturdy. All these
features suggest the ability to resist high winds with minimum
structural damage. This is a logical evolutionary trait on a large
planet with a heavy atmosphere.
a Animals tend to be somewhat "spindly" in appearance. Even
without dissection, observations of their movements suggest that
many have cartilaginous, rather than bony skeletons. As noted
earlier, eyes, ears, and even noses tend to be quite large-almost
comically so by human standards. Marsupials seem to be quite
prevalent, given the number of arboreal species in evidence.
Ground carnivores are fast and lethal, although even the biggest is
smaller than a black bear. Reptiles are not uncommon, although
they show less adaptations for nocturnal activity; they are apparently almost uniformly diurnal.
o The variety of reproductory systems is one of the most unusual
features of both the flora and fauna. There are several trisexual
species (how that works is not exactly clear to the characters, who
might merely assume that they are looking at unusual social
structures), as well as egg-laying mammals. Plants seem to attract
their necessary symbionts not only with scent and color, but light.
The orange-gold glow that Ssuushni'a gets from its sun has very
little green in it, and minimal amounts of any of the higher wavelengths of light. Consequently, nature's pastel is more limited. A
large number of plants compensate for this limitation to their
potential "attractor stimuli" by producing their own light. Green and
blue bioluminescence is a pervasive botanical "sexncharacteristic
and attractor in the Ssuushni'an forest, lending it an almost Christmas-tree appearance in the areas where this kind of flora predominates.
There is one otherfactorthat the characters may or may not note
as they travel through the forest: They are being followed.
TaskTodetect unseen observer: Formidable. Reconnaissance.
+2 for either Exceptional Hearing or Sight. Immediate.
Only one attempt may be permitted per hour. If detected, the
"unseen observer" will be glimpsed briefly. The glimpse will be only
enough to discern that it is humanoid, a little smallerthan a human,
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and fur-covered. The observer will also gain an impression of huge
eyes. This is the Ylii known as Vishzuss'zruhna'zhii (roughly: selfknowing speaker of basic truths who is an Alpha-Alpha), who has
been assigned the task of watching the group as it makes its way
through the forest.
Vish's (we'll use a nickname, whereas the Ylii neverwould) duty
is to s e e how this new race of sophonts treats the environment. A
respect for flora and fauna, a sense that one does not "own" nature
but cooperates with it as an equal, is the key not only to the Ylii
outlook on life, but their assessment of the level of a species'
intelligence. If the characters smash around in the undergrowth,
ripping up samples, casually dissecting creatures, etc., Vish-and
the rest of the Ylii-will be appalled. If, on the other hand, the
characters evince respectful interest in the environment without
mangling or mistreating it, the Ylii will be readily coming l o the
conclusion that prolonged contact with these odd, small-eyed
aliens might be a good idea and a "natural action."
The key test will be how the characters respond to the conflict
with the avian hunter at the end of their journey. Once wounded, the
creature will attempt to flee as fast and as far as it can. If the group
lets it d o so unmolested, or fires shots that are only meant to scare
it, this will crystallize the Yliiattitude toward the humans as positive.
If, on the other hand, the group decides to blast the hunter to tiny
pieces even when it is retreating in a panic, Ylii attitudes will be
decidedly negative.
There is one last crucial point having to do with the attack of this
creature. Depending on initial range and whatever other weapon
may be available for him, Morgan is likely to use his S&W ISP 106
handgun (see the sidebar) to dispatchldrive off the aerial hunter. If
he does this, the characters are likely to notice that the Shoot and
Whisper is no ordinary handgun; it is a very sophisticated, specialpurpose weapon. If the PCs do not begin to voice suspicions about
why a helmsman should have such a weapon, Dumaine will relentlessly pursue this line of inquiry. Clearly, it is to Dumaine's eventual
advantage if he can make the rest of the groupdistrustfulof Morgan.

R FOR TEE PEOPLE
Where: On Ssuushni'a.
What: First personal contact with a Ylii.
In the aftermath of the attack by the avian hunter-immediately
afterward if there is a severely injured teammember-the charactersare likely to noteastirring in the undergrowth,followed by along
breathy whistle that begins at a shrill pitch and slowly descends to
a bass tone. The duration of the sound lasts more than 20 seconds.
Afew moments after it ends, a humanoid figure will arise out of the
underbrush. This (of course) is Vish. The characters will notice that
Vish is wearing a light harness to which various tools are attached.
In addition, he is wearing some sort of mechanicallornamental
armguard.
Afterthe initial contact, in which both sides will (presumably) try
to make it clear to each other that they mean no harm and want to
talk,lhey will have togo about determining exactly howtoconverse.
If the characters have brought along a portacomp with any kind of
language program at all, and they attempt to use it, Vish will become
unusually animated and begin "typing" with one hand upon his arm
ornament (apparently a portacomp also). A crude level of communication can be established with the aid of some kind of phonetic
emulator in Vish's unit which converts his hums, whistles, and
sibilants into human language equivalents. (Note: If anyone has
taken along a Kafer language program and tries to communicate
with that, immediate understanding will be established-the Ylii
have been dealing with the Kafersfor over 300 years. In turn, with
access to a common language, the two races will be able to decode
each other's language with extraordinary speed.)
Vish will explain in broken English that there is a place nearby
where the process of translation can be vastly accelerated. He

would be grateful if
the group would
accompany him
there. A 20-minute
walk brings the
group to the base
of a large tree with
a suspiciously ladder-like vine running up its side. Although later arboreal acrobatics
will provethat hecertainly does not require a ladder, Vish (as would
any good host)will providethe example for his uncertainguests and
begin climbing up.
Once inthe mid-levelof the foliage, the PCs will beginto learnthe
reasons why Ylii society is difficult to see from orbit. Almost ail Ylii
dwellings areshaped and colored much likethe botanicalstructures
around them. When he arrives at the structures at the foliage midlevel, Vish will access a much larger computer. If the PCs have a
portacomp and language program, Vish will ask for permission to
interface it directly with his system. The referee should design afew
tasks for computer-skilled player characters to handle at this point.
While these are being carried out, Vish will explain that he was
assigned to watch and contact the ut'soYlii(his word for humans,
which translates as small-eyed thinkers).
Regardless of howwell (orpoorly)the humans presentthemselves
in Vish's eyes, two things will immediately be clear to him; this
species can be communicated with peacefully, and it seems to
prefer cooperation over violence. This marks it as profoundly
different from the Kafers, with whom the Ylii have been unable to
establish even the smallest degree of conceptual common ground.
If the PCs are not bursting with questions, Dumaine will seem to
be handling the situation with admirable calm, considering that he
is living the ultimate dream of every xenosapientologist. In actuality,
Dumaine is already calculating how he can get one of the Ylii to
accompany him back to earth. One of Dumaine'sfirst questions will
be whether or not the Ylii have had contact with the Kafers, and if
so, what the "context" of that interaction has been.
Clearly, the group is free to be as candid or covert as it wishes.
The Ylii however, are open-handed and honest and Vish will rattle
off a brief synopsis of Ylii-Kafer history. His comments will end with
some hint of the moral/ethical/ecologicaldilemmathis situation has
thrust upon the Ylii. He will also ask what experience the humans
have had with the Kafers, since they obviously knew enough about
the species to inquire a b u t its impact upon the Ylii:
Soon afterthese issues have been discussed, a high-tonedchirp
will emanate from Vish's decorative wrist-computer: The Deltas
have decided to invite the humans to the Ylii capitol of Hnnsiithu,
wherethey areto be made welcome whiletalks of greater length are
held.

Special Nodes
The Ylii are a truly alien race, whose different outlook is just as
organic as is a Kaferls.This quality should come acrossvery clearly
in the referee's portrayal of Vish (and any other Ylii). Information in
the article "TheY1ii"should becarefully incorporated in the referee's
portrayal.
Also, Vish is not really an Alpha-Alpha; he is a defender. Like all
other defenders, he is not aware of this--or that there is even an
ongoing reevolution of this "lost species." The same qualities that
suited him for his role as aspeakerfor his people--courage, intense
curiosity, decisiveness-will create in him an affinity for the humans.

THE YLII DHLE
Where: Hnnsiithu, the Ylii capital.
What: The Ylii reaction to human culture and Operation Back
Door.
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Wsh will guide the characters a short distance away from the tree
complex they were in, skimming easily along branchesthat the characters mustcrosswithgreatcareandnosmall amountofwobb1ing.Theend
of their brief journey putsthem at an entranceto a tapering building.Once
inside, they take an elevator downward. This deposits them in an
underground maglevstationof simple but advanced design. After atwohour maglev ride, the PCs are invitedto disembatk and along with Vish,
emerge into the Ylii city of Hnnsiithu.
TheYlii capital strongly resembles aforest itself. Without exception, the buildings are treelike spires joined by narrow walkways
and sturdy guidewires.TheYlii can be seen usingthe wirestotravel
between the buildings with the arboreal ease of gibbons, swinging
from one to the next. As it is built right next to aforest, it is difficult
to tell where the city ends and the buildings begin.
This is the first glimpse that the PCs will have of some of the 33
species of Ylii that comprise this society. The almost bizarre
diversity of the society is in odd contrast to the easy order and
tranquility that pervades the place. While observing the area, the
PCs also get the odd feeling that although this place is a city, its
shape and concept defer to the land around it, not vice versa.
Vehicles-usually hovercraft-are infrequent;almost all theYlii are
walking--or swinging-to wherever they're bound, and none of
them seem to be in a rush. None of the Ylii are clothed, although a
few (Betas and Alphas) are carrying tools of one sort or another. Lit
by the golden glow of the K-type star, and seen against a backdrop
of the green-blue bioluminescent foliage, the setting is a pastoralof
unearthly beauty.
The Ylii will be equally interested in the humans, gazing at them
and whistling their odd version of "hello." The Ylii seem to find
nothing inherently rude in staring---often for prolonged periods of
time-and also seem to have no modesty taboos. However, they
emanate an air of having respect for everything they come into
contact with.
The next item on the agenda is a meeting with acouncil of Deltas,
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mostly comprised of the conceiver species. This is the rough
equivalent of the heart of the Ylii government. This group of
individuals will be very polite and glad to share any information it
has-including its outlookon life, the universe, and everything-but
will also try to get a few key questions of its own answered: Why did
the humans come here? How did the humans get here? Do the
humans have any message from their leaders? (Althoughin Ylii, the
word for leader literally means most-cautiousgreat-thinker).
TheYlii hopeto learn that the humans came here because they
discovered someYlii inthecourseof fighting the Kafers and wanted
to becomefriends with the entirety of theYlii race. (Rememberthat,
to most of theYlii, "becoming friends" means that they will begin to
widen their polytaxic society to include humans.) Although the Ylii
will be less pleased (and less trusting) if the sole motivation for
contact is presented as an alliance against the Kafers, the Ylii will
still be receptive. After all, they needallies badly-and in a hurry.
As to how the humans got here, the Ylii are hoping to learn that
the humans are now in control of the Kafer gateway system of HC
+25 1902. This is the only way (known to the Ylii of this "Second
Civilization") that they can travel to systems beyond the last three
they have been restricted to. The characters will not be able to
mislead the Ylii into thinking that they did come from this direction,
however. The Ylii will ask questions regarding conditions in systems lying along that route. The player characters will not be able
to "fake" answers to these queries.
Regarding a message from humanity's leaders, the Ylii will be
grateful for any word of friendship or alliance. They will be alarmed
if the characters'statements reveal (either directly or indirectly)that
the humans, too, are sorely pressed by the Kafers and their vicious
attacks. However, this will only strengthenthe resolve of the Deltas
to pursue some sort of alliance with the humans.
There is one last point that underlies Ylii thoughts about the
Kafers: TheYlii want to prevent the Kafersfrom being wiped out.As
deadly and destructive as the Kafer's are-the Ylii call them
ze'yluYlii (literally: the unthinking thinkers)--the Y lii simply cannot
accept the notionthat any race or species mustbe exterminatedto
preserve another. The concept of control and containment is
difficult enough for them l o accept. Consequently, any brusque,
militaristic jingoism such as "it's us or them" will strike a decidedly
sour note with the Ylii, who find such attitudes very similar to those
evinced by the Kafers.
In the final analysis, the Ylii will wish to discuss thingsfurtherwith
the small-eyedthinkers and will wish to send an envoy backwiththe
group. (To no one's surprise, this envoy will be Vish.)
However, before the Deltas come to their momentous decisions
regarding the humans, several days will pass. Over this time, Vish
will be the group's constant (and extremely likable) companion. It
is likely that during this time, the PCs hear some things which hint
at the current ethical/ecologicalcrises that the Ylii find themselves
caught up in. Should the characters wish to pursue the matter with
any of the Deltas, their comments will be welcomed, and in some
cases, eagerly sought after. Despitetheircultural orthodoxy, theYlii
are among the universe's most open-minded creatures, and consider the perspective of an outsider to be valuable.
These contacts and discussions-which the referee should
present as being extremely casual, if interesting, affairs-may in
fact be the most profound things the characters do while on
Ssuushni'a. As Vish and the Deltas are stimulated by the human
perspective, they will consider new viewpoints and new possibilities regarding the future of the Ylii and what it means to be a
sophont. R
Detective work andfierce encounters with the minions of the treacherous Tricolororganizations enliventhe thirdepisodeof 'OperationBack
Door,""Saboteursandskullduggery," inCkaIkng~51.Als0,fora history
of the planst andits people, refer to 'The MPin this issue.

alien race for 2300
By Charles E. Gannon
he Ylii are
endothermic, oxygenbreathing
humanoids
that evolved in an environment of diffuse, lowfrequency light. They
are polytaxic, which
means that their "race"
isn't a race at all, but is
a sprawling amalgamation of sophonts belonging to (roughly) the
same suborder or superfamily of creatures.
To use a terrestrial example, the Ylii "race"
would be equivalent to
the entire superfamily
of Hominidae (man and
the manlike primates,
or apes) operating as a
single, integrated soci-

light and do not adjust
well to high-intensity
light conditions. Noon
in the Sahara would be
an intenselyuncomfortable (and temporarily
blinding)experiencefor
a Ylii.
The Ylii brain is located in the center of
the upper torso in a
bony protectivecasing.
A six-chambered sequentialpumpfunctions
as the heart and is located in the upper abdomen. Four-lobed
lungsoverlaythebraincase and acquire air
through four slits located near where one
would find the upper
bronchi in humans.
The YIii mouth pro00'.
vides direct access to
Despite division into
the alimentary canal,
33 separate species
located in theabdomen.
scattered across seven
The abdominal mouth
genera, all Ylii evince
structure inverts and
certain common charfolds out of sight when
acteristics. They are
not in use. Communiupright bipeds, alcation is achieved by
though some can adopt
passing air through the
a rolling, four-limbed
four breathing slits, regait. They have foursulting in wheezing1
fingered hands and
whistling phonemes
feet, with two fingers of
with amuted nasalqualeach extremity being
ity that has been likopposable digits (or
ened to French. Wiihthumbs).Almost allspeout palate, dentalstruccies are equally dextures, or larynx, the
trous with their pedal
tonal variations of Ylii
digits as they are with
language are much
their manual digits. Furthermore, they are polydextrous, meaning subtler, since fewer phonetic options are available.
that they do not evince a rightlleit coordination bias in either their
The Ylii are trisexual and deliver single, live young. The three
manual or pedal "hands."Ylii heads are actually "sensor" housings genders are male, female, and bearer. The male impregnates the
for their large eyes (binocular arrangement), small ears (two, female, who then carries the fertilized ova for approximately one
located on the "cheeks"' of the head), and a complex of hairlike month. Then the female transfers the ovato the bearer, who carries
sensoryspindlesdedicatedto maintaining equilibriumand assess- the child for another 10 months. Consequently, Ylii females do not
ing air pressure (clustered in tufts around the ears). The Ylii eye is endure long ordifficult pregnancies.Also, the more specialized and
a large organ, designed to gather low-energy light. Consequently, single-purpose anatomical arrangement of the bearer makes for
Ylii can "see" body heat, vehicle emissions, and other infrared easier and safer births. Ylii infants are slightly less physically
sources that are invisibleto humans. However, Ylii cannot see blue dependent than human newborns, but must quickly master the
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complex social arrangement that results from the polytaxic nature
of their society.
AllYlii are covered with a smooth, silky fur, although color, length,
and texture vary according to genera. These differences are not
signifiers of class or caste. With the exception of only one of the 33
species, Ylii are herbivores.

There aretwoother species in the Betagenera, which would best
be called the fixers and the tinkers. The fixers tend to be a little less
intelligent that the dominant Betas, and a little more stubborn.
However,they are extraordinarilydextrous and doggedly persistent
repairmen. The tinkers are quite the opposite, being quick-witted,
utterly cooperative, but a bit fickle. The tinkers manufacture the
small items used by the Ylii, as well as little eye-pleasing objects
that are jewelry-like adornments to be added to utilitarian devices.
GENEW
SPECIES
The Ylii are divided into seven genera-Alphas, Betas, Gam- The Beta genus are small for Ylii, never standing much more (or
mas, Deltas, Epsilons, Iotas, and Zetas. Within these seven gen- less) than a meter in height. They are covered with short brown fur
era, there are 33 separate species and subspecies. Each of the that is quite sparse on their heads, hands, and feet. Exposed skin
seven genera classifications is also the classification for the domi- is red-brown to rustcolored and somewhat wrinkled.
Gammas: The Ylii of the Gamma genus might be called the
nant (by percentage) species within that genus. The different
species are distinguishable not only by physical characteristics, but proles of the Ylii culture. Gammas provide the strong backs and
by the tasks they perform within Ylii society. Most of these task- hands that do whatever heavy labor remains to be done by Ylii.
related rotes will be explained in terms of human equivalents. They are simple-minded and docile, and are less sensitive to
However, the reader should be aware that many of these parallels environmental differences than other Ylii. Consequently, they are
are crude congruences at best. Even where Ylii activities may frequently found in the Ylii industrial sites that dot Ssuushni'a's
"seem" to be physically analogous to human behaviors, this in no deserts, moons, and orbital stations.
way implies that the two share acommonality of function, purpose,
There are three specialized species in addition to the dominant
or cultural significance.
strain of Gammas. These species would be best referred to as
Alphas: Ylii of the Alpha genus are the most adventurous of the helpers, scavengers,and wildlings. The helpers seem to fulfill a role
Ylii and are the most likely to be encountered off-world or as not wholly unlike that of an itinerant laborer, except that their
interspeciate liaisons. They are curious, hardy, and have a strong, homelessness seems to stem from an ingrained nomadic nature.
aggressive will to survive. Alphas have traditionally served as the In effect, they wander about Ylii society, perpetually on the lookout
Ylii's explorers and first-wave colonists, The Alpha genus includes for any little (or big) job that needs a strong back or hand-which
two related but distinct species, which might best be termed the they gladly supply. They stay and eat either in the homes of other
gamers and the finders. The gamers serve a purpose that might be Ylii species, or in special hostels maintained for them.
The scavengers are essentially garbagemenlundertakers, who
likened to across between professional athletes and performers. In
short, they seem to retain and enact those cultural aspects of Ylii consume any edible waste products--including dead Ylii. This
society that require physical expression. The finders seem to makes them the only meat-eating species of all the Ylii. They also
specialize in tracking things, searching for lost objects, persons, have the most complex sensory apparatus, including a variableand livestock. They tend to be the most reclusive of all the Ylii, and sensitivity retinal arrangement and brown-tinted nictating ocular
tend to associate predominantly with theAlphaspecies of the Alpha membranes that function as "sunglasses." This arrangement algenus. All species of the Alpha genus are fairly large (for Ylii), lows them to function equally well in light and dark.
Thewildlings are possiblythe most interesting-and enigmaticaveraging 1.5 meters in height. With the exception of the palms of
hands and feet, they are covered with glossy brown or brown-gray of all the Ylii species. Essentially, the wildlings are elemental or
"prehistoric" Ylii. They do not read, only fashion the crudest tools,
fur.
Betas: The Ylii of the Beta genus might well be called techni- and speak a simplistic pidgin dialect of the Ylii language. The rest
cians. They tend to follow quickly in the wake of Alpha explorations, of the Ylii accord them a great deal of respect and take great care
their inquisitive natures drawing them to the new and puzzling not to influence or change the habits or lifestyle of the wildlings. In
challenges presented by novel environments. While they areskillful fact, the wildlings play a complex role in the "macropsychology" of
artificers, they are also extremely placid and socially malleable. Ylii cultural outlook. Basically, the wildlings both serve as a living
They quickly adapt to-and adopt-any social order in which they reminder of what theYlii were, and constitute a way for at least one
species of the "proto-Ylii" not to become extinct. The importance of
find themselves. Thedominant speciesof thisgenus-Beta-Betamakes highly dextrous and knowledgeable engineers, designers, these concepts reflects the Ylii focus on not exterminating any
and manufacturers. However, Betas' fixation on such things ap- species, even if that means carefully preserving one's own evolupears to degrade their overall intelligence. In fact, they are not so tionary predecessors.
The Gamma genera are the largest of the Ylii, averaging 1.8
much "slower-witted" as they are just plain uninterested in (and
meters in height and 80 kilograms in weight. They are sturdily built
therefore, ignorant of) other things.
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and quite strong for their size. Their fur is short, thick, and either
black o r charcoal gray. Their hands and feet are hairless and blackskinned.
Deltas: The Delta genus is the most intelligent-and elusiveof all theYlii. Thegreat majority of Deltas are teachers, a term which
includes authors, documentarians, reporterlobservers, and any
other task that focuses on the transmission of knowledge. Deltas
are nonaggressive, but are highly individualistic. Humans would
think of them as politely pigheaded. A Delta that is forced into an
environment or role that it does not approve of will quickly weaken
and die. This is its inborn way of fighting back: a physiologically
activated metabolic change that effectively suicides the Delta. The
Deltas generally oversee and orchestrate the activities of the other
genera, althoughthey are not hands-on leaders. Quite the contrarytheir guidance takes the form of suggestions, which are readily
obeyed by the other genera.
Although the Deltas tend to make excellent and thoroughly
considered decisions, they do not do so rapidly. The only important
thing t o Deltas is that their decision is (in all ways) responsible and
ecologically holistic. Besides the dominant species, Delta-Delta,
there are three other species, which would best be referred to as
mnemonics, healers, and conceivers. Mnemonics are less mentally agilethan thedominant Deltas,but have extraordinary memories
and a knack for logical and mathematicalthought. They are expert
computer programmers, librarians, and simulation experts. Healers are the doctors of theYlii, who tend to work in close concert with
the comforter species of the Epsilon genus (for more information,
see below).
Perhaps the most important-and rarest--of all Ylii species are
the conceivers. More than any other species, these are the Ylii
leaders, and possess unusuallypowerful and versatile minds. They
tend to spend long periods isolated in monospeciategroups,where
they may work together or apart. Their role is a mix of many things:
inventor, judge, macroeconomiclogistician, and think-tankconsultant. Deltas stand about 1.4 meters tall and are almost completely
hairless, except for scattered tufts on their torsos, forearms, and a
sparse covering across their backs. Their skin is darkgray to black
and is quite wrinkled. They are extremely sensitiveto light (even for
Ylii) and still follow an almost completely nocturnal existence.
Epsilons: The Epsilon genus is the most gregarious of the Ylii
genera, with the dominant species of this genus being akin to civil
servants. The Ylii word for this group translates roughly as
communals and certainly conveys more of the diffuse and broad
nature of their role in this society. On the surface, they are the
noisiest of the Ylii, tending toward hyperactivity when they are
excited or upset. The Epsilons are to the Ylii community what the
Gammas are to Ylii industry: They are the hands that get the w o k
done. But beyond this, there is a predisposition in the Epsilons
toward social amalgamation. In some strange way, they are the
gluethat holdstheYliitogetherasa unifiedsociety.There is no logic
behindthis, nor is it simply explicable as an adaptation that ensures
enhanced survival due to their specialized contribution to the
welfare of the other genera. Rather, the activities and interactionof
the Epsilons seem to be a behavioral cue to the rest of the Ylii to
remain tightly integrated and socialized. They make the logical
structure of the polytaxic society ''feel right" to its various, diverse
members.
There are four species other than the dominant Epsilons in this
genus. They are the commercials, organizers, comforters, and
watchers. The commercials oversee the final distribution of goods
and services in theYlii community, although there is no "selling" or
"buying" per se-Ylii do not have any concept of money. They are
more akin to social welfare administrators.
The organizers fill a slot that might best be described as ombudsman/foreman. They keep track of what is going on in a
community, do any simple planning that does not require a Delta,

and oversee the
executionof any directives from -the
Deltas.
The comforters
are a combination
day-care provider1
nurse/midwife/hospice attendantlcounselor. Separated from other Ylii, they will die
within days.
One of the more interesting of the Ylii species is the watcher.
Quite literally, the job of a watcher is to make sure that everything
is going according to plan and that everybody is doing what they
should be doing. While this might sound to a human like a cross
between a kibitzer and a policeman, it is actually more analogous
to a baby-sitterlsurrogate parent. The most common task of the
watchers is to see to the ongoing socialization of the Ylii young,
regardless of genus. The complexities of a society that integrates
33 different species into a single functioning unit are learned with
some diff iculty, and parents cannot always be present. When they
are not, a watcher will usually be around to guide the young Ylii
through any social insecurities or errors.
Generally, adult Ylii are of no concern to watchers. Lacking a
concept of crime, the Ylii never try to do anything that's wrong.
However, if aYlii is getting senile or is becoming mentally disturbed,
the watcher is there to make sure that the impaired Ylii's cognitive
impairment does not bring it--or other Ylii-to harm. The watcher
will then report this impairment to one of the organizers.
The Epsilon genus averages 1.2 meters in height and frequently
adopts a four-limbed lope when moving on the ground. Except for
their hands and feet, Epsilons are covered with light gray to snowwhite fur. The fur around the eyes is jet black, giving them a
"masked" appearance. Their skin is also black. They are the most
numerous of all Ylii genera.
Iotas: The lota genus is the Ylii answer to the professional
builder. The dominant species of this genus has an innate fondness
forstructures, whether of stone, steel, or composite laminates. Like
the Betas, they're a little bit detached from the rest of society.
However, they are not as socially malleable as the Betas, and have
a strong self-preservation instinct.
There are two additional species in this genus, which are best
thouaht of as the miners and the finishers. The miners' role is fairlv
self-~xplanatory.~hese~liiactually
likeworking in narrow, confine;
spaces. Given their heavierfingers and prominent nails, Ylii evolutionists speculate that this species probably made its home in
burrows, or in hollowed-out "tree" trunks. The miners also enjoy
working in p-suits, although the vastness sf space produces
agoraphobic reactions inthem.Thefinishers essentially handlethe
fabrication of building components and have an extraordinary
eye-and feel-for balance, smoothness, and stress lines.
The lota genus stands about 1.3 meters tall and (except for the
hands and feet) is covered with an almost blue-grayfur. The skin of
the lota is tannish-gray.
Zetas: The Zeta genus is essentially the agrarian equivalent of
the Gamma. These smallish Ylii are fairly docile and simpleminded, although the dominant species of this genus has a thorough understanding of farming and horticulture. Of all the genera,
the Zetas are probably the least curious, evincing a strong desire
to live and die in the same vicinity where they are born.
Although there are only two species (otherthan the dominant) of
Zetas, each oneof those species is further subdivided into subspecies. One species would best be qualified as arborealgatherers, of
which there are five subspecies. The arboreal gatherers have only
one task in life-to tend andlor gather needed products that grow
in the high vegetation of Ssuushni'a's temperate zone. The
subspeciate discriminations are largely due to different sensory

sensitivitiesand varying weight (with the smaller subspecies being
able to range up into the higher regions of the Ssuushni'an forest).
These gatherers are by far the best climbers of the Ylii.
The other species--the land gatherers-are ground dwellers
who range back and forth across thinly forested areas and even
scrublands in search of food or other natural products of interest.
They tend to be larger than the arboreal gatherers and are the
swiftest runners of the Ylii, frequently using a four-limbed gait.
Zetas range between 0.8 to 1.1 meters in height and arecovered
with tan-brown fur (except for their hands and feet). The arboreal
gatherers havethe largest ears of any of theYlii, as well as the most
developed balance sensors. However, their eyes are the smallest
of any Ylii.

passed (Ssuushni'a's climate essentiallystabilized at a new, cooler
level approximately 6 million years ago), the Ylii polytaxic structure
was firmly in place. Sometroops had stumbled upon toolmaking as
they struggled for survival during their equator-bound migrations.
The tool as an extension of self was a notion the Deltas were
temperamentally primed to embrace, and before long, they began
using drinking gourds, ropes, and javelins (to repel predators). The
rest of the Ylii evinced keen interest in these objects, and an
offshoot of the Epsilons began to fashion these devices with an
almost compulsive dedication. This offshoot eventually subdivided
intothe Betaand 1otagenera.Atthispoint,Ylii society began a rapid
upward climb in sophistication and intelligence.
It should be noted, however, that whereas human intelligence
was almost exclusively prompted by survival needs, Ylii intelligence
evolved as much from the challenges inherent in managing a
EWLUTION
HISTOl[tU
The Ylii "race" evolved via the compilation of symbiotic interde- polytaxic social order as from desperate responses to Maslowian
pendencies between closely related species. This occurred largely needs. Consequently,Yliiare not particularlytool-orientedcompared
due to the gradual cooling of Ssuushni'a's star, a trend which to other intelligent species. Much of their intelligence and invenbecame significant enough to begin to change the biosphere tiveness is focused on the nature and manipulation of ecological
approximately 10 million years ago. Ssuushni'a became colder, and social relationships. Ylii thought tends therefore to be broad in
and glaciers advanced across once-temperate plains. Air tempera- scope (seeingtheuniverseasanintenselyandabsolutely interactive
whole made up of inextricably linked parts), yet oddly narrow in
ture decreased, causing a long-term increase in rain.
For the 'Yorest"-dwelling proto-Ylii, this heralded unwelcome focus (theonly valid criterion for anything is whether it is in keeping
alterations to their biome. Although they preferred the lowland with the dynamics of the universal equilibrium).
forests and jungles, their ranges were eventually flooded, killing
many of the trees. This providedthe first impetustoward apolytaxic
E m k Y HISTORY
Given their emphasis on ecological manipulation and their
society.
The Epsilons and Zetas, originally asingle suborder, had already general lack of violence, the Ylii did not experience any of the
begun evolving into separate genera. However, these branches of classic human "technology drivers." Only as their societies grew
the Ylii evolutionary tree were still closely related and still interfer- larger and more complex was any form of industrialization or masstile. Social structure was similar as well. Consequently, when local providedservice required. Hundredsof millenniapassedbeforethe
conditions worsened, these two proto-genera began to cooperate, changeover to a truly technical society began.
It is appropriate to note here that bythe time they were beginning
evolving a symbiotic relationship. The Zetas were food scroungers
parexcellence, possessingthe excellent noses and superior agility to entertheir equivalent of the Bronze Age, theYlii had evolved an
that enabled them to locate and retrieve fruitsfrom eventhe highest alternative to war that might best be described as a war of words.
reaches of the trees. Meanwhile, the Epsilons patrolled, oversaw These wars were simply generation-long debates between differthe young of both groups, and sawto the portage and storage of the ently minded factions. Central to the concept and implementation
of these wars of words is the effort to determine whether a given
food, thereby freeing the Zetas to do what they did best.
However, as the forests continued to decline, more ground course of action is "holistic" or not.
The Ylii achieved most technical breakthroughs either to serve
foraging was required-which put the Ylii at hazard from various
predators that they had never had to worry about before. In order the needs of their society or-later on-to sate their curiosity about
to acquire protectionforthe Zetaground foragers, the joint Epsilon1 the universe. Lacking a colonial drive, the Ylii expanded slowly
Zetatroopsbeganto shadowthe movementsofthe moreformidable across the face of Ssuushni'a, and even more slowly once they
Gammas, who were often left alone by the same predators that began to reach out into space. By this time, the pattern of Ylii
troubled the smaller Ylii genera. In time, this relationship was technical excellence was already clear. They evinced extraordinary
abilities in the areas of animal communication, ecology, clean
cemented by food-sharing with the Gammas.
As the decline of the forests continued and their habitat shrank energy technologies, environmental control, philosophy, mathand grew colder over the course of several million years, these first ematics, programming, and biogeneering.Their military and health
crude polytaxic groupings began to migrate toward the warmer technologieswere-by comparison-decidedly retrograde (and in
some cases, downright primitive).
equatorial regions. These were the darkest-and most dubiousHowever, approximately100,000years ago, theYlii encountered
days of the Ylii struggle for existence. Forced to cross swamps,
open plains, and mountains, the Ylii frequently found themselves a crisis that they were unpreparedfor. Inthe course of their slow but
stranded intreeless biomes. It was during this periodthat the Deltas steady expansion into their interstellar neighborhood (including
and Alphas were added to the symbiotic network. More oriented settlements or bases in a number of systems that are in human
toward the individual than the other Ylii, these genera were ac- space-Ylii remains in human space can be found in systems Ross
customed to fending for themselves, and were better able to adapt 863 1, DM+5 3409 1, Ross 867, DM+3 3465, and DK+17 4521), they
to living in treeless climes, due to their greater ingenuity and came across a race of intelligent creatures-the first intelligent life
versatility. So, in a reprise of the way the Epsilons had begun to they had ever encountered. Ironically enough, this race was the
shadow the Gammas, the whole polytaxic troop now began to Kafers.
follow the Alphas and Deltas (which at this time had just begun to
evolve into separate genera). The Alphas and Deltas adapted to
E IN CRISIS
this new arrangement quickly and rapidly emerged as the "brains"
Study of the Kafers had a profound effect upon theYlii, who had
been accustomed to discovering biospheres and biots in balanceof the troop.
Those groups which reached the warmer equatorial regions did the unfailing and unconscious drive of all things to follow the
so only because they adopted this sweeping macrosymbiotic universal law of cosmic homeostasis.The Kafers confused the Ylii,
arrangement. Consequently, by the time the "crisis" of survival had who could not understand a species that would despoil environ-
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ments, kill more prey than it needed, and revel in violence.
This presented the Ylii with a major problem. Clearly, the Kafers
were a product of the universalorder; after all, everything is.Yet, the
universal order had created a species which was either blind to or
uninterested in maintaining the order that had created it. The
philosophical implications and dilemmas inherent in this concept
embroiled the entire Ylii culture, w h i c h 4or the first time-was
forced to consider that its emphasis on ecological communalism
was an arbitrary, not inevitable, outcome of evolved intelligence.
Dramatic rifts began appearing in the Ylii society when xenologists
pointed to the Kafers' success as survivors, and the rapid (by Ylii
standards) improvement of their technology and social ordering.
The end result: expansion into space, and contact with the Ylii.
What could be done? Certainly,the Ylii could containthe Kafers; they
had the technological head start to maintain absolute control of the
situation if they wished. But such actionflew in the face of the centralYlii
instinct: Never interferewith the naturalorderof things. And any decision
to keep the Kafers bottled up on their home world would constitute just
such interference with a naturally evolving race.
MostAlphastookastandwith the minoriiof Deltaswho believedthat
it was only naturalforthe Ylii to respondto the Kaferquestionwith some
kind of action. The Alpha reactionwas seen by the majorii of orthodox
Deltasasthe beginningof afracturingof the naturalyliiorder--and panic
began. In actuality, the Alphas were responding in accordancewith their
nature. The Kafer question, representinga threat to the Ylii, reactivated
the old defensivelaggressivescout instinctsof the Alphas, who were the
dosest thingstodecisiveor militaryleaders thattheylii had. Butthey had
not functioned in this role for so many hundreds of millennia, that the
'brganic" natureof theirreactionwasunrecognizedby mostof the Deltas.
No one incident touched off the ensuing cataclysmic war. However, the orthodox Deltas were unable to control the comparatively
excitable Epsilons, who began to withhold communalservicesfrom
those Alphas and Gammas that were seen as rebellious. The
ineluctable upward spiral of escalation took care of the rest.
The war devastatedYlii society. Unknowledgeablein the waging
of war, the Ylii did not have an ethic for how to handle it societally
or personally. Literally billions oftheylii--particularlythe Epsilonswent insane andlor committed suicide. The weapons developed
were crude and imprecise, slaughtering millions that might have
been spared had the Ylii ever evolved a science of war. All this was
made more horrific bythe fact that, since there were no real military
targets, everything was a target.
The orthodox Delta factions won the war (if it can be said that
anybody won it) and determined that the onl;way to preserve the
homeostasis of Ylii culture was to remove those aspects of aggression that madethe GammasrespondtoAlphacrisis leadership.
Similarly, they decided that the Alpha aggressiveness had lo be
toned down by making the defensive instinct of this genus selfcentered rather than socially protective. After several centuries of
careful eugenics work, this was accomplished on Ssuushni'a,
which by then boasted the only remaining population of Ylii in the
universe. Then the Ylii turned inward and blissfully forgot war and
much of the technology that had made it so horrible.
The Kafers are now preparingto finish the job they are unawarethey
indirectlystarted. The "modem"Yliiresumedinterstellarspacetravelonly
900 years ago. Three hundred years ago, they encountered the Kafers,
and since then theYlii have been brutallyswept aside ortaken as slaves
by these savage neighbors. (SeeKafer Sour
for more information.) Now, onlythreesystemsstillremain underYlii control; SS-27 6854
(siteof theYlii homeworld, Ssuushni'a), DK-33 1023, and DK+32 2390.
And moves are afoot in the Kafer Associative to conquerthe remaining
Ylii worlds quickly, in order to free up assets for the next human asnflict.
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The broadest assertion that can be made about Ylii psychology

and philosophy is
that it is exceedingly conservative
by human standards. Not surprisingly,thisisadirect
outgrowth of the
environmental and
physiological realities of Ylii existence.
Although theYlii trisexual arrangement significantly reduces the
risks that humans associate with reproduction, it does not alterthe
fact that Ylii never deliver more than one young over a combined
gestation period of 11 months. Furthermore, the "chain of reproduction" is more complex (requiring three rather than two participants), making it more fragile; the removal of any of the three
participants will result in reproductive failure. Consequently, Ylii
reproduction is a slow processthat is still quite vulnerabletoall sorts
of disasters. The bottom line, then, is that (similar to humans) the
first rootsof Yliisocietyaregroundedin assuring adequatecare and
protection for the young and for pregnant adults. As a strictly
nonpredatory, herbivorousspecies, this led the Ylii to an extremely
conservative approach to food gathering and defense.
The polytaxic arrangement of Ylii society also intensifies Ylii
tendencies toward social conservatism. Place and role in one's
society is largely predetermined. Furthermore, the complex rules of
a polytaxic society and of trisexual parenting and family groupings
force developing Ylii to tread carefully and cautiously.
The Ylii consetvatism has also been reinforced by the postwar
eugenicsworkoftheDeltas. Thetraits removedfromtheGammasbut most particularly, the Alphas--were essentialto a balancedYlii
society. The orthodoxYliiwere too overwhelmedbythe horror of the
war to realize that their society neededa reactionary element. Instead, they excised this very capability.
The result was more than just a reduction of aggressive tendencies in Alphas and Gammas; it was a decided trend toward social
stagnation. The adventurous Alphas now seemed more content to
stay in known environs, to explore less boldly, to raise fewer
scientificquestionsthat had spurred theYliion to some of their best
and brightestdiscoveries. Acceptanceof things as they are became
the uncontested mindset of the Ylii.
This attitude underliesthe Ylii approach to health and medicine.
The Delta healers are quite capable surgeons and biogeneers.
Their expertise lies with recombinant DNA therapies, but they only
use these capabilities to heal injuries or infectious diseases.
Congenital, inherited, or other "innate" health failures are left
untreated, although any discomfort to the afflicted is alleviated. A
human seeing this for the first time might perceive this as being
profoundly cruel, but it is in fact a result of the Ylii worldview.
The Ylii care deeply for those among them who are plaguedwith
an innate illness, but their philosophy stresses harmony with the
natural order of things, rather than the preeminent importance of
individual lives. Consequently, they perceive an innate illness as a
part of the naturalorder, and are thereby bound not to interferewith
it. Conversely, the Ylii see the repairing of damage to be consistent
with natural behavior; individual creatures attempt to heal themselves, and social animals rally to the aid of the infected or injured.
Ylii conservatism is also reflected in Ylii language, which emphasizes precision and functional construction. The complex social
patterns of Ylii culture make it inevitable that each individual will
have to describe and distinguish many different relationships
between persons. Additionally, some of these relationship are
almost identicalstructurally, but havevastlydivergentsocialconnotations. The necessary distinctions are achievedthrough increased
emphasis upon the importance and definitive detail of labels, or
"names." However, the vocabulary is tremendous, since terms do
not change meaning according to "context." InYlii, there is no such

thing as context, and consequently, there is really no such thing as
Ylii "humor." The closest thing that Ylii experience to laughter or
amusement would be analogous to the Victorian notion of being
"charmed" or "delighted." YIii would probably interpret human
laughter as a sign of anger (or possibly gastronomic distress).
For the Ylii, many human concepts will be utterly alien, odd, or
downright alarming. Ylii have no word for murder. Their closest
equivalents-roughly corresponding to manslaughter, assassination, and war-killing-are not shaded by the concept of domestic
premeditation that underscores the human concept of murder.
Similarly, theYlii do not even have aconceptfaintly resembling the
human values known as disgusting or lofty. The Ylii perception of
the universe is that all things fit, and therefore, all things are to be
as they are. IndividualYlii are not wont to pass aestheticjudgments
when determining the worth of a thing. Consequently, a whole
category of human adjectives-here represented by disgusting
and lofty-are meaningless to them.
Many human concepts-such as covetousness, gluttony, exploitation, competition-are known to the Ylii only because of their
three centuries of contact with the Kafers, in whom they observed
such behaviors. Humans may notfindthecomparisonveryflattering,
but that's the truth of the matter.
In all fairness, humans may havesome problems understanding
a number of Ylii attitudes, particularly the sometimes chilling
aspects of their social pragmatism. To humans, this may look like
the ultimate in depersonalized, clockwork autocracy. However, to
the Ylii their adherence to-and acceptance of--this system is as
natural as a human's self-preservation instinct. NoYlii is complying
unwillingly; no one is getting cheated or exploited. This is simply
how Ylii society works. Consequently, humans may also find that
the Ylii have a different view on the importance of individuals. Ylii
revere each individual, much the same way we are gratefulto each
cell in our body, but this does not alter the social knowledge that
certain Ylii are more expendable than others.
Clearly, the Ylii need allies if they wish to survive the continuing
aggression of the Kafers. Despite projects to reintroduce aggressiveness into Gammas and the development of an effective remote
fighter (the Fastbalksee future parts of the adventure "Operation
Back Door" for details), the Ylii simply do not have the numbers or
temperamental predispositionto mount a fast, effective war effort
against the Kafers.
One of the major paralyzers of the current Ylii defense initiative
is that many of the Deltas (once again) see the Kafers as behaving
in accord with their nature; the species is doing what it evolved to
do. However, unlike the last time, the Kafers are not just a potential
threat-they are a proven hazard that is threateningto exterminate
the entireYlii race. So the Deltas are compelledto askthemselves:
Is it the naturalfateof theYlii to be exterminated? Is thistheylii role
in the events of the universe? Or-as some are beginning to
wonder-must they fight back, and thereby take a natural step
forward in their own evolution?
To humans, this debate may seem ludicrous, but it is serious
business to the Ylii. And resolution is difficult, since the Deltas
eliminated the aggressive Alpha traits that would have galvanized
thought and action in the face of such a threat.
This iswherethe influenceof first contact with humans may have
a profound impact upon the Ylii as a race. Certainly, upon learning
that the modern Ylii believe that their forebears "removed" the
aggressive instincts of at least one genus, some human is likely to
ask whether in fact the ancient Ylii-in tampering with some of the
genera--destroyed the very thing they wanted to create: natural
balance. This is a crucial perspective that the Ylii need to consider,
and contact with humans-and their valuesystem--will helptheyhi
make that critical conceptual jump.
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However, there is an equally likely-and efficacious-outlook
that more conservative Ylii thinkers are likely to embrace (humans
may find it somewhat odd-or even repulsive). This view would
perceive humanity as the "defender" species that must now be
integrated into Ylii society!
Although this may seem a strange conceptual turn, one must
remember that the Ylii do not see themselves as a "race." Each
genus is physically and mentally disparate. Consequently, their
collective "identity"has nothingto do with biological/geneticconformity.
Furthering the perspective that suggests "adopting" humanity
intoYlii society isthe alluring fact that the humans have come along
just when their protective tendencies were needed. From the Ylii
viewpoint, conflict (and therefore, fighting) is evidently natural for
humans. Consequently, it is all too simple for the more orthodox
Deltasto see current events as a parallelto the prehistoricevolution
of the relationship between the Epsilons and Gammas--with the
humanscast in the role of the less-aware, but physically imposing,
protector-Gammas. In this equation, the Kafers are the new and
dangerous predators that must be discouraged from attacking.
It is important to note that any human offerings beyond military
alliance (such as trade and cultural exchange) will be seen as an
invitation to the kind of "social amalgamation" that underlies the
more orthodoxYliiview. Not really understandingthe human notion
of sovereign states and commercial transactions, the Ylii will
assume that the humans are following the polytaxic paradigm that
shapes all Ylii thought and perception. Understanding the human
politicalnotions of "united, yet separate," and "cooperative,yet selfdetermining," will require a colossal conceptual leap on the part of
theYlii. To them, these ideas are every bit as logical as assertions
that up is down, and black is white.

N OF TKE: DEFIErnER
However, some Ylii already exist who may be more ready to
understand humans than the Deltas or even the normal Alphas: a
new (or, actually, very old) Alpha species, the defende~
The defender species is actually an evolutionary throwback to
the original, prewar dominant Alpha-Alpha strain. After almost 300
years of Kafer conflict and fears of extinction, the Ylii genetic pool
has undone what was done to it by the ancient Deltas who
biogeneered the aggressiveness traits out of the Alphas.
The new defenders are no larger than the modern Alpha-Alphas
and are similarly colored. However, they tend to be somewhat more
intelligent, moregoal-oriented, and more outspoken. However, the
Yliijncluding the defenders themselves-have not yet realized
thatthese temperamentalchanges actually heraldthe reemergence
of the original Alpha species.
The other major impact of human-Yliicontact will be the way that
Alpha defenders gravitate toward humans, their philosophies, and
the comparatively radical idea that the Ylii must accept that moral
dilemma is part of the natural process of all sophonts, and that
ecological andlor genetic engineering is not always the answer to
social problems.
By clustering around humans, the defenders will increasingly
come into contact with each other and become a distinct, cohesive
voice in Ylii affairs. This, in turn, will prompt investigation by more
Deltas, who will beginto realizethatthe defenders are notjust oddly
outspoken Alpha-Alphas. Rather, they are the welcome throwback
to the originalAlpha--now to be labeled as the defender species. Q
This article expands upon basic data that was first presented in
the Kafer Sourcebook, by William H. Keith, whose work is gratefully acknowledged. While it is not necessary to possess the
sourcebook to run adventures involving the Ylii, the author highly
recommends it as a source of deeper understanding about the
Kafer-Ylii interaction, as well as some features of Yliiphysiology
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felt like I was trapped in one of
those math problems: Wolf,
sprinting south through the alley
at 40 kph, has 50 meters to the
street and safe'ly. The car, going
south at 300 kph, is 100 meters from the
street in the same alley. How long will it be
before a steel-belted massage ruins Wolf's
day?
Leaping over a grease-stained box oozing something noxious at the corners, I
figured that my speed meant Iwas traveling
40,000 meters per hour, or 666.6 meters a
minute, or 11.I meters per second. That put
me approximately five seconds from
Westlake and avague chance at being able
to walk home under my own power.
The Acura Toro, cruising down the alley
behind mewith apieceof newsprintfluttering
from its radio antenna like a flag, boasted
100,000 meters per hour.That put it at277.7
meters per second. Roughly translatedthat
meant it would be through me faster than
the curry I'd eaten the night before-a distinctly unpleasant prospect.The calculations
checked and left no doubt.
That's why I hate math.
That's why I like magic.
The Old One howled with glee as I let him
share his wolfborn speed and strength with
me. I stooped in the middle of the alley and
yanked upthe heavy bronze manholecover.
The driver, thinking I meant to drop into the
sewer to escape him, punched the accelerator and centered his slender sports car
on me.
Like a matador with a metal cape, I cut to
my right, but let the manhole cover hang in
space where I had been. The lower edge hit
the windscreen about halfWay down and
shattered theglass like itwas asoap bubble.
The disc began to somersault, end over
end, doing its best to turn the hardtop Toro
into a convertible. It had better success with
thedriver, ensuringthatwhile he might have
lived fast and died young, he would not
leave a pretty corpse.
The Toro hit the alley wall pretty hard.
Sparks shot up from where the fiberglass
body scraped away to metal, then thescarlet
speedster rolled out into traffic. A Nissan
Jackrabbit hit it going east, while a Honda
truck rolled over its nose. Nothing exploded
and no flames erupted, but the Jackrabbit's
driver did vomit when he yanked open the
Toro's door. I think he wanted to give the
Toro's driver a piece of his mind, but ended
up getting pieces of the driver's all over his
white pants.
I took one last look at the Acura as I left
the alley and turned down towardthe Sound.
I didn't recognize it or the half-second
glimpse I'd had of the driver's face while it
was still in one piece. It wasn't the first time
a professional had come after me with intensive homicidal mayhem on his mind, not

by a long shot.
It was, however, the first time it took less
than a full day for someone to decide to off
me.
New records like that tend to make me
nervous.
Cutting backandforth through the streets
gave me the time I neededto make sure no
one was following me. I did see another
Toro, which spooked me a bit, but only
because it was white and looked like aghost
of the car I'd killed. Other than that, my trip
through the heart of Seattle's urban gray
jungle showed me nothing I'd not seen a
million times before.
My haphazard course brought me into
the area that had been my old stomping
grounds. Normally I'd avoid that area if I
were travelling with anything less than an
army because the local gang and I did not
get along too well. The HalloweenersHomo sapiens ludicrous-were led by
Charles the Red, but he'd been feeling
poorly forthe latter half of the summer. That
allowed me to go where I wanted without
being hassled.
As I entered the old neighborhood, I suddenly found myself wishing for the return of
hostility. A stretch of Westlake from 7th
Avenue to 6th Avenue had gotten a significant toasting during the Night of Fire. I
remember the blaze rather well, as I relive
that evening in more nightmares than Icare
to count. Every fragment of that frightful
landscape was burned into my memory in
exquisite detail.
Standing at ground zero I couldn't recognize a thing.
All the burned-outcars had been moved.
Buildings had been refaced, and the tarmac
was more level and pristine than I'd ever
seen it. Old boarded-up apartments were
refurbished and, if the window decorations
were any indication, already occupied with
tenants. All the little grotty businesses on
the street level had been replaced with
sharp-looking boutiques that had awnings.
And not a single streetlight had a hooker
grafted to it.
Looking at the place where I'd grown up,
Ifinally understoodthe meaning of the word
desecration.
From deep inside me, in that lightless
cave where the Wolf Spirit choosestodwell,
the Old One growled deeply.
Nowyou know what Isawin the Sleeping
Time. '/our people, Longtooth, they destroyed the lands Iloved, They crushedmy
peopleandsavagedmyworld. Andfor what?
"So you can complain."
"Excuse me, young man?"An old woman
with a dowager's hump stopped in front of
me and let her little metal grocery cart come
to a rest. "Did you say something to me?"
Ismiled at her. "No, I'm sorry. Iwastalking

to myself."
She squinted her eyes, and I half-expected her to recognize me. Something did
flash through her eyes, and I desperately
searched for a name to attach to her face,
but I came up a blank. She, on the other
hand, pointed at mytie. "We owe you agreat
vote of thanks."
I cocked an eyebrow. "Excuse me?"
She jabbed mytie again. 'You doworkfor
Tucker and Bors, don't you?"
For at least this week, if Isurvive it. "Yes.
Sorry, Ijust started with them."
"Oh." She smiled in a kindly way. "Your
company oversaw the rebuilding of this
neighborhood. Did everything very fast.
You'd not know it to look at it, but this place
used to be horrible."
"I can believe it." I smiled at her, then
stepped into the street. "Good evening,
ma'am."
My smile grew as I saw afamiliar narrow
doorway with a pumpkinglaring down at me
from above it. Tucker and Bors might have
renewedthis bit of urbanityafterthe Night of
Fire, but there were some institutions here
that were too sacred to be touched and too
disgusting to die. The Jackal's Lantern was
one of them.
I pulled open the door and reveled in the
wall of smoke that pouredover me. True, I'd
never liked the place when I lived here, and
the Halloweeners would have cut my heart
out for invading their stronghold, but the
Lantern was a life preserver to a drowning
man. I let the door swing shut behind me
and rubbed my hands together. Who says
you can't come home again?
Well, whoever said it was right. The Lantern might have been too sacred to touch
and too disgusting to die, but apparently it
wasn't that hard to buy out.
The smoke didn't cling to my flesh like a
toxic fog because it came from a smoke
machine. The only light in the place still
came from orange and black plastic pumpkins, but the wattage of the bulbs had been
upped so you could see more than three
feet into the bar. They'd left the car fenders
wrapped around the pillars the way 1 remembered, but all of them sparkled with a
new coat of chrome. Barbed-wire jewelry
still adorned various parts of mannequins,
but all the rust had been polished off it and
the razor wire was duller than your average
chiphead's sense of reality. They still used
cable drums as tables, but thick coats of
epoxy sealed them and thefossilizedgraffiti

left behind from when real people used to
populate the place.
A fresh-faced girl walked up to me and
smiled. The two dark triangles surrounding
her eyes pointed down and an upwardpointing one hid her nose, but they'd been
drawn in adarkgreen makeup, notthe black
the Halloweeners had demanded. Her
clothing, while stylishly tattered, had obviously been washed within the last week.
Instead of looking like azombie summoned
from beyond the veil to serve in the Jackal's
Lantern, she looked like acreaturefrom the
Casper the Friendly Ghost school of
haunting.
"Welcome to Jack 0 ' s Lantern," she
smiled.
Something inside me died. "Jack 0's
Lantern?"
"The very same. Table for one?"
I blinked twice, then shook my head. "I'm
meeting someone. A guy, mid-40s...."
Her nose wrinkled in distaste. "In the
back. He's nursing a beer."
I smiled. "Bring us both another."
Leaving her to traipse through the
corpgeeks in synthleather trying to look
tough at the bar, I made my way toward the
back. Even though Ididn't like the changes,
I had to admit the added light was an advantage. I'd never noticed how big the place
really was, or how tall the scarecrow crucified on the back wall really was. Of course
the smiley face didn't really suit him, but not
many people got this far back.
Islid into the booth and noticed my name
was still carved on the table. Even the nine
lines beneath it had been left intact. "Hi,
Dempsey. How's it going?"
Dempsey gave me a nonchalant shrug.
He's one of those guys who looks like absolutely everyone else in the world-you'd
forget him in a second if you had no reason
to remember him. That, and the fact that he
knows people who know just about everyone or everything in the world, make him
very good at what he does. Dernpsey is a
private eye, and for someone who's got no
magic and no chrome, he's lasted a lot
longerthan he has any right to have lasted.
"Life goes on."
"Easy for you to say." I laughed lightly.
"Dropping cold into the corp world means I
have to wake up during this thing called
morning."
Dempsey kept both his hands wrapped
around his sweating beer bottle and appeared not to hear what I'd said. "I've done
some checking, just like you asked."
"And?"
Another shrug lifted the shoulders of his
Kevlar-lined trenchcoat. "There are plenty
of folks who'd love to take a shot at Tucker
and Bors for what they did to the Lantern
here, but no one has anything that suggests
TAB is angry at the Ancients. Moreover,
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there are no antimetahuman groups with
ties into TAB. This city positively stinks with
Humanis Policlub members, but TAB is as
clean as can be in that department."
I chewed my lower lip. "What are the
chances some snake is living under a rock
you haven't overturned yet?"
Dempsey showed no concern over my
havingquestionedhisability. "Slim and none.
The word whispered in some high dark
places is that Andrew Bors had a daughter
who goblinized right after the awakening.
Herdaddy got herout of Seattle and has her
staying in a mansion up on Vachon Island.
After that, employees were screened for
their feelings about metahumans through
their employment questionnaire. You show
signs of being a bigot and you're out."
"Damn." I'd been inserted intoTuckerand
Bors because the Ancients had gone to Dr.
Richard Raven with their suspicions that
TAB was backing gangs making attacks on
them. As the Ancients are a rather powerful
and militarily adroit street gang, the invasion
of TAB headquarters was a distinct possibility, and Raven started to work on the
problem to forestall that from happening.
The waitress arrived with our beers, and
I handed her my company-issued credit
card. She looked at it and laughed. "You
should have told me you were one of us."
I frowned. "Come again?"
"You're a TABbie, just like me. TABbies
get a discount." She scooped upthe bill and
headed back toward the front.
The Old One did not like being called a
TABbie, but Imanaged to keep him in check.
"Dempsey, I need you to keep digging on
the Policlub angle. This whole thing smacks
of race hatred to me. Something has to be
there."
He nodded. "Anything else?"
"Yeah. Ineed youtofind out if anyone has
a hit out on me."
"You mean besides LaPlante?"
"Yeah, besides LaPlante." It was an open
secret that Etienne LaPlante had a contract
out on Dr. Raven and any of his associates.
It was also well known that hurting a single
hair on one of our heads would set Kid
Stealth on the assassin-proving once and
for all that capital punishment, if applied
quickly and without mercy, could be a deterrent to crime. "Some Gillette in a Toro
tried to interest me in tarmac fusion. I declined. Heflipped hislid and had anaccident."
Dernpsey took it all in stride. "Do I still
relay information through Valerie Valkyrie?"
I thought for a moment, then shook my
head. "Takes too much time. If you get
anything on the hit angle, call TAB and ask
for Keith Wolverton."
"And if Mr. Wolverton is not at his desk,
and I want to leave a message?"
"Say a relation is coming to visit. The
greater the danger, the more distant the

relative."
The detective's eyes focused distantly,
then came back with a twinkle in them. "So
if I say Adam and Eve are coming to see
you?"
"I'll know Stealth is free-lancing again." I
glanced at my watch and slid out of the
booth. "Stay and have another if you want.
I have to go meet with Raven."
Dernpsey shook his head and left the
booth. "If Istickaround here, they'llcome by
and give me a new trenchcoat."
"lt's hell being a fashion trendsetter." I
lookedatthe refurbishedbarand shuddered.
"I think this is the first time I've been in here
and I've not felt liketaking a bath afterward."
"lt's the only time I've not needed a bath
afterward," Dempsey quipped. "Thosewere
the days."
I signed for the tab up at the front, then
walked a couple of blocks to the parking
garage where I'd left my Fenris. The flat
black sports coupe waited for me in a
darkened cornerof the basement like aferal
creature hiding from the light. Idisarmedthe
antitheft devices-you only forget to do that
once--and climbed into the cockpit. I
punched in the ignition code and cruised out
into the light evening traffic.
The trip to Raven's headquarters took
longer than it should have because of the
series of turns and cutbacks I used to make
sure no one was following me. With Raven
and the rest of his crew having done things
to angerone or more powerful individuals in
the SeaTac sprawl, paranoia became a
survivaltrait. Just because Kid Stealthwould
descend like a bloody avenger on anyone
bothering us, it did not mean we were inviolate. Insanity becomes a courtroom defense because lots of folks do irrational
things, and Ihad nodesireto have bits of me
in baggies labeled Exhibit A.
I parked the Fenris in the basement garage below Raven's brownstone, then took
the stairs two at a time as I climbed to the
main floor.Adjusting my tie and rolling down
my sleeves, I marched straight to Raven's
office and paused in the doorway. "Would
have been here sooner, Doc, but someone
wanted me to play immovable object to their
irresistible force."
Raven leaned back in his black leather
chair, pressed his handstogether and rested
his index fingers against his lips. Seated
there in a custom-built chair, behind his
individually handcrafted desk, he looked
normally proportioned. The pointed tips of
Elven ears jutted up through his long black
hair as the only clues to his Elven heritage.
If not for that, his coppery skin, high
cheekbones and broad-shouldered, muscular build would have marked him as an
Amerindian.
His dark eyes focused above and beyond

me, but I found myself entranced by their
steady gaze. The blues and reds weaving
through them in an aurora-like fashion
flickered past in what I imagined was a
mirror of how quickly thoughts strobed
through his brain. The lightsslowed, then he
closed his eyes, and I felt myself in control
of my own mind again.
"Interesting." His hands fell away from his
mouth as he leaned forward and stood. "I
will want a full report later, of course, but I
should introduce you to our clients. This is
Sting and her lieutenant, Green Lucifer."
Elven women are generally described
with plantterms, but with Stingyou'd haveto
makethat an industrial plant. Sure, she was
long and lean like most of them, but you
could only describe her as willowy if you
thought rebar swayed in light breezes. I
heard she had a temper to match her fiery
mane, and heryellowOpticon eyescertainly
reflected none of the warmth in her soul-if
she had one. She had an edge to her that
made it clear why she was running the
Ancients, but likewise told me why, though
attractive, I didn't find her seductive.
"My pleasure," I smiled. I didn't offer her
my hand. I knew her street name had been
earned because of the metal claws that
could shoot from the backs of her hands and
rake through flesh like it was water.
"So you're Wolfgang Kies. Makes sense,
I guess."
Before Icould even begin to work my way
through the maze of tone and inference in
her words, the nearly imperceptible stiffening of her partner drew my attention to him.
Unlike Raven, Green Lucifer had the typical
starveling build of an Elf. His chin, or
underabundanceofit,suggested acharacter
flaw that the burning light in his gray eyes
used as fuel. Green Lucifer clearly had not
liked the f a d that Sting had paid me any
notice at all, and he was aching for any
opening to exert his territorial rights. That
told me they were more than just partners in
power, and that Green Lucifer was the jealous type.
I immediately put him on the list of folks I
didn't want in possession of a chainsaw
while my back was turned.
"Mr. Kies or 'Mr. Wolverton,"' he began
with mock sincerity, "what have you
learned?"
I stared at him for a second, then turned
to face Raven. "I spent most of the day
getting situated. Valerie's transferring Mike
Kanl to Shanghai was accepted without
question, aswas my being sent into replace
him. Ms. Terpstra acts more like a
schoolmarm than a supervisor, but Bill Frid
is helping me get squared away in Kant's
office. In fact, I've not really had to do
anything because Frid had done it all while
showing me what I'm supposed to do."
Raven sank back in hischairagain. "Good.

What about this attempt on your life?"
The mention of an assassination attempt
caused the fourth individual in the room to
take conscious notice of the conversation.
Kid Stealth, sitting back on his haunches,
turned his head to watch me. The light
flashed off his Zeiss eyes and his brows
nearly touched as they pointed down at his
nose. I knew better than to think he was
concerned about me--he could see I survived---but his concentration came from his
desire to hear how a rival assassin had
failed in his job.
Having Stealth crouched behind Green
Lucifer, and Greeniesurreptitiouslytrying to
keep an eye on him, made me feel loads
better.
"I found a couple of things in some files
and made copies of them. I dropped them
into my trash basket, then bagged the litter
and dropped it in the disposal chute. After
work I went back around to the alley and
fished the bag out." I reached into my back
pocket and retrievedthefolded-overpapers.
"They're several pages of receipts Kant got
while, as nearly as I can figure, making
money drops to the folks fighting the Ancients."
Green Lucifer's face darkened. "That is
hardly a substantial amount of evidence,
Mr. Kies." Scorn rolled from his words like
crude oil off a duck's back.
I continued to speak to Raven alone. "It
has to be something because a razorboy in
an Acura Toro mistook me for an on-ramp."
"Did you get anything from him?"
"Sorry, Doc, I'm not a necromancer.
Chances are my cover is blown. I think we
should consider taking me out of there."
Raven nodded solemnly. "If you think it is
best."
Green Lucifer hammered a fist into the
arm of his red leather chair. "This is too
important and has taken too long to set up
just to let him drop it like this. We are being
systematically exterminated. Order him to
remain in place."
Raven leaned fotward and rested his
forearms on the desk. "Being new here, you
do not understand...."
"I understand this human operative of
yours has no stake in or concern about
Elven lives being lost." Green Lucifer gave
me a gray-eyed stare that started the Old
One growling defiantly in the back of my
mind. "He's your employee, order him back
in."
"You do notunderstand,"Raven repeated
slowly. Threat arced like lightning in his
words, and anger reverberated likethunder
in his voice. "These people are not my
employees. They are my aides, my companions, my friends, and my allies. They
work with me, not for me. What they do,
they do because I ask, not order. I have
never found myself called to doubt their

judgment or their courage or their compassion. If Wolf believes his life is in danger,
then 1 believe that as well."
Green Lucifer managed to hold his composure better than the other halfdozen
people I've seen invoke Raven's wrath like
that. He settled back into his chair like a
steel beam being bent by the inexorable
progress of a glacier, but his defiance did
not drain away. Still, he knew betterthan to
open his mouth.
His tone lightening only slightly, Doc
continued. "Wolf is fully cognizant of your
situation. He knows that your alternative to
having us attempt to solve this problem
peacefully is for the Ancients to wage war
with the Tucker and Bors Company, and
that is not likely to be pretty. It is for the sake
of your lives, and the lives of the innocent
men and women who might be caught in
any crossfire, that we began this investigation. Wolf knows I would not ask him to
return there unless I felt the risk was justified, but if he choosestodecline my request,
Iwillthinkno lessof him, and my confidence
in him will not diminish."
I'd have said I was leaving Seattle for
Japan if I thought it woulddeepen the scowl
on Green Lucifer's face, and I knew Raven
would back my play unquestioningly. Istarted
piecing togetherthe perfectway to drop that
bit of information on Greenie, but I caught
Sting's eye and saw a hopeless determination in her expression and shifting posture.
I knew the Ancients had gone through a
nasty battle recently with another street
gang. The Ancients, supposedly under direction from someone in TAB, had tried to
expand their territory into the turf held by the
Meat Junkies. The battle got nasty fast, and
looked really grim for the Ancients when an
Ork sniper killed the Elves' previous leader.
At that moment, however, Green Lucifer
smoked the sniper and used his idle to ace
the Meat Junkies' top dog.
Both gangs retreatedto licktheirwounds,
but over the following weeks other gangs
had taken shots at the Ancients. That
wouldn't have attracted any attention, but
no one was picking on the similarly weakened Meat Junkies, and the Junkies themselves started sporting very new and very
expensive guns and bikes. As TAB had
stopped bankrolling the Ancients, anyone
with more than twoworking brain cellscould
deduce a shift in corporate policy that was
not beneficial to the Elves.
Sting clearly knew her gang had to deal

with the problem of TAB'S shifting loyalties
ortheAncients would becomefodderforthe
"Obits and Old Bitsnnewsfax files. If Raven
couldn't help her-and looking for outside
help, even from another Elf, showed how
desperate she saw the situation to be-she
had to go to war. Given that TAB, like any
other multinat, had its own army, long odds
for betting on the gang were not hard to find.
Even knowing that, she would have no
choice. If she didn't go to war, she'd be
replaced by someone who would. The outcome would be the same, but when you
whisper, "I told you so" from inside a grave,
very few folks listen or care.
"Actually, Doc, I have Dempsey looking
into the contract angle. That could be a
shortcut to whoever is ramrodding this
campaign. If Ibow out, the bait will be gone.
I'II just be more careful." I glanced over at
Sting. "As I'm replacing Kant, and he appearedto bethe bossman'scourierof choice,
I should seesome action soon. If we let it slip
that you're bidding on a shipment of arms
coming into Seattle, our man should move
to procure that shipment before you."
Raven smiled. "If someone wants you
dead, Dempsey will find out. Good choice,
Wolf."
I painted a wide smile on my face and
proudly displayed it for Green Lucifer. He
started to get a bit restive in his chair, but
Stealth's flesh-and-blood right arm snaked
over the back of the chair and his shoulder.
Pointing in my direction, it stopped a foot
from Greenie's face. From the sleeve of
Stealth's waist-cut coat, a blocky little derringer slid down to fill his palm. The delivery
device retracted silently, then Stealth arced
the gun across the room to me.
I caught it gingerly. "What's this?"
Stealth didn't exactly smile, but his expression grew as pleasant as I've ever seen
it sans anyone actually dying in the vicinity.
"Richard said he found your being unarmed disturbing. I customized a design
based on a Remington Double Derringer. I
expanded the caliberto .50and have crafted
some of your 'silver'bullets to fit it. It's single
action. You get two shots."
I turned the pistol over in my hand, then
slipped it into my pocket. It made less of a
bulge than my loose change. Getting it into
TAB would not be aproblem, and Icould feel
safe even without nearby manhole covers.
"Thank you, maestro."
I knew it was loaded because Stealth
wouldn't have it any other way. The Old One
knew it too and snarled something derisive
about my dependence upon the tainted and
artificial when his tools were so pure and
natural. The only problem with the Old One
and the abilities he lent me in times of need
was that Icouldn't always be certain Iwould
remain in control of my actions. In light of
that, using a hand-detonated nuclear bomb
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could be seen to have an up side.
"So what is your next step?"Green Lucifer
leaned forward and perched his chin on his
right hand.
"Well, tonight I'm going to go check on a
former client, Lynn Ingold. That's a very
important part of this case." I saw Raven
suppress asmile. Lynn lngold wasa woman
we had rescued from LaPlante earlier in the
summer. She and I had begun to date, and
I'd been planningtotake heroutto aSeadogs
game well before the TAB problem came
up. "Then, tomorrow, I return to work and
wait."
His face screwed down into a sour expression as if he'd been sucking sulphur
schnapps through a straw. "We cannot afford to wait long." Raven looked over at
Stealth. "Kid Stealth has agreed to let it be
known that he and his Redwings are just
waiting for someone to start shooting at you
sothey can raid undefendedterritory.Again,
this steps up the pressure on TAB and will
make it easier to find out who is behind all
this.
"Fine, Raven, just so long as you know
we won't wait until forever." Greenie leaned
back in his chair and steepled his fingers.
"You have until Fri..."
Sting laid her right hand on his left arm.
"You have as long as you need at this point.
If thingschange, I will let you know about it."
Greenie didn't like that very much, but he
and Sting exchanged a pair of glances I can
only describe as cobra and mongoose. I
smiled broadly at his discomfort, earning
myself a big jump on his enemies list, no
doubt, and nodded to her. "We'll get you
results."
"Good, Mr. Kies." She looked me upfrom
my toes to the tippy-top of my head and
backdown. "Just so you know, if they do get
you, Stealth will have all the help he needs
in avenging you."
Damn, I just love it when women talk
lethal.

In fact, the only person who seemed to
notice me was the matronly Ms. Terpstra.
She stared at me hard enough to melt my
brain, but I scampered to my cubicle too
quickly for herto properly focus her powers.
On my monitor I read the note she had sent
me precisely at 9:00:01: "Punctuality is a
virtue, and thevirtuous are rewarded.~hose
without virtue face perdition."
Bill Frid appeared at the doorway to my
private domain and handed me a steaming
cup of soykaf. "I see you got a perdition
memo."
Iaccepted the soykaf and sipped. "Is that
bad?"
"Naw, wait until you get an 'eternal damnation'note. That's bad. She's been in a bad
mood since Rev. Roberts stopped doing
video." A jovial guy, Bill's double chin and
curly, blond hair made him look softer than
Ifigured hesaw himself. Right from the start
I had him pegged as one of those guys who
has learned alltheshortcuts to gettingthings
done. They're workhorses, and no corp
could get anything done without them, but
contempt for the bureaucracy barred them
from ever getting into the power structure.
"You look tired. You feel okay?" he asked
me.
I shrugged. "Went to the 'Dogs game last
night."
"Extra innings?"
"Yeah," I smiled. "Oh, wait, you mean the
game. No, just eight and a half. Mackelroy
caught one on the warning track in center
then threw out the runner from third on a
one-hopper to end the game. It was great."
Bill sipped his soykaf. "Good, good. We'll
have to take in a game some time."
Inodded. "Yeah. Let's do it when we'reon
some errand for old TAB and we can get
them to reimburse us for the 'business
lunch."'
"I like it." He gave me a conspiratorial
wink. then looked ur, and nodded. "The
wicked witch of the daycheck is watching,
so I'II get backto my workstation. If you need
Lynn didn't talk lethal to me, but she did anything, just let me know,"
"Thanks, Bill."
say some other things that made me think
I'd died and gone to heaven. I was tired
Left to my own devices, I had to figure out
enough in the morning that I almost slay- what I was supposed to do. I really had no
tested Stealth's pistol on my alarm clock. I idea what Kant'sduties had been, and even
refrained because Iwas too lazy to want to Frid had been fairly vague. As nearly as I
patch the hole Iknewthe bullet would leave could make out, Kant was part troublein my wall-and that of the othertwo tenants shooter, part confidential courier. Even when
on this floor-and dropped back to sleep for I called up a log of things Kant had done in
the past two weeks, it looked likethe majority
another half hour.
The Blavatskys downstairs woke me up of his time had been spent sitting on his
for the second time. After a quick shower hands.
and shave, I headed downtown to Tucker
Fully aware that idle hands are the devil's
and Bors. I arrived 10 minutes late and, as playthings-a concept I was certain Ms.
an afterthought, I considered what a good Terpstra detested4 pulled a blank manila
idea that might have been. I mean, all the folder from my desk drawer and placed the
detectivesimsensedramas had me believing employment and location policy agreements
whoever had set me up to be killed would I'd signed the previous day into it. I labeled
thefile"Wolverton, Keith" and stuck it behind
faint when they saw me walking in.

the Wolcott Trucking file.
Feeling fairly satisfied withmyself, Inoted,
to my chagrin, that I had another two hours
to kill beforethe roachcoach arrived outside.
Ilooked atthe stackof optical datachips on
the corner of the desk, but all of them dealt
with statistics, math, and probability modeling, so Ijustcouldn't bring myself to popone
of them into the computer. Making a mental
note to have Valerie get me games that
would workon this monster, Istarted exploring the interactive Building Directory.
By the time the phone rang and saved
me, I'd succeeded in memorizing the names
and divisions for all TAB employees Ato J in
the building. "Keith Wolverton here."
"I have good news and bad news for you."
Dempsey was one of the few people who
sounded betteron the phone than in person.
"What's your pleasure?"
I saw Ms. Terpstra glowering in my direction, so I raised my voice a bit so she
could hear. "Well, doctor, will the patient
live?"
"Mr. Kies is in no danger, beyond those
expected for a man in his line of work.
Whatever symptoms he thought he had, he
was mistaken."
"And the bad news."
"No one's out to ace Wolf, but there's
Y5000 on your head, Mr. Wolverton."
Someone wanted Keith Wolverton hit?
Why? He didn't exist 48 hours ago. "Your
source was impeccableas usual, Iassume?"
Dempsey grunted out a laugh. "The
grieving widow was spending theY500down
payment to blot out the memory of her late
squeeze. Closed casket ceremony, you
know."
"At least they could go for a shorter box
and save money." I dranksome more of the
soykaf. "You have a name for the patron of
this poor departed soul?"
"Are you sitting down and alone?"
I looked at my computer monitor and saw
a message presenting itself to me, letter by
letter. "Only my very wonderful supervisor,
Ms. Terpstra, reminding me that Ishould not
be taking personal calls via the wonders of
binary magic."
"Probably safe, then. The name William
Frid mean anything to you?"
Isuddenly wondered if soykaf could cover
the taste of arsenic. Iassumed I would find
outshortly. "Ringsa bell. Thanks, Dempsey."
"No sweat, chummer. Tell me, is your Ms.
Terpstra heavyset, first name Agnes?"
Ishrugged. "Hit on the first, and an 'A' for
a first initial on her nameplate. Why?"
"No real reason." I could see Dempsey
smiling like afox in some dark phone booth.
"Heardthat wasthe handleshe had adopted.
Always wondered where she ended up after
the Mashitsutsa embezzlement scam.
Watch your paycheck."
"Got it, Dempsey. I owe you bigtime."

"You'll be hearing from me."
"Anytime, bud, anytime."
I placed the receiver down and glanced
over at Bill's cubicle. Braving the harsh look
on Ms. Terpstra's face, I walked over there
and crouched down at Bill's side. "Bill, I
need some help."
His smile slowly died as the seriousness
in my voice got to him. "Sure, Keith, what is
it?"
I shook my head. "Not here. It's personal.
I'm new in town, and there was this woman
last night...."
He patted me on the shoulder. "You're
right, not here. C'mon."
He led the way past the dragon lady to the
men's room. We quickly checked the stalls
for lurkers, then flipped the lock. Leaning
back against a sink, Bill smiled with mild
amusement. "Now, what's the problem?"
I shrugged. "The problem is that this
woman is upset because the man you hired
to kill me got dead himself in the attempt." I
filled my right hand with Stealth's pistol.
"That almost ruined my day. Explain to me
why I don't want to ruin yours."
Bill's eyesgrew widerthan the boreof the
pistol he was staring at. "No, no, no, you
have it all wrong."
"That's correct about one of the two of
us." I tore the loop-towel across the back
part of the loop and started pulling it down in
long lengths.
His blue pupils rolled around like a chalk
mark on a cue ball. "What's that for?"
"You're going to wrap it around your head
so the brains don't splatter when I shoot
you." I let my smile die except for a nervous
twitch at the corner that convinced him I
meant business. "No need to make the
janitor's job any tougher."
"Oh, God,oh,God, oh,God."Friddropped
l o his knees. "I don't want to die."
"Good, then tell me everything you know
about the Elves and TAB."
"What?"Helookedat me with absoluteterror
in his eyes. "What are you talking about?"
"The Ancients."
"Who?"
"Dammit!" He flinched as Iswore. "Why'd
you want me killed?"
"I didn't want you killed. Ijust wanted you,
ah, roughed up." His thick lips quivered in
such a way that I knew he had to be telling
the truth.
"Offering someone Y5000 to rough me up
is a bit much."
He looked crestfallen. "How was I supposed to know? I went down to Damian's
and offered a guy '45000 to do a job, then I
gave him Y500 and the copy of your picture
1 got from security. Ijust wanted to have you
put out of action for a week or so."
I frowned. "I'm still waiting for a 'why'
here, chummer."
"Because Iwanted your job. Kant gets all

sorts of courier jobs, and he gets bonuses."
He looked down at the floor and clasped his
hands in an attitude of prayer. "You have to
believe me."
"No, chummer," I said tossing him the
towel, "You have to convince me. What do
you know about Kant's courier actions?"
"Oh, God, you're from Auditing, aren't
you?" Frid wilted, and hisshouldersslumped
forward. "Kant said he dealt with black
projects."
Black projects. Anything acorp wanted to
do without the shareholders or the government knowing about it went onto the books
as a black project. That meant, really, it
didn't show upon the books at all. Someone
funneled moneytothe black projectsthrough
fake projects and promotions. Given all the
interlocking directorates and vertical integration within the corporate world, tracking
down the source of funding for almost anything was impossible. For black projects it
was that much more so.
And funding a war against the Ancients
definitely sounded like a black projectto me.
"Okay, Bill, let's take this slowly. Kant
made three courier runs recently. One was
on the 23rd of last month. This month he did
one on the 7th and the other on the 12th.
Enlighten me."
Sweat poured from his forehead down
his face. "I don't know."
"You'll look good in a turban, you know."
"Keith, I don't know. Honest, Idon't."
I dropped down onto my haunches and
parked the derringertwo centimeters off the
tip of his nose. "You've got twostrikes against
you, you weasel. You figured you'd get
Kant's job and his bonuses, and you still
think you can swing some sort of deal out of
this." I paused to let him consider how much
his greed might cost him. "Well, chummer,
you can. I only care about that one job. It
involves Elves and only local travel."
Itapped his nose with the gun. "What will
it be? True confessions, or die knowing that
whatever you had for breakfast was your
last meal."
"Oh,God,oh,God,oh,God.Ah, ah ..."He
screwed his eyes shut. "I don't know for
sure, Keith. All those jobs went through Ms.
Terpstra. Please believe me."
I'd seen enough men crumble in my time
to know Frid's marshmallow center was
leaking through all the cracks in him. He had
to be telling the truth, which meant I had a
new program to debug. I wouldn't have
thought Ms. Terpstra capable of running a
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shifting constellations. Cables crisscrossed
the area behind him, and one snaked out
from the tangle to jack into his skull behind
his left ear.
Like a spider being aware of a fly's
careless tread upon its web, Benbrook
swiveled his chair around toward me as I
entered the room. I had not tried to be
particularly quiet, but he unnerved me with
his reaction to my visitation. His head came
up, and his torso came around instantly, but
Back in theoffice, Ileanedforward on Ms. his eyes took their time in focusing down on
Terpstra's desk. "Agnes, I really need to me. His fingers flew across the keys of an
know who asked you to give Mike Kant invisible computer deck. I had no doubt he
courier jobs concerning the demise of the was jacked in so deep that he mistook me
foraMatrix icon until Ifailedto runfromtorch
Ancients."
Ms. Terpstra's head jerked around as if I'd programs he dispatched to destroy me.
"You're Sidney Benbrook?"
gaffed her in a gill and yanked her from the
Sound. "Mr. Wolverton, I have no idea what
"I know that. Who are you?" His voice
you are talking about. How dare you ad- came out as a harsh croak, as if he was
dress me in such a familiar manner?"
entirely unused to speaking to another perIgave her my best I-know-lots-you-don't- son. "I did not send for you."
I'd seen other wireheads who were tied
want-to-have-known smiles. "Is it that Tucker
and Bors has a better retirement policy, or even tighter to their machines, but never in
did you justtire of the Mashitsutsacorporate acorporate setting like this. Iheld my hands
grind?Audits after an embezzlement can be up in the universal sign of surrender. "I am
so tedious, don't you think, Aggie?" From Keith Wolverton. I'm taking Kant's place.
the sour look that answered my question, I Thought we should be acquainted in case
realized that whoever had her running a you need anything done."
black project was using the same or similar
"Done?"
blackmail evidence to keep her in line.
I gave him my best hey-we're-all-in-the"You play well, Mr. Wolverton, but you will know-here smile. "Aggie told me Kant did
meet your match." She gave me a cold courier jobsfor you-all vapor, no flash. She
says there is bonus money in it, and she
smile. "Benbrook, Sidney M."
"Benbrook?" I frowned as I tried to re- turned meon tothe deal for arounding error.
member his entry from the directory. She told me it could be dangerous, but Itold
"Benbrook is in marketing! Why would her I wasn't afraid of any dandelion-chewers."
marketing have a black project?"
"Dande...?Yes, Elves."Benbrookfroze--"Mine is not to wonder why..."
"Yeah. What you do is steal and fly." I the onlv motion from his end of the room
shook my head. "Thank you for your help, coming from the computer light show. "Ifind
Ms. Terpstra. You make me proud to be a it disturbing, Mr. Wolverton, that your computer records appear never to have been
TABbie."
tampered with. How can you explain that?"
My smile broadened. "You can figure I've
Sidney Benbrook looked exactly the way
you'd expect someone withthat name would. made a career of keeping my nose very
The Interactive Building Directory showed clean, or you can assumethat Icame across
me a tall, cadaverously slender man with Kant's action independently, and I decided
dark hair so thin that when he combed it Iwould like to milk the cash cow myself for
from right to left over his scalp it could have a while."
"Tucker and Bors takes a dim view of
been deciphered by a bar-code reader. His
deeply set eyes remained hidden in shadow extortion, Mr. Wolverton."
"I said 'milk,' not 'slaughter.' You have
and, along with his corpse-like pallor, accentuated the impression that he had died been devoting significant resources to destroying a population of Elves. If you knew
late in the last century.
As I entered the darkened sanctuary of someone who was paying for Elven scalps,
his office, I knew, almost immediately, that I might know people who would be willing to
no matter how benign or un-salesperson- create a supply to satisfy that demand."
"You small-mindedbigot. Elvesand scalps
like he looked, he was at the core of the
and bounties are not important." Benbrook's
problem with the Ancients.
Benbrook sat in a big padded chair cen- eyes reflected the flashing computer lights
tered on a raised dais at the end of a narrow around him. "Do you think these people
canyon formed by walls of computer main- might be able to get rid of the Ancients?"
I frowned. "You have me confused. You
frames. Linle amber and red lights flashed
off and on across thefacesof the machines, said scalps are not important, but you want
enclosing him in a star field with constantly someone to 'get rid of' the Ancients."

black project, but with Dempsey's cautionary tale about her, anything was possible.
"Okay, Bill, this is the way things godown.
You're going home sick, right now." The
man nodded like a child promising Santa
he'd be good. "If I find you've been lying to
me, you can consider our little talk here the
opening scene ofthe worst nightmare you've
ever had." I slipped the gun back into my
pocket. "Get out of here."
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"That is correct."
"But you do not mean 'get rid of' as
synonymous with kill?"
Hefrowned, which was rather scary given
the gangrenous pallor of his skin. "1 mean it
as in move, dispense with, create a decreased population concentration of."
I shrugged. "That says kill to me."
"Whatever!" Fingers convulsed and
danced across avirtual keyboard. "I need to
effect a 10% reduction in the Elven population of the Denny Park zone by the end of
the fiscal year. Is that possible?"
Denny Park marked the southwest edge
of the territory the Ancients claimed as their
own. Their recent battle with the Meat
Junkies was over a piece of turf to the west
of that area. That zone was one of the least
habitable areas in the Elven enclave in
Seattle, but it was the Ancient stronghold.
"Possible, yes, but that will be a very
tough block of ice to salt." Something was
not adding up because I wasn't hearing
Humanis Policlub rhetoric coming at me. In
fact, Benbrook had accused me of being an
anti-Elf bigot. "If you don't care how I get rid
of the Elves, why do you want that particular
piece of real estate?"
His right hand rose from the arm of the
chair and, with index finger pointing down,
rotated slowly to indicate I should turn
around. As I did so, a projection TV imager
slid down from the false ceiling, flickered to
life and sharedcomputergraphicsof Seattle
with me. As I watched, the image swooped
lower like a helicopter sailing down through
vector-graphic canyons. As it headed north
from downtown it hit a block of solid green:
the Ancients'turf.
The image dissolved into a series of numbers. They scrolled past fairly quickly, but I
caught bits and pieces of things. It looked to
be a cost comparison between two programs. Then it shifted over into a point by
point comparison of population. Outlined in
red, and pulsing in time with my heartbeat, I
saw the approximate number of Elves living
in the Denny Park area of Seattle.
I turned back. "I still don't get it? Why are
you paying to have Elves scragged?"
"It's obvious." Benbrook stared at me as
if I was an idiot. "Demographics."
I remembered the opdata chips in Kant's
work space, then stared at Benbrook, unbelieving. "You're killing them becauseof numbers?"
The red, pulsing light burned off and on in
his eyes. "Those are not just numbers, Mr.
Wolverton. They are the very lifeblood of
this company. Those numbers affect our
bottom line. That means those numbers
determine how much we can pay you and
how much you get in your pension plan and
what your profit-sharing statement will look
like. Those numbers are the most important
numbers in the world."

Though to lookat him I'd not havethought
it possible, Benbrook rose from his chair
and pointed a scarecrow finger at me. "You
will forever be doomed to be nothing but a
slave chip in the engines of industry if you
fail to understand how important those
numbers are. On the right you have the
demographics and psychographics of the
group the North American Testing Agency
uses to test market our products."
His shoulders hunched, and his hands
rubbed together like those of a miser aching
to fondle credsticks. "They determine what
we produce, when we produce it, what it
tastes like, what it looks like, what it smells
and feels like, and how much wecan charge
for it. The shift of a percentage point or two
in the approval rating for a product can
cause us to retool afactory or to scrap a line
altogether. NATA's test group is a fickle
mistress whom we labor to please, yet pay
whether our results satisfy or anger."
His kindling fingers pressed spread onto
his chest. "1 will free us of our dependence
on NATA and their group. The Denny Park
district is identical to their area except for
one thing: We have too many Elves. Once I
can eliminate enough of the Elves, we will
have our own captive market here. I can
create a division that will perform like NATA,
and we will wrest the dataflow away from
them. Our costs will be a fraction of what
they were for research, and we can charge
othersfor using ourgroup, which will reverse
a negative cash flow in my division."
I shook myself to clear my head of his
missionary message. "You want to kill Elves
so you can taste-test chocolate bars in the
Sprawl?"
"Crudely put, but I believe you have a
grasp on reality."
"Oh, I've got more than a graspon reality,
chummer." ipointed backtoward the flashing
red numbers. "You're trying to lower the
river when what you need to do is raise the
bridge!"
He shook his head. "Itried that. 1 paid the
Ancients to take more territory outside the
Denny Parkdistrict. It would have created a
more even distribution, but they failed."
"No!" I slowly started drifting toward his
silicon altar. "Have you seen what TAB did
on Westlake?"
Benbrook paused as if unable to rememberthe projectorunabletocomprehend
why I would mention it. "That was the construction division. They are not my concern.
Irrelevant."
"Very relevant, Mr. Benbrook." [channeled
the Old One's growl of outrage into my
voice. "You are seeking to destroy something
when you could make it all so much better.
You are blowing a perfect chance to do
more than just develop one new division."
His hawk stare bored in at me as he
slowly sat. "Explain."

As he called my bluff Ipanicked for a halfsecond. The Old One came to my rescue as
he translated all the demographic statistics
into his own view of the world. Suddenly I
saw Seattle as it must have been before
men set foot on the continent. The Old One
and his brothers knewwhere thedeerwould
drink. They knew what plants would flower
or bear fruit and when-attracting animals
upon which they could prey. Wad it been in
their power they would have created more
tree stands to keep their animals safe in the
winter and more meadows to feed them in
the summer.
"It's fairly simple, really," I smiied. "You
can rebuild sections of the Denny Park
area. Encourage people that will even up
the demographic mix to move in. You'll have
your own little population from which to
draw focus groups. You can have your own
stores so you can test product placement.
You can employ some of the people so you
can raise or lower their income to a level
appropriate for whatever you want to test.
You can create your own little world, and it
will pump out streams of data for you to
analyze, all the while saving money."
His face had begun to become positively
animated as Istarted to talk. Ithought Ialmost
had him with the "streams of datan line, but
something changed. The light in his eyes died.
Settling his angular, skeletal body into his chair,
he became an electronic spider again.
"Projections show the cost of building up
that area will be more expensive than wiping out the Ancients."
I drew the pistol. "Factor in the cost of
your own funeral."
He slowly shook his head. "Employee
contract, page two, section \/I, paragraph
three, prohibits one employee from threatening another with deadly force."
"I quit."
"Nowthat Ithinkof it, yoursuggestion has
some merit."
I nodded solemnly. "Those expenses can
be charged back against the fees of clients
who use your market testing. And you can
make the changes through the construction
divisions, guaranteeing the head of that
division a tidy profit on the construction
work, while the work is done at a below
market rate for you."
Benbrook's head started bobbing in time
with music that I could not hear. "Yes, that
could work. As you said, Iwould have focus
groups and store fronts to test product
placement." His eyes flicked up at me.
"These people would have children, and I
would have to educate them, correct?"
"You better believe it."
"Excellent. We diversify into children's
products."
I winked at him. "You build schools and
sports facilities. You improve Denny Park
and ..."

"And we create sports leagues for employees. We get them exercising, which will
cut health insurance costs. And they will all
be wearing clothing they buy from us that
has our trademark names emblazoned on
it."
"Now you're cooking."
He stopped hearing me. "And we create
brand-name loyalty indoctrination centers.
We inculcate the children in the ways of only
buying our products. We can wire every
home for closed-circuit televisions that will
display our ads ...."
His eyes started to glaze over
orgasmically, so I cocked the pistol and
brought him out of it prematurely. "Hey,
sparky, you also have to pay the Ancients to
patrol the area so no one can infiltrate it,
right?"
Benbrook hesitated, then nodded. "We
can get them uniforms...."
"Do you really want to see what they
would do with uniforms?"
"No, perhaps not. Plausible deniability
can cut liability." His eyes went blank for a
moment, then he smiled. "Yes, I think this
has a higher profit potential because of the
retail sales and the informationdevelopment
angles. It will work."
"Good for you." My eyes narrowed and
becamethe same silver shade as the wolf's
head pendant I wear at my throat. "Listen,
Moses, there's only one more thing you
have to do before you can lead your people
to the Promised Land."
"And that is?"
"You want to adjust the environment of a
profit center because the psychographics
are set to take it into a negative growth
curve." I gave him a smile that was all
mayhem and arson.
"That sounds unsatisfactory. I'm sure, in
return for your service here, I can do
something about it." His hands hung in
space as if poised over the keyboard. "Explain."
I smiled. "Ever heard of a place called
Jack 0's Lantern?"
I breathed in and got a nose full of noxiousvaporthat convinced me someone was
burning tires for warmth in the middle of the
Jackal's Lantern. Of course I couldn't see
thatfar intothe place, but Ifelt happy enough
that I was willing to stumble blindly toward
the back. Lucky for me, a blond waitress
name Piasaw megroping about and slipped
her arm through mine.
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"The Elvessaid theywere waitingforyou,
Wolf." Despitethe blackmakeupturning her
face into a nightmare pumpkin mask, the
smile she gave me made my socks roll right
up and down. "I can be softer than she is,
and I'm much prettier than he is."
"No disputing that." I returned her smile.
"It's business with them, darling."
"All work and no play will make Wolf adull
boy."
"And you're the whetstone that will
sharpen me up?"
"We can rub our bodies against each
other and see." She laughed lightly as we
reached the back of the bar. "A Henry
Weinhard's for you, Mr. Kies?"
"In the bottle, no glass." I slid into the
booth across from Sting and Green Lucifer.
"Anything for you?"
Sting shook her head, and Pia vanished
in the billowing cloud of smoke. Green Lucifer wrinkled his nose, looked around, then
snarled at me, "Why did you demand we
come to this dump?"
"I wanted to see you in your natural habitat."
Iglanced over at Sting. "Here'sthe deal: TAB is
going to rebuild some housing in your turf and
generally upgradethe Denny Parkarea.They'll
pay you to keep things under control. The new
housing will go half to folks already there and
half to people they bring in."
As Sting consideredwhat I hadtold her, and
Green Lucifer practiced his "I'm mean and
nasty" look on me, Pia arrived with my beer. I
sawshe'dwriittenhernumberonthenapkinshe
put beneaththe sweating bottle, and Igave her
a wink Itwistedthe capoff the bottlewith my left
hand, drank, then setthe bottledown again and
frowned at Green Lucifer. "Well, pay her."
He blinked his big Elf eyes at me. "What?"
"And tip her well, too. I'm a big tipper."
Pia smiled and gave me a wink. "Thank
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you, Mr. Kies."
Green Lucifer became obstreperous. "If
you think..."
Sting nudged him with an elbow. Grimacing,
Green Lucifer pulled out a wad of Elven scrip
and peeledoffenoughtopayformybeer.Alight
cough from Sting tripled the amount, and all of
it ended up deposited on the tray Pia carried.
Smiling broadly and nodding her thanks to
Sting, Pia retreated from sight.
I drank a bit more. "What do you think?"
Sting's eyes narrowedinto lifeless amber
wedges. "Do you think the deal will be
honored for long?"
I shrugged, and my left thumb traced the
lettersof my name inthe table. "lfthey invest
in the project as they are supposed to, yes,
they will stay there for a long time. If not,
we'll know soon enough to forestall more
trouble of the type you've been through. It is
chancy, but if Raven thought it was going to
blow up in our faces, he wouldn't have
asked you to meet me here. Is it a go?"
Sting nodded her assent.
"God." I started to smile and feel proud of
myself, but Green Lucifer went and spoiled it.
His face scrunched up as if he were about to
throwatempertantrum,butthentheexpression
eased everywhere except around his eyes.
' A d now the minorii report?"
"Ijust want one thing from you, Kies." He
hissed the last letter of my name like a
snake. "Who was behind the plot to kill us?"
I shook my head. "Not part of the deal.
You hired us to stop them, not mount them
on a trophy wall."
"You needn't worry. We'll do our own
killing," he sneered at me.
"Hey, Greenie,this is the real world." I let the
OklOnegrowlthroughmythroatasI rubbed my
right hand over my silver wolf's head pendant.
"Any of uswith Raven arewillingtodo wet work,

but not tosalveyour ego. So, chummer, you've
got what you've got."
"What I've got is an anti-Elf racist protecting
more of the same." He balled his fists and
hammered them down on the table, nearly
upsettingmybser.'We've hadpeopledyingout
there. We've had Elven blood runningthrough
the gutters. Someone has to pay."
My eyes started a slow shift from green to
silver, with a bladc killer's ring circling the iris.
"Someone is paying. TAB is paying a wergeld
that will make things better for your people."
"Tell that to the dead."
My right hand contracted into a fist. "I've
seen the streets run with blood, chummer,
and I've leaked my fair share into them, too.
It's damned easy to call for blood when you
aren't going to be the one shedding it. And
you can't tell me, Greenie, that a single
death at TAB will make life better for those
who live in Denny Park."
Hestartedto reply hotly, but Sting stopped
him. "Your deal is acceptable and, if TAB
upholds its part of the bargain, we will let the
matter drop." She glared at Greenie, and he
nodded his head as little as his stony rage
made possible. "We are indebtedto you and
Raven, and even your friend, Dempsey."
"Raven will send you a bill," Ismiled, "and
you probably already have a message from
Dempseywaitingforyou at yourcrib." I used
the bottle cap in my left hand to scratch a
tenth line beneath my name, then snapped
Green Lucifer's head back with a right jab.
He bounced off the rear of the booth, then
his forehead dentedthe table just before his
unconscious form slid beneath it. "I, on the
other hand, consider us even." R
The character of Dempsey is copyrighio 1990 Loren K Wiseman and is used
with his permission.
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pace is big--extremely big.Travel
takes a long time. Even a Galaxyclass starship like the Enterprise
can't return to base whenever
supplies are needed. Luckily, it
doesn't need to do so; the ship's computers
maintain transporter templates which can
be used to replicate any nonliving object
that might even conceivably be wanted by
some or all of the 1200+ people aboard.
Literally anything that has once been recorded can be copied, within the limits of
mass that the system supports. Naturally
the system has sensor circuits to ensure
that no one orders anything dangerous or
illegal. A kilo of antimatter in your delivery
chamber could ruin your whole day. Naturally.
And of course nothing can go wrong ...g o
wrong ...g o wrong ...g o wrong ....
The team should be the bridge officers of
the Galaxy-class USS Enterprise, or another similar large Federation ship with civilian families aboard. Wesley Crusher
should not be a player character.

PROLOGUE:
CAPTAINS PERSON& LOG
As part of the Federation's agreement
with the Free Worlds of Klinzai, we are
carrying two dozen Klingon Defense Force
officers on this leg of our mission. Theirduty
is to observe and advise as we patrol the
area claimed by the so-called Imperial
Klingon States. It's strange to remember
that a generation ago all Klingons would
have been our deadly enemies; today, we
are thankful for their help and knowledge of
lmperial tactics. So far there has been no
sign of any problems, and their integration
with ourpersonnelis so complete that Imust
continually strive to think of them as our
guests, and not as members of the crew...

B

SCENE 1:
THE KID, A S USUAL

Wesley Crusher is busy writing the last
page of his term paper on paleontology. In
an hour, at 09:lO hours, he's scheduled to
lecture to the rest of his class, so he's also
preparing a speech with visual aids and

other props. For someone as bright as
Wesley, an hour is plenty of time to d o all
this; he'll probably have time to wash, too.
Wesley still likes to type at a keyboard,
partly because it lets him talk while he's
working, and partly because modern keyboards let him type 400 words a minute, and
he can't talk quite that fast..~she works,
he's talking to the computer, telling it what
specimens are needed for the display, and
chewing on a nice, fresh Vl'haag fruit.
At 08:50 hours, Wesley bites a piece of
fruit, then tries to say "and I'll need acouple
of really good trilobites to show the class."
Unfortunately, the computer hears this as "a
couple of really good tribble pests to show
the class."
Normally theship'scomputerwouldquery
this; unfortunately, it's pretty busy.A hundred
or so crew have just come off watch and are
ordering meals, and the computer is also
handling several transporter operations,
refereeing round four of the ship's fourdimensional Star Fleet Battles tournament,
and reconstructing Holodeck C as a fair
replica of Transylvania (including castles,
bats, wolves, rats, and Count Dracula) for
one of the more romantically inclined ensigns. Wesley's request comes at just the
wrong moment and is the straw that breaks
the camel's back.
Inside a massive chunk of integrated
molecular circuitry, something goes
"spungg."Thefailing circuit takesout others
in a chain reaction that leaves a gaping hole
in this section of the computer's logic. The
system creates two authentic tribbles. They
are extremely lifelike, chemically fueled
replicants, microscopically accurate down
to details of fur and internal organs, with
pseudobiological chemical "brainsn programmed to behave exactly like the real
thing.
Since it believes Wesley said he wanted
them as "pests to show the class," the
computer has made one tiny c h a n g e i n stead of reproducing everyfew hours, they'll
replicate at approximately 20-minute intervals if they can find food.
At 08:55 Wesley reaches into the delivery
chamber. He expects to find abox containing
fourfossil dinosaurfootprints, a holocartridge
set up to project a few full-sized dinosaur
images, some ammonites, and a couple of
trilobites. Instead he finds the dinosaurfootprints, the holocartridge, some ammonites,
and two cute little furry balls that purr at him.
He doesn't know what they are.
Wesley is going to be late if he doesn't
hustle. He pulls everything out of the
chamber, orders the trilobites again, puts
the fur balls in a belt pouch (also containing
a half-eaten macrobiotic muesli bar)toshow
the kids in his class, stuffs the newly arrived
trilobites in the box, and heads for the door.
As he gets into the turbolift he doesn't novice

something small, plump, and furry climbout
of the belt pouch and drop to the floor.
At 10:20 hours, Wesley finishes his presentation, and remembers the furry things
in his pouch. When he reaches inside he
finds one large fur ball, five small fur balls,
and the wrapper from a muesli bar. He's a
little puzzled, and shows the animals to his
class and teacher.
At 10:22 hours, Wesley's teacher finds
the right reference in the Federation Encyclopedia. At 10:24, she learns that there
were originally two tribbles. At 10:26, she
reports the incident to security.
At this point the PCs should learn that
there are alien pests aboard, in violation of
Federation regulations on transporting
hostile life forms. Naturally, everyone will
probably assumethat Wesley hassomehow
smuggled the tribbles aboard-with his
record, he's the obvious suspect.
Give the team some time to hold an
informalcounseling and child-guidancesession, and otherwise behave like concerned,
caring Starfleet officers/mothers/Klingons/
androids. Then let them realize that the
othertribble is still missing, Wesley really is
telling the truth, and that therefore something is wrong with the computer.
If the computer is questioned, it will reveal that it thought Wesley ordered aWcouple
of tribble pests," and it gave them to him. To
make them useful as teaching aids they
naturally have an accelerated life cycleabout 20 minutes from birth to reproduction
instead of around four hours! It can't explain
why it didn't invoke Federation law and
refuse to create them. It also won't mention
that the tribbles are designer replicants,
unless it is specifically asked.

SCEWE 2: NOBODY m O W S
THE a'3RIBBLES IW SEEN
Meanwhile, the free tribble has rolled out
of the turbolift and, completely unnoticed,
followed the scent of food to a ventilator
duct, and thence to afood synthesizeroutlet
in an ensign's cabin. (The ensign is busy
fighting vampireson HolodeckC,and doesn't
intend to be back for afew hours.) It purrs at
the outlet. The universal translator built into
the unit recognizes the noise as a request
forfood, correctly identifiesthetype required,
and delivers a plate of Quadrotritricalegrain.
The tribble tucks in, and soon polishes off
theplate.Ten minutes laterfivesmalltribbles
are busily purring at the machine.
By 10:30, there isn't enough room for all
of the 600 or so fourth and fifth generation
tribbles to cluster around the synthesizer.
Tribbles don't fight, so the hungrier specimens head back intothe ventilators. They're
light enough to be blown along horizontal
and vertical ducts.
At about 10:45, while the team is interrogating Wesley, security starts taking "pris-

onersn-tribblesareturning uponfourdecks,
with unconfirmedreportsfrom anotherthree.

S @ E m3: YOU TM[INH(:
YO
GOT TRIIBBLES?
It's timeforthe big "LieutenantWorf Meets
The Tribbles" scene. Just one or two--or
possibly a half dozen or so-in the turbolift.
Although he's spent most of his life amongst
humans, Worf has normal Klingon instincts,
and the tribbles don't like him either. Award
experience points for good roleplaying,
screaming, phasering, and scratching. When
you've finished awarding experience to the
tribbles, see if Worf deserves some too.
Meanwhile, the other Klingons aboard
have alsostarted to notice that there are lots
of obnoxious furry critters about. It's time for
the KDF officers to start clogging the intercom with requests for vermin control,
antiallergy serum, and a clean ship. They
aren't exaggerating; one has a serious
respiratory allergy triggered by tribble fur,
and there's now a lot of it floating in the
ventilators. Give Dr. Crusherthe job of treating him, complicated by the fact that the
handiest routes to sick bay passes through
the densest tribble populations.

S @ E m4: WmTS SAUCE
FOR THE WRR..

..

By now, theteam will probably betryingto
find out how to deal with tribbles. There are
records of previous Federation and/or
Klingon encounters with the little darlings;
unfortunately, all of the solutions used previously are impractical. It's possible to set a
transporter to selectively pick up tribbles75 years ago, Scotty decontaminated the
Enterprisethat way, and dumpedthetribbles
into a Klingon vessel. Unfortunately, there
don't seem to be any hostile ships around.
Of course, it'spossible todumpthetribbles
into space; that's how the Klingons cleaned
ship after the "Troubles with Tribbles" episode. If she is played as an NPC, Counselor
Troi will point out that this violates Federation laws on cruelty to animals, and that she
will suffer massive psychological trauma if
she is forced to "listen" to the minds of
thousands of dying tribbles. If Troi is a PC,
remind her player of these facts.
It's also illegal to dump the tribbles on a
planet. If it's hostile, they'll die; if not, there
may be intelligent or potentially intelligent
species present who might not survive a
tribble plague.
A glommer (a carnivore that lives exclu-
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appoint some new officers.
Once the crisis is over (it is over, isn't it?),
the Klingons will apologize for their minimutiny. N o one should be hurt, and they
were heavily provoked, sothecaptain should
be merciful. The allergic Klingon recovers
eventually, though he also happens to be
allergicto the pheromone used in the tribble
trap. For days afterward theshipwiIIsrnellof
tribbles, and engineering will have to clean
all the air filters and purifiers.
If Q has been interfering, it's time for him
to make a last speech then vanish. Everyone breathes a sigh of relief.
About 10 minutes later, the Enterprise is
attacked by Imperial Klingon privateers,
Ferengi, or whatever else you prefer, and
the next adventure begins.

MPEmHX:
TRHBBLES
Unfortunately for pet lovers everywhere,
statistics fortribbles and glommers can only
be found in the first edition Star Trek RPG
rules, which are long out of print. The material that follows paraphrases FASA's old
description and adds some additional
comments. (Refer to the Tribbles and
Glommers Table.)
Tribblesareinoffensivefurry animals with
one bad habit: Their asexual reproductive
cycle is geared totheirconsumptionoffood,
and they'll breed as soon as their stomachs
are full. In extreme cases this can take just
a couple of hours. On their native world

there are undoubtedly predators to keep
tribbles in check; unfortunately, the location
of the tribble homeworld was only known to
a few smugglers. It's rumored that the
Klingons found and destroyed the planet in
the era of the Organian Peace Treaty, but
there is no record to confirm this.
Assuming amplefood supply, one ancestral tribble, reproduction every four hours
under normal conditions (every 20 minutes
for the replicants in this adventure), and an
average of five offspring, see the Possible
Population Explosion Table.
Note that the table assumes that all animals eat and breed, and that no deaths
occur. In practice, many tribbles would be
unable to reach food and reproduce more
slowly or would be crushed by the weight of
those surrounding them!
Tribbles are prohibitedthroughout Federation space. tt's illegal to transport them or sell
them. That doesn't stop con men from smuggling them onto human worlds. Tribbles purr in
a rnannerthatcalms and soothes humans, and
thus seem to be the perfect pet. The smugglers
generally keep quiet about their reproductive
habits and get off-world before the population
explosion becomes severe.
Some Federation philosophers have
suggestedthat an unknown intelligence may
have originally bred tribbles as biological
Von Neumann machines. Protein synthesis
is expensive, but on a world with no predators and ample vegetation, tribbles will soon
breed an immense amount of food. Such

worlds can be created using the Genesis
effect, which is a prohibited weapon
throughout the Federation. Although Genesis worlds tend to be unstable, they would
last long enoughfor a useful tribble harvest.
Tribbles and Klingons don't mix well; tribble
purring makes Klingons feel ill. The feeling is
mutual; a tribble will screech at any Klingon it
encounters. Additionally, many Klingons are
allergictotheirfur.Aftertheirfirst encounterwith
tribbles,the Klingonsbredglommers,genetically
engineered predatorsthat feed exclusively on
the 'Vermin."The glommer gene structure isn't
recordedinthe Enteprke'smemorybanks.The
Klingons dealt with their infestation several
years beforetheallianceto the Federation,and
all records are filed away somewhere in the
vaults of the old Klingon admiralty. C?
At thetimeof writing(October 1990)theBBC
has just begun to show the first series of ST
TNG in Britain. Other sources are FASA's ST
TNG First Year Sourcebook and Officer's
Manual, the first edition Star Trek RPG rules,
'The Next Generation" by Sam Bowne (Chalbnge 423,and Star Trek 3 by the late James
Blish.
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Adventure Seed I:
A Hold P d
o f 'kroublle

in her Macrotech closed with
and destroyed an emplaced
gauss autocannon that had
Adveniurersoperating a mer- pinned down the lead company
chant vessel discover that the of the battalion, enabling our
crates of 'farm machinery" they forces to take Shiva's capital
are supposed to deliver to a before enemy reinforcements
planetary agribusiness in return arrived. Cut down a minute later
for a lucrative commission ac- by enemy fire and found dead
tually hold 20 suits of Night- after the battle, Selika was recstalker powered armorobviously ommended for the Federal Star
bound f o r a local resistance for Valor (posthumous)-an
movement. Will they try to award that proved embarrassing
smuggle the armor past cus- when a subsequent autopsy
toms and win their commission, determined that she had died
or risk t h e wrath, and possible eight hours before the engageretribution, of the rebels by turn- ment! Some execs at Macrotech
ing the suits over to the authori- suggested the medal go to their
ties, or will they keep the suits programmer, but Idon't thinkthe
for themselves? And are the general staff bought that."
Weight: 125 Ibs. Cost:
rebels really the underdog freedom fighters their propaganda $240,000 TL: 10 Stats: ST 24,
portrays them to be, orthe brutal HT 11 Armor: PD 7, DR 100
terrorists the government de- torso and head; PD 6, DR 90
scribes them as? By the way, limbs and feet; PD 5, DR 80
the penalty for smuggling mili- gauntlets and faceplate Mobiltary weapons is 10 years in a ity: Speed +2, jump jets (60
fuel) Sensors: Multiscanner,
labor camp ...
sensor visor Targeting: I 3 tarrnCRBTECE MIK I
N geting system, holographicHUD
Weapons: Plasma ejector (left
GDERSMW
"The Nightstalker wasthe first arm), powersword (right hand)
powersuit to be used by the Electronic Defenses: ChameFederation Marines, but it wasn't leon system, infrared cloak, lathe last. By this time, the entire ser sensors Communications:
corps, not just the rangers, were Medium-range communicator
to get powered armor, and we (scrambled) with neutrino rewanted something just a bit ceiver Life Support: 12-hour
heavier than the Nightstalker, airpack, radiation PF 20 Miswhich was basically a stealth1 cellaneous: The Macrotech is
infiltration unit. We thought we'd equipped with an interface jack
found what we were looking for and a Complexity 4 computer
in the Macrotech, but it had a autopilot. Its programs are
few bugs in it.
Battlesuit-12, Beam Weapons
"It was asleekand deadly suit (Flamer)-14, Brawling-?2, Tacoptimized for close combat, just tics Expert System-10. On its
what we needed for the urban own, it has Mov 5. Complexity:
warfare and jungle fighting ac- Amazing
tions we were involved in during
the Dominion Wars.
Adventme Seed 2:
"Now, as some of you may
Renegade &mor
In a Planetary Guard armory,
know, the Macrotech is unusual
because it is equipped with a an unmanned Macrotech suit
computer autopilot which en- has come alive, killed two techs,
ables the suit to fight on even if and is heading downtown, killthe operator is incapacitated. ing anything in its path. Can the
Although expensive and occa- PCs stop it? And is the suit's
sionally prone to software glitch the result of a computer
glitches, many believe this fea- maHunction-or sabotage?
ture proved its worth in an engagement that took place durTER
ing the Battle of Shiva, when the
INDUSTRIES'
4th Marine Division assaulted
the Dominion's elite Phoenix
POWERSnT
Guard.
"As some of you know, a
"Marine Sergeant IreneSelika handful of peacetime incidents

with the Macrotech's battle computer forced the
corps to go looking
for a new mount. We
found one in the
Orion. Manufactured specificallyfor
the ~ederation-Marine Corps,
based on data from the Dominion Wars, the Orion powersuit is
a main battle unit designed for
the nuclear battlefield, and features state-of-the-art communication and ECM systems. It
proved its worth again and again
in the llshani conflict, and we
equip half our front-line regiments with it today. There's a
good chance you'll wear an
Orion yourselves; many of you
already have, in training. Me,
I've lived in the armor, and I've
seen friends die in it as well, and
I'd rather wear it than anything
else.
"A fully operational Orion suit
which belonged to Colonel
Skafloc Pendragonstands in the
Museum of War in Azrael, donated by the military to commemorate the last stand of
Pendragon's "Ace of Swords"
Regiment during the Second
llshani Invasion. Pendragon's
action saved Azrael from being
overrun, although it cost him his
life, and most of his men.Among
the human inhabitants of this
border world, there is a legend
that his suit will rise again in the
darkest hour of Azrael's need."
Weight: 150 Ibs. Cost:
$100,000 TL: 10 Stats: ST 30,
HT 12 Armor: PD 7, DR 120
torso; PD 6, DR 100 limbs and
feet; PD 7, DR 100 head; no
faceplate; PD 5, DR 80 gauntlets Mobility: Speed +2, jump
jets (60 fuel) Sensors:
Multiscanner, sensor visor Targeting System: 15, holographic
HUD internal Weapons: Laser
finger in left hand, gauss gun in
right forearm Defensive Eiecironies: Chameleon system,
infrared cloak, laser sensors
Communications: Long -range
communicator (scrambled) w/
neutrino receiver, neutrino communicator Life Support: 12
hours of air, radiation PF 20
Power: 1 E cell lasting for 12
hours Miscellaneous: Neural
interface jack Complexity:
Amazing
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Adventure Seed 3:
.A &KC of W~LT
The vice presidentof the Federation is opening a new wing of
the Azrael War Museum when
heavily armed terrorists choose
that moment to seize control of
the building and hold the visiting
dignitaries hostage. One of the
PCs (preferably someone with
military training) is visiting the
museum, or perhaps employed
as a security guard, and is
trapped in the hall holding the
Orion powersuit. Can he get it
working in time to save the
hostages and himself?

d
' CLS

GHOSTSUIT
"Now we've talked a lot about
the Federation's suits, but I'm
sure you're all curious about the
other side, especially the aliens.
"The llshani Domination's
Ghostsuit-we don't know their
designation for it--was built for
microgravity and zero-gee
boarding actions and assaults
and is still used by them today.
As it wasdesignedforthe aliens'
willowy bodies, this graceful,
form-fitting suit is one of the
lightest examples of powered
armor presently in service. In an
emergency, the suit can be
modified by a good armorer in 8
hours to fit a skinny humanthose of you from low-gee worlds
should have no trouble with it,
but cadets from Colossus had
better look for something else.
"But just because you can't lift
a ton in it doesn't mean you
should underestimate it. I've
fought the llshani, and I speak
from experience. Compensating for its lack of strength and
armor are some powerful
weapons, including an EMP
pulsegun whichcan fry yoursuit
systems in a microsecond, and
an extensive array of stealth
systems. The suit has the usual
array of infrared and electronic
countermeasures, but the
Ghostsuit's name comes from
its gigatropic camouflage cir-
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cuits:An array of billionsof fiberoptic lenses bends light around
and through the suit, making it
very hardtodetect visually, even
with the Mk I eyeball."
"And what you can't see, you
can't hit."
Weight: 85 Ibs. Cost:
$120,000 TL: 10 Stats: ST 18,
HT 9 Armor: PD 6, DR 90 torso
and head; PD 6, DR 80 limbs
and feet; PD 5, DR 70 gauntlets,
no faceplate. Armor has a reflective surface (+2 PDvs. lasers
andflamerweapons). Mobility:
Speed +3, zero-gee thruster
pack, magnetic soles Sensors:
Sensor visor, multiscanner, internal biosensor Communications: Medium-range communicator (scrambled) with a neutrino receiver Targeting: I4 targeting system, neural interface
Electronic Defenses: Gigatropic "intruder" system (-6 to
be hit or detected), sensor distorter (-8 to detect with any
chem, rad or bio scanner), infrared cloak, laser sensors Weapons: Laser finger (left hand),
pulse gun (right arm) Life Support: 14 hours of air, radiation
PF20 Bower: 1 Ecell lasting for
12 hours Miscellaneous:Aselfdestruct system (6dx6 explosion) activates 32 seconds after
the internal biomonitor shows
the wearer to be dead. Entering
a code into the suit (via communicator) can turn it off. Complexity: Amazing

Adventwe Seed 4:
Ghostriders

miners who have never known
gravity to anorexic teenage
gymnasts seeking adventure.
And even if the characters can
train them, how will this motley
crew perform in battle?

USING THE

OR

The powered armor statistics
given above are generally selfexplanatory. HT is the suit's hit
points, and applies only if one is
keeping track of suit damage
(see Damaging and Repairing
Powered Suits, below). The ST
of the suit is that of the suit's
built-in exoskeleton. If thewearer
has a higher ST, use it instead.
Do not add wearer and suit ST
together. The bonus to Speed
given under Mobility does not
affect Dodge, only movement.
The cost of powered suits is for
new armor. For obsolete systems, the cost halves on the TL
after a suit first appeared and is
quartered two TLs later.
Except for the new internal
weapons which are described
below, all of the systems built
into these suits are described in
GURPS Space or GURPS Ultra-Tech. All systems draw energy from the suit's power cells.
They do not usetheirown power
cells, and aside from weapons,
can operate for as long as the
suit's power system remains
functional.

INTIERNU
WEA;PONS

tlesuit-l0 or better to use any
weapons or targeting systems
built into powered armor.

A palm-mountedplasma projector, firing a stream of ionized
plasma along a path ionized by
WWON
ES
"Suit weaponry's a question a laser beam. The plasma feed
that's endlessly debated: Which is energized by the suit's E cell,
systems are best in what tactical making for a very "hot" jet comsituations, which weapons are pared to other flamer weapons,
more cost effective, what has although it dissipates rapidly. If
the most punch?Therels no one the target is hit, armor is unright answer. But for what it's sealed (location losessuit integworth, I'll take a laser finger any rity and halves its DR) on a rollof
day. Unless you're carrying a 21 or less, -1 per 10 points of
Gatling laser-and maybe you target DR. Malf: Crii., SS: 4k,
are-there's nothing that can Am: 20, Damage: 6dx5 fire, 'hD:
match it for penetrationor long- 150, Max: 450, ROF: I,Rcl: 0.
range accuracy-even if it does Each shot reduces the power
burn energy like a supernova!" cells' life by 0.5 hours. Uses
Note: A "(2)" following dam- Beam Weapons (Flamer) skill.
agegivenfor anyweapon means
the armor DR is divided by 2.
Powersword (T'L9)
A retractable 12-inch sword
INTERN& WEABON blade built into the suit's palm or
forearm. The blade is made of
STATISTICS
Blaster Finger (TL 9) aligned crystalline steel and
An arm-mounted particle ac- edged with a strand of monocelerator firing a powerful elec- molecular wire. Reach is C,1,
tron beam along a laser pathway. and the blade does +2d swingThe target will also take radiation inglcutting damage and + I d
damageequaltofive radsxdam- thrusting/impaling damage.
age rolled (divided by his suit's More significantly, the blade acts
radiation PF). SS: 8, Acc: 12, as a wedge that slices into the
target at the molecular level, so
Damage:3dxlO imp., '/2D:1200,
Max: 3600, ROF: 3%'Rcl: -1.
armor protects with one-tenth
Each shot reduces the suit's normal DR against a cut! Uses
powercell life by 0.1 hours. Uses Shortsword (Battlesuit) skill;
Beam Weapons (Blaster) skill. defaults to Shortsword or
Battlesuit at -4.

Gauss Guctl (TL 9)
An arm-mounted electromagnetic railgun firing 0.17 caliber ammunition. The magazine
is built into the suit's forearm,
and takes three turns to reload;
spare clips weigh four pounds
and cost $40. Malf: Ver., SS: 9,
Acc: 12, Damage: 1Od+10 (2),
'/2D: 1500, Max:4000 ROF: 12,
Shots: 120, Rcl: 0. Damage
assumes use of saboted rounds.
Halve damage after DR is penetrated.

Internalweapons are built into
the suit itself, and are usually
An exiled politician is trying to concealed until they fire. Beam
put together a rescue missionto weapons operate off the suit's
break her dissident son out of a power cells: Each shot reduces
heavily guarded Domain prison the amount of time the cells will
planet. She has money, but aside operate. The targeting system's
from one or two old Night- bonus applies only to the suit's
stalkers, the only modern com- internalweapons and anyweapmando armor she's been able to ons connected to the suit's
scrounge on the black market is heads-up display. Because ina dozen Ghostsuits salvaged ternal weapons are slaved into
from aderelict llshanistarhunter. a gyrostabilized arm linked di- Laser Finger (TL 18))
A rapid-pulse X-ray laser
She needs volunteers who rectly into the suit computer, all
match the skinny llshani build. snap shots made using them weapon built into the suit's
One of the PCs may fit the bill get to add half the weapon's gauntlet. Malf:Ver., SS: 9, Acc:
15, Damage: 5d (2), '/2D: 2500,
(especially if he or she comes Accuracy bonus.
If a suit has multiple weap- Max: 7500, ROF: 8, Rcl: 0. Be
from a low-gee world), or, if no
handy planet of lightworlders is ons, only one can be used in a sure to use the special laser
available, the party will be hired turn, but with no penalty for us- automatic fire rules (p. 120 in
as recruiters in aquixoticsearch ing a left-handmounted weapon GURPS Basic Set). Each burst
for prospective troopers with if the character is right handed, of four shots reduces the power
cell's life by 0.1 hours. Uses
appropriate physiques, who run or vice versa.
A character must have Bat- Beam Weapons (Laser) skill.
the gamut from skinny asteroid
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Plasma Ejector
(TL 10)

Pulse Gun (TL 10)
Generates a powerful electromagnetic pulse. Malf: Crit.,
SS: 6, Acc: 12, Damage: Spec.,
'/2D: 800, Max: 1600, ROF: 1,
Rcl: 0. If it hits, disables electronic systems, including power
armor or robots, on a 3d roll of
16 or less; modifiers are -1 per
20 points of DR on location hit.
Foreverypoint the roll succeeds
by, the target is disabled for two
turns. Success by 10 or more, or
critical success, permanently
fries the target's electronics.
Does not work in vacuum. Each
shot reduces the power cells'
life by 0.2 hours. Uses Beam
Weapons (Laser) skill.

-HELD
'OVEMONS
"Supplementinga suit's internal weaponry are whatever
weapons the powered infantryman can carry on his back. The

hand-held weapons most of us
prefer are the biggest ones we
canfind.Afteral1, if the suit gives
you the strength of two men,
why not take advantage of it?
"The usual choices are the
automatic rocket launcher, the
electromag grenade launcher
(especially in autofire configuration) or "em-mortar," the IPAWS particle accelerator, the
nuclear capable M-LAWS missile launcher, the splat gun, the
tripod screamer, and, of course,
the Gatling laser.
"A regulation Marine fireteam
consists of one person with a
Gatling laser and three more
with M-LAWS, but a fair number of units seem to pick up
auto grenade launchers with
smart rounds for rapid antiarmor fire.
"The Dominion usesthe same
mix we do, but since most suits
are standard models lacking internal weapons, they carry more
ammo and spare power cells.
"The Ilshani? They generally
rely on their built-in weapons,
but we've see them use I-PAWS
and M-LAWS, and I've heard of
some units using tripod screamers on extermination sweeps."

P JETS
"The so-called jump jets installed in some of the suits are
actually small plasmadrivesthat
enable the suit to jump twice as
high or far as would be normal
foraperson of the suit'sstrength
in gravity, and to slow falling
speed by up to 15 yards per
second.
"They'll even function as a
thruster pack in zero-gee. Of
course, it takes a lot of skill to
use them properly without
breaking your back. And they
burn a lot of fuel. And fuel is one
thing you never seem to have
enough of ...."
In game terms, each suit only
allows a limited numberofjumps
(or null-gee burns). Each jump
costs one point of fuel. Refueling
requires a source of hydrogen.
Any use of jump jets requires a
Battlesuit roll; failure means the
character falls and both he and
thesuittake I d of crushing damage (armor doesn't protect). A
critical failure does 4d of crushing damage. Roll for hit location
randomly.

WErnING
POWERED m M O R

you'll live through
the hit and survive
to fixit. Remember,
take care of your
suit and it'll take
care of you."
Any damage
(round down) that
gets past armor DR istakenby the
suit's HT and the wearer's HT.
(Damage does not come off the
suit's HT first, then the wearerthey are both reduced simuttaneously, atthough impaling damage, for instance, that penetrates
DR will be doubled vs. the wearer
but not the suit itself.) if reducedto
0 HT, the suit can no longer function; a conscious operator will be
trapped in a metal coffin unless he
can pull himself free (this requires
aST-1 roll;futther rollsare allowed
onceeverytwominutes).At-5xHT,
the suit is totally wrecked. Unless
this happens, a suit can be repaired by Armory (BattlesuVTL)
skill (if it hasn't reached SxHT) if
an armorer's tool kit is available.
Each attempt takes one hour; a
success fixes one hit point times
the amount the roll succeeded by.

"As long as the power cells
aren't drained, powered armor
is air-conditioned and relatively
comfortable in temperatures
from absolute zero to several
hundred degrees. All suits have
waste relief systems and a 24Some of you will wash out into
hour food and water supply. In
general infantry battalions, and
others of you-hopefully most
addition to their listed airsupply,
powered suits have CBR filters
of you-will graduate into the
corps. You've all been watching
with a respiratorfreducing respiratorcombination enablingthe
the news holos, and have seen
wearer to breathe indefinitely in
what's happening at the border,
a thin or standard oxygen-ninear the Phoenix Nebula. I can
trogen atmosphere, and for up
tell you that several reserve units
to a month in a contaminated,
have been activated. I've been
dense or very dense atmoposted back to active duty mysphere, afterwhich replacement
self to command the "Ace of
air filters and chemicals will be
Swords" Regiment. You should
needed.
have your assignments by then,
and I'll be looking forward to
"Because of the negativefeedback sensors and interiace
seeing some familiar faces.
contacts lining the suit's interior,
Those of you who will be wearpowered armor has to fit like a
ing the steel. That's all."
glove. Normal clothing or armor
The colonel saluted, turned,
cannot be worn under powered
and was gone. Overhead, the
afternoon sky was darkening,
armor. Usually either a skinsuit
or biosuit is worn, or nothing at
and dark clouds were riding in
all. There is no such thing as
on the winter wind. The hell'one size fits all' powered comravens took off, seeking shelter
bat armor. Fitting a person to a
RE'eJE]tEkE
among the trees. A storm was
"In anotherterm yourclasses coming, and the Lungold sky
suit is a sweaty jobthat requires
an armory tool kit, two hours, at the academy will be over. was the color of steel. Q
and a lot of patience."
Anyone attempting to wear
powered armorthat has not been
specifically fitted for him will be
at -1 to DX and all DX-based
skills, and will suffer double fatigue penalties due to chafing
and irritation. PCs attempting to
fit asuit will require either Armory
(BattIesuitlTL) +2or a Battlesuit1
TL roll; failure requires another
two hours. Characters with
Dwarfism, Gigantism, Skinny,
~ a )25,26
r
and 27, i99 1
Overweight or Fat disadvanThunderbird
Hot@ and
The
tages must have a custom suit
Center
Convention
designed for them at 20% extra
gistratioin is $20 before May 5, 19
cost. Onceacharacter has been
add $30 at tee door. To mail $-egistratiohs
fitted to a suit, it will take him or
ar@for more information cohtact
her four minutes to put on a suit
T)inCon at P.O. Box 8010, ~inneapofis,
or half that time to remove it.
MZ\J55408. Hotel Room rat+
This time can be cut by 10 secp& night for.;upto four peopqe.
onds per point by which a sucTge Thundejbird at (612) 853cessful Battlesuit skill roll is made
by, to a minimum of 10 seconds.
re$ervations.:

r

Gaming Convention

GHNG
REPNRING
POWERED SUPTS
D

"It's inevitable that someday
something will poke a hole in
your suit. If you're very lucky,

Guests of ~ o n o b
Julie Outhrie, Margaret Weis,
Men Rolst&, Craig Taylor: Greg Sc

1

Activities indude games and tou$naments in $ar,
mi'hiature, and $oleplaying games4 Other activltes
ar4 the miniaturie painting contest, Gostume
contest,
ve~a6if 66mgfid open gaming. ........................................,..........
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for appro~matelyfive
characters,

By Legion G. McRae
ne of the player characters receives an urgent phone call at 6
a.m. from an old friend. Which
PC receives the call is up to the
referee. Ideally, however, the PC

2. He must possess a cellular phone or
something similar.
Referees: If none of your players has
bought a phone, and I know mine tend to
overlook phones in favor of handguns and
armor T-shirts, you might want to just give

This old friend's name is Jeanette. On the
phone she will be very upset and will askthe
character to come to her condominium in

BUT I TALKED TO HER
O W AIW EIOUJEt AGO!

they will find Jeanette lying dead on thc
bathroom floor in a pool of blood, her throa
If Jeanette's body is examined, covered
etc., then each character so doing shoulc
make an Average Awareness skill test tc
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notice that her left eye is a cyberoptic. Once
this is discovered, if the PCs scrutinize her
cybereye, they will notice that it has a tiny
pressure button on it. Pushing the button
will open a small aperture on the iris and
eject a computer microdisk.
If the player characters search the rest of
Jeanette's condominium, they will find a
man's blue designer leather glove on the
floor of her bedroom. The label in the glove
is from an exclusive (read "extortionately
expensive") leather shop in downtown
Vancouver, on Robson Street, called The
Leather Look.
Theglove belongs to Rifter, an ESPerSRl
agent, who forgot it when he left Jeanette's
condo after murdering her and searching
her place. The reason Rifter murdered
Jeanette and ransacked her condominium
is that Jeanette was stealing technical data
about CADS from ArmorTech and selling it
to ESPerSRI. This last time Jeanette decided her services were worth more so she
held backsome information(the microdisk).
Rifter was sent to teach her the error of her
ways-but he didn't find the disk.
At this point, the PCs should want to do
one or both of two things: go to The Leather
Look and check sales records to find out
who bought the gloves andlor find a computerwith a microdisk drive and run the disk
from Jeanette's eye.

LEATHER

LEm

The characters go to The Leather Look
but are too late. When they arrive, Rifter will
already be in the back office of the shop
blankingthe storecomputer'ssales records.
When he realizes he has been discovered,
he will shoot his way out to the back of the
store.
On his way out, Rifter will "bug" a couple
of the player characters with thrown minialure tracer-transmitters. A PC will need to
make a Very Difficult Awareness skill test to
realize he has been bugged.Thistest isonly
Difficult if a character has a radio splice

implant. The tracer-transmitters thrown by
Rifter will be used by ESPerSRl to trackthe
PCs down later on in this adventure.

Ri&er (%lo)
Int
7 Cool
7 Emp
5
Tech
6 Luck
6 MA
7
Ref
11 Att
5 Body
8
Skills: Combat Sense 4-6, Awareness characters should make Average Aware4-6,Athletics +6, Streetwise +5, Pistol +5, ness skill tests to sense that they are being
Martial Arts +5, Drive +4, Corporate Policy followed.
As soon as the PCs figure out they are
4-2, Wardrobe & Style +6, Rifle +5
Qbeware: Interfaceplugs (one set, right being tailed, they will be attacked by the
wrist), skin watch (right index finger), seis- Valkyries.The Valkyries are an all-girl puppet
mic detector, reflex booster, left cyberarm, (see page 19of Solo Of Fortune) streetpunk
right cyberoptic with targeting scope and gang and are the street enforcement arm of
ESPerSRl in Vancouver. They won't deal;
Times Square marquee.
OulFil: Interface cables, armor T-shirt, they're here to kill. The player characters
armor jacket, H&K MP5K Smartgun, shoul- are attacked by twice as many Valkyries as
der rig, three 30-round magazines for the there are PCs.
MPSK, and blue leather trenchcoat by The
Referees: This episode is really a matter
Leather Look.
of dramatic timing. Let the scrap go on until
it startsto look painfulferthe PCs, then stat?
the next episode.
W m ALE THE FUSS?
After their run-in with Rifter, the PCs
might want to find out what is on the comThe VEpJkyJPlies (Streetpuds)
puter microdisk they've got. It is a small
The Valkyries are an all-girl street gang
problem to track down a microdisk drive which was organized and is backed by
personal computer (MDDPC, also know as ESPerSRI. The members are similar lo the
a "madpack") in Vancouver. It's time to give typical boosterganger described on page
21 of Solo Of Fortune. They all have at least
the party's Fixer a turn to steer the ship.
Afew hours, kilometers, and EuroDollars shoulder-length blond hair.
later, the player charactersshouldfind what
they need and be able to run the microdisk.
THE BOYS IN B L m
The informationon the disk is technical line
(
K
drawings anddetaileddataontheArmorTsch
After the PCs have been fighting the
CADS Mk 2013-3. This model of CADS is Valkyries for awhile, a Vancouver Police
top-of-the-line armor and not even in retail Department SWAT team will move into the
productionyet. Its proposed sale availability area in an AV-4. The whole area isshrouded
date is November 1,2013. The PCs should in a dense gray smoke, paper swirls in the
engine's jet blast and a deafening roar fills
find this a little curious.
the air. A couple of the Valkyries will be cut
down by a burst of fire from the AV-4's
THESE CHICKS
BhWE
. PACKED!
minigun chin-turret, and the rest take off.
After they leave the place where they
Afier the police land, they will gather the
found the madpack, the PCs will be shad- PCs into the AV-4 along with the Valkyries'
owed by someone for a few blocks. All weapons and wallets. Once the AV-4 is in

theair, the police willtear off theirVancouver
Police Department shoulder patches, attached by velcroTM,to reveal red-and-blue,
clenched fist ArmorTech corporate logos
sewn to their uniforms.
While the PCs are trying to figure all of
this out, a man will move over and sit beside
them on the AV-4's rear bench seat. He
introduces himself as Bannon, a mid-level
officer of ArmorTech's Information Securities (InfoSec) Division.
Bannon explains that when Jeanette was
found in her condo, the ArmorTech Police
were ordered to conduct an investigation.
When her eye aperture was discovered,
InfoSecwascalledin. The PCsweretracked
down by InfoSec using video camera footage taken earlier in the morning at the
entrance to the ArmorTech corporate suburb in Surrey.
While Bannon is speaking to the PCs, the
police will be sorting through the Valkyries'
possessions. One of them discovers a lowlevel ESPerSRl identificationcard in one of
the Valkyrie's wallets and hands it over to
Bannon. Bannon will be very interested in
this, and ask the characters if they know
what is going on.
During all of this, the AV-4 is "winging" its
way over Vancouver's Combat Zones (describe the motion of the AV-4's turns and
climbs, etc., to the PCs) toward the ArmorTech Corporate Headquarters downtown at 819 Pender Street.
This would be agood time forthe players
to return the microdisk to ArmorTech. You
may want to hint bombs to the PCs that it

M
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acters look south, they will see the upper
storiesofthemirrorcovered ESPerSRlCore
Complex, with itsflashingorange neon name
and logo, a few blocks away on Nelson
Street.
Once inside the ArmorTech building,
Bannon will ask the PCs to wait in the
executive lounge for a few minutes. The
lounge is full of people and drinking is alInt
9 Cool
8 Emp
8
lowed. Any character, should heor she wish
Tech
5
Luck
7 MA
7
to do so, will find a number of men orwomen
Ref
9 Att
7 Body
8
Skills: Authority +5, Awareness +5, Cor- to approach. This lounge is an opening for
porate Policy+4, Pistol+7, Drive +3, Martial roleplaying at its finest!
Bannon has gone to reportto his superiors
Arts +4, Interrogation +5, Intimidate +4,
at InfoSec. After a brief report and discusInterview +3, Athletics +4, AV-4 Pilot +3.
Cyberwars: Speeding Bullet (paired sion, Bannon will be ordered to recruit the
cyberlegs), interface plugs (two sets, one in PCs to find out why ESPerSRl isconducting
each wrist), chipware processor (base of espionage against ArmorTech.
skull).
Outfit: Mamba machinepistol, shoulder
THE OFFER
Bannon will return to the lounge and tear
rig and five 15-round magazines for the
Mamba, armor T-shirt, three-piece suit by the characters away from their newfound
Gucci, two pairs of interfacecables, assort- friends, leading them to his office. As the
ment of MRAM and APTR chips, mirrored bugged PCs enter Bannon'soffice, an alarm
will sound. Bannon will take a small bug
shades.
detection 'Wand" from his desk and "frisk"
A
PY E r n I N G ?
the PCs with it. After he removes and destroys all of the tracer-transmitters, Bannon
NOT Ii'ET
AftertheAV-4touchesdownon the roofof will say that they must have been used by
ArmorTech Headquarters, Bannonwill take ESPerSRIto guidethe Valkyries to the PCs.
the PCs to an executive elevator and ride
After this interruption is over, Bannon will
down into the building with them. Mean- explain that he wants the PCs to hire on to
while, the corporate police will be removing ArmorTech temporarily. ArmorTech wants
the magnetic strips with the VPD markings to know why ESPerSRI, an entirely different
on them from the AV-4, thus turning it back type of company, would want to spy on it.
Bannon has been authorized to grant the
into an ArmorTech vehicle.
Walking toward the elevator, if the char- PCs the following payment: Each character
would look a lot better for them if they did.
Remember that ArmorTech doesn't have
the whole picture of what is going on and is
still suspicious of the PCs. The rest of this
run assumes that the PCs do return the
microdisk.

Comm. Link
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Security
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Wipe
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(secret)

hound

Covert

Watchdog programs "run" lo alert ESPerSRl security netrunners.
ESPerSRl 'runners enter the Net through their security work stations.

The Team: These are two-man teams,
one totally savage, the other totally stable.
ESPerSRI has fielded approximately six
EgoOpIlDiot teams to date. Each EgoOpI
ldiot team is given a codename such as
Crimson Wlist,Yellow Fever, or Black Plague
to name a few.
In combat, the team is very strong when
working as a unit. If the IDiot is eliminated,
however, the EgoOp isfairly easy to take out
byweight of numbers if hedoesn't run. If the
EgoOp is taken out, though, the lDiol will
startto make stupid mistakes during afight.
This is because the EgoOp is the "thinker"
for both team members.

IDlisG (Solo, %rd 00

Outfit: Self-destruct charges as well as
sabotage chipware and company safeguard
(the last two are from "The Catch" on page
25 of the Cyberpunk Handbook in the basic
Cyberpunk set).

EgoOp (Solo)
Int
9 Cool
8 Emp
8
9
Luck
9 MA
7
Tech
6 Body
7
Ref
8 Att
Skills:Telepathy+6 (Psychic Strength of
256), Combat Sense +4, Awareness +6,
Pistol +5,Stealth c5, ShadowingJDitch +5,
MartialArts +6, Drive +4, Athletics +5, Thief
+6, Persuasion, Lie, and Fast Talk 4-5, Cyber Tech +4.
Wbeware: None.
Outfit: Armor body suit (15 SP of Kevlar
on all body locations), Glock 17, hip holster
and three 17-roundmagazinesfortheGlock
17, lockpicks, nylon carry-all, IDiot selfdestruct transmitter.

Int
2 Cool 10 Emp
0
Tech
2 Luck
5 MA
10
2 Body
10
Ref
11 All
Skills: Combat Sense +5, Awareness
4-5,Rifle +8, Melee Weapons +8, Athletics
+8, Martial Arts 4-5.
UTER
@beware: Body plating, right and left
After collecting up the remains of the
cyberarms, rightand leftcyberlegs,Vampires
(sharkgrin special), Rippers (both hands), lDiot and delivering them to Bannon (best
reflex booster, 20 SP of Kevlar armor on idea) or making a verbal report that the
both arms and both legs, 9mm Mini-Uzi in ESPerSRl IDiot looksjust like an ArmorTech
left arm, four-shot 12-gaugeshotgun in right CADS Mk 2013-2 (second-best idea), the
arm, right and left cyberoptics with thermo- PCs will have fulfilled their end of the congraph, targeting Scope, and image en- tract and will be given the previously agreed
upon payments.
hancement.

OH, ONE

T TIFHmG

Now that ArmorTech knows why
ESPerSRl was stealing the CADS data, it
would like to know who else, if anybody, is
spying onArmorTechforESPerSRI. Bannon
makes the following offer to the party's
netrunner, if it has one:
In return for the performanceof a net raid
on ESPerSRI'scovert-personneldatabanks
and the retrieval of the names of any
ESPerSRl spies working at ArmorTech, the
netrunnerwillbe paid an additional $10,000
EuroDollars. If the run is unsuccessful, the
netrunnerwillbe paid $2000 EuroDollarsfor
his efforts.
This is whereUThroughthe LookingGlass
Eye" ends. Having helped ArmorTech and
hindered ESPerSRI, the PCs have managed
to make a friend while making an enemy.
This could get interesting! R
For more background material, refer to
"CADS" (Challenge 48) and "Psiberpunk"
(Challangs 47).
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Riffs Sourcebook Number One and NeoAnarchist's Guide to NorthAmerica reviews by
Eric W. Haddock. Venom review by Julia Martin.

Rifts Sourcebook
Number One
Palladium.
$11.95.
Wriffen By: Kevin Siembieda
120page softbound sourcebook for Riffs.

The anxiously awaited sourcebook for
Palladium's Riffsis here and it contains many
of the things that players and GMs have been
needing to properly run a Riffs campaign.

CONTENTS
The bookstarts with someanswersto questions that people frequently have about the
Riffs rules. it's here that some of the material
that was omitted in the Riffs rulebook is presented.This includesthe Shifter's Sense P.P.E.
spell, the Glitter Boy's personal armor suit, and
apparently the most often asked question:
What is a D-Bee? (It stands for "Dimensional
Being.") The largest part of this Q&Asection is
devoted to addressing which characters can
add bionics to themselves.
Other answers are devoted to game mechanics and how to treat mega-armor.

NORTN:

RICA

In chaptertwo, "NorthAmerica,"society and
geography are covered. These eight pages
cover what I think is the most important material for any roleplaying game that introduces a
new world. The basic social structure of both
Coalition and non-Coalition citizenry is given
an overview that's a little more extensive and
to-the-point than what was presented in the
Riffs rulebook. Although short, the information
is very much needed, and it addresses some
obvious questions left open by the rulebook.

GOnLITION WIP,mR3VBL
After geography and society, the next topic
is the Coalition government and its equipment.
The statisticsfor Emperor Prosek, his son, and
four new top government officials are given
here, followed by a brief section detailing the
composition of typical Coalition squads. This
section on squads is areal help for people who
wanted a patrol of soldiers to harass their PCs,
but weren't sure exactly what such a patrol
would consist of. Types of squads described
include reconnaissance, light and heavy
mechanized, search and destroy, dog packs,
espionage, and air squadrons.

NEW ROBOTS
After squad composition, two new Coalition
pieces of equipment are introduced: the
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Skelebot and the IAR-2 Abolisher Robot. The
Skelebots are introduced as being a major
piece of equipment for the Coalition and as
having quite an effect on the Rifts world.
These robots are used as infantry troops by
the Coalition and everything you'd want to
know about them is included in the book.
Although there aren't supposed to be too
many of them in the game (their manufacture
is an expensive process and only a few facilities that can make them exist), their numbers
are increasing in the Rifts world. They should
makefor an interestingopponent to PCgroups.
At the same time, they offer a way for PCs to
have combat with mega-damage weapons
and not have to worry about the moral implications of killing living Coalition soldiers.
The IAR-2 Robot is little more than another
walking tank, offering little more in the way of
adventure potential than the good feeling one
might get from blowing one up.

MacDougall that are very well done and show
a lot of detail.
The maps in the book are of average quality
(exceptfor the geographical map of North and
South America that I mentioned before). The
technical illustrations of the robots, power armor, and equipment are excellent.
My only complaint about the appearance of
this book is that it comes away just looking like
the average Palladiumproduct.Although Kevin
Long is a good artist and technical illustrator,
I'm beginning to grow weary of seeing his
distinctive style on every page. The two new
illustrators put some diversity in the book, but
there just aren't enough of them.

EVA1L'UATION

This book has some greatly needed material on the geography and society of the Rifts
world. Several rules questions have been answered, and GMs will benefit from being able
to better describe the environment of towns
and villages in the wilderness.
NEXT BOY ON
FmLD
Although there were new andcolorful NPCs
The next 20 pages introduce a new power
faction into the Rifts world: Triax Industries. introduced, the book is definitely robot heavy.
This is a corporation that manufactures ro- A great deal of space was devoted to nothing
bots, power armor, weapons, and equipment but robots. There are Coalition robots, Triax
for the New Republic, a nation in Europe. robots, and even NPC-controlled robots. Just
There is a brief explanation of the alliance when you think it's over, there's a section
between Triax and the Coalition, and the rest telling you how to be a robot as a player
of the section deals with statistics for new character!
If you want robots, more robots and a bunch
power armor, weapons, equipment, etc.
of robots, then buying this book should be a
reaction and not a decision. If you are looking
mR9SSECTION
The second half of the book contains an for Rifts world source material that will add
adventure which introducestwocolorfulNPCs. color, adventure, and pizzazz to your camThese two should highlight excellent adven- paign, well, this book does that job to a minor
tures for the PCs and should remain a perma- degree, but there's far more emphasis on
robots.
nent part of anyone's campaign.
GMs might wantto look at the book and see
However, after the encounters and NPC
stats are presented, there is about 15 pages of if there's enough usable material for them to
more robot statistics. It was about here in the justify the price. There are a few interesting
NPCs, a couple of neat monsters, a brief
book that I began to grow weary of robots.
Following the adventure in the sourcebook section about how to GM society in the wilderis a section explaining in detail how players ness, and an adventure. The other half of the
book is-robots.
can play robots as PCs.
The final section introduces a few new
monsters and demons for the Rifts world. A
coupleof these are interestingand show depth;
the others are mostly there so the PCs have
Game Systems, Inc.
something to shoot at.
P.O. Box 160129
The final two pages of the book contain a
Miami, FL 33116-0129
well-crafted character sheet which has the
$20 setup. Rulebook $5 (counts toward
distinction of being able to be used by any
character class (in contrast to other Palladium setup). $5 per turn. Subsequent games
games). The other page contains a barely after the first have a discounted setup fee
readablegeographicalmap of Northand South ($10, includes two free turns).
Play-by-mail game. Setup includes a 36America.
page rulebook plus errata, game map, first
turn setup sheet, and two free turns.
N P
Wo-week turnaround.
The organizationof this sourcebook isvastly
better than the Rifts rulebook, and it even has
PmMISE
a larger Quick-FindTable, Players and GMs
In Venom, players take the parts of 20
alike shouldn't have any trouble quicklyfinding
demigods all set down on an unclaimed world
what they need during play.
Although the illustrations in the book are by the "High Lord."The High Lord is tired of the
99% done by Kevin Long (who maintains his demigods' bickering, and so he sets them up
usual quality and characteristic "look), there in this "ultimate test of survival of the fittest"are a few by Newton Ewell and Larry they must "rule or die." Only one demigod or

venom

demigoddess will survive in the end. When
there are only four demigods remaining, all of
them will meet in a final colossal battle in the
Ninth Dimension, wherethe sumof ademigod's
power and cunning is physically represented
by a monstrous creature which he or she
creates. In a nutshell,the object of Venomis to
build territory and followers and destroy the
demigods of everyone else in the game.
V.E.N.O.M. is also an acronym which embodies the advice given the godling by its
betters on this contest:
"Value life for it is the source of power.
"Encroach with thought and planning.
"Never completely trust you fellow demigods for, in the end, they must kill you as you
must kill them.
"Optimism must be maintained, for when
hope dies...so do you.
"Magic shall be your tool; use it wisely."

Ies
A player in Venom controls both his
demigod's actions and his demigod'sdivisions
actions. Demigods can reside in their palace
and regenerate strength, leavethe palace and
hunt for other demigods' palaces, focus their
power against different demigods, engage in
combat one-on-one with another demigod,
and cast spells (of two types: magical spells
and ring spells) or miracles. (Killing ademigod
at his palace is the only way to take a demigod
and his player out of the game, by the way.)
Magic spells are cast using spell points
(acquired each turn based on the number of
experience points a demigod has), and all
magic spells are available to all demigods.
Ring spells are cast using spell points also, but
a demigodonly has access to those ring spells
he picked during setup. Miracles cost experience points to cast and are more powerful than
spells. Experiencepoints are gained each turn
based on the number of mortal followers a
demigod has, which is closely tied to the
number of cities, villages, towns, and camps
he controls; they are also gained through
controlling territory and victory in battle.
Demigods also own a staff which contains
six powerslabilities which are automatically
performed every turn. The content of a
demigod's staff is chosen during game setup
and cannot be changed later. Staff powers can
automatically perform division activities every
turn (in additionto the four activitiesthat can be
selected for them normally) or cause minor
demigod healing, minor troop increases, or
minor follower increases.
Divisions can choose from 17 activities to
perform each turn, which can be divided into
either training to improve a skill, searching for
a mine, praying for divine interventionfrom the
High Lord on the demigod's behalf, or transforming a portion of their number into better
troops. Each turn they can perform four different activities from these 17 possible.
All five divisions also move each turn and
can fight other demigods' divisions, visit cities
to buy supplies and armaments, or be
teleported to another demigod's palace (to

besiege it) or to one's own palace to drop off
accumulated booty and pick up teleportation
scrolls and special weapons. Divisions can
also split off a part of their strength to make a
border guard army, an understrength unit
mainly useful for quick territorial gains in under- or undefended regions.

The Ninth Dimension is a special arena
where monsters representativeofademigod's
power slug it out. Players enter the Ninth
Dimension at one of three times: when a
division moves into a Vortex storm (a kind of
monstrous wandering magical hurricane),
when a division moves into the same location
as two other divisions, or when there are only
four demigods left in the game. In Ninth Dimensional combat all of the division's strength
(numbers, types of troops, armaments, etc.) in
the first and second case and all of the
demigod's total strength (everything-troops,
booty, territory, personal health) in the third
case are converted into points which are used
to construct a monster which fights any other
monsters present in the Ninth Dimension to
the death in a giant game of King of the Hill.
Entering the Ninth Dimension before the
final combat can be either an asset or a detriment. Rulers of the Ninth Dimension receive
triple output from resource mines (gold and
essence mines) and troop portals (shadow
and ghost portals)-a conditionguaranteedto
build power fast. But the division or divisions
which were liquidatedto make a Ninth Dimensional creature are not available for use in the
"rtal
plane" after the division is sucked into
the dimension---the assets present in that
division are gone forever. The division will
reconstitute at its demigod's palace after the
zreature it composed is killed in Ninth Dimensional combat, but it is now at an extremely
3uny fighting unit composed of a leader and a
scant few troops with no equipment.

S

GY

While ripping other players' divisions to
;hreds or destroying a weakened demigod
rvhile he is trying to recuperate at his palace
are important, these activities must be engaged in cautiously while always rememberng to continue to build one's resources. After
311, in the endgame the strength of the Ninth
3imensional creature you can make is based
I n the overall strength of one's game position.
Resources consist of one's divisions and
heir strength, gold, essence, experience and
;pel1 points, revenge wishes, territory and
~opulationcenters, and followers. Most of
hese resourcestend to buildontheir own over
ime, provided that they are not destroyed in
;ombat or the source of resupply (a mine or
)ortal) lost to an enemy.
Revenge wishes are usually useful to sudfenly erode an enemy's resources late in the
lame, but they can save your position if you
ire really far behindand castthemon yourself.
-hey either destroy experience points, spell
boints, followers, and one divisionof an enemy

all at once (if they succeed) or add equivalent
gains to one's own position if cast on oneself
(but they only add to one's own position if it is
really dire-not if you're in good shape).
Shadows and ghosts, the two most basic
troops in divisions, are gainedthrough portals.
So as long as a player has his portals, he gets
reinforcements of these troops; taking over a
rival's portals increases the resupply rate.
Higher level troops are gained by either performing a miracle or transforming shadows
into ghosts and ghosts into spirits
Gold and essence (a basic element converted at a demigod's palace into teleport
scrolls, special swords, and locate scrolls,
which tell where another players divisions are
located currently) are also resupplied every
turn from the mines at player starts with, and
gaining new mines once again increases the
supply. While essence is be converted into
useful items, it's a painto get to one's palace-a division has to be teleported there to drop it
off, thus taking them off of useful territory
acquisition and combat.defense duties for
about two turns. Gold is mainly useful for
buying weapons and armor for one's divisions
at acity to improvetheir combat effectiveness.
Onthe whole, it is usually more importantto
protect one's troop portals than essence and
gold mines, as the erosion of troops through
combat losses and their being assigned to
guard territory is an ongoing game element.
Gold is only used when you spend it (or lose it
through defeat) and essencewhen you get itto
your palace (or lose it in combat). How well
your troops are equipped is by necessity secondary to having troops, so having gold or
essence mines is secondary to having troop
portals.
The game turns at its basic level around
acquiring more followers and more territory.
This is usually accomplished through taking
over neutral camps and then buildingthem up
through the use of a progression of miracles
into cities, although followers can also be
gained by converting travellers through the
use of miracles or bribes of gold. The more
population centers a demigod has, the more
followers he has. The more followers a demigod has, the more experience points and,
thus, spell points he has to work with. And the
more spells he can use and bigger miracles he
can cast, and so on. However, spread cities
out around the territory you have gained.
Closely clustered cities are a ripe target for an
earthquake spell which has a chance to decimate any kind of population center within its
radius.
Follower and territory acquisition can be
accelerated early on by splitting off a border
guard army from a division and using it to
quickly gain territory. The border guards fight
everything in a one location and leave one
ghost behind as a guard and then move on,
continuing until they finish their turn's move or
are decimated.
The game incorporates a tantalizingmethod
for sudden territory acquisition: If a demigod
controls all oithe border squares to one of the

game's five map regions, all of the region's
unclaimed/unownedmap squares become his.
But all border squares, by definition, belong to
two regions simultaneously. This guarantees
border wars between demigods struggling for
control of contiguous regions.
On the whole, though, it is more likely that
you will last longer in the game if you do not
grab for the golden apple of border regions
early on, where you will quicWy make hot and
heavy enemies on territory which your enemy
is never motivated to concede. At the very
least acquire territory deep in the interior of a
region while simultaneously pursuing border
control with one or two divisions. That way
some of your territorial gains are likely to
remain with you for awhile.

Game Systems, Inc. seems extremely reliable and has run several games in addition to
Venom-Dawn of the Ancients, Earthwood,
and State of War-for quite some time. They
have always been courteous to me on the
phone and very businesslike, although not
terribly friendly. But, they have always gotten
answers for me on any questions I have had
with great efficiency, saving on the long distance costs I might have incurred in phoning
them. They also try and offer garners who play
in their games a lot of options for special turn
services (in case you miss a turn) and for
phone-in turns.

GRPES
One aspect of Venom's game system seems
engineered purely to stretch the game out,
thus eating up more of a player's turn cost
money. Each time a division moves (when not
teleporting), it runs a chance of getting lost.
While the chance of getting lost decreases
with increased training in flying (the form of
locomotiondivisions use), during the early and
middle stages of the game, getting lost was a
frequent and annoying occurrence for my divisions. While a division is lost, all it can do is
wander about and try and guess where it is.
The only clues to where a lost division is are
where it started the last turn and what type of
terrain the square it is now in has. This led to
my spending turns and turns with one or more
divisions wandering aimlessly.
Part of my extreme frustration with getting
lost also stems from the slow rate at which
one's forces gain in ability. In the nine abilities
which divisional troops can train togain skill in,
each time a training activity is picked its associated skill only goes up by 2%, 3% or 4%
(depending on the skill). And you can only train
once in each of four skills each turn (provided
you have nothing else you needed your divisions to do). Once again, this seems to serve,
in essence, mainly to srretch out the game's
length.
Finally, while the sheets that one fills out to
give orders for one's turn were clear and
graphically pleasing, Venom's turn reports are
an eyesore. While all the information about
one's activities and battles is there on one

continuous fanfold sheet of computer paper,
battle results are confusing and long, and
movement is not as clear as it could be. Finally,
rather than give a map printout of some kind
with each turn to enable easy tracking of one's
territorial gains and losses, the game prints a
"Listing of All Owned Squares" summary
sheet-basically agiant, hard-to-readtable.In
order to really tell what had happened to my
forces each turn, I had to replot each point on
this table on the game map provided with the
game setup. This was inconvenient, messy,
and it was very easy for me to miss squares I
had lost, although Icould tell fairly easily what
I had gained.

sion this leaves on a player is that most things
you try in the game, you usually fail at, unless
the results are guaranteed to work every time.
While every game needs a random element,
the random element in Venomis too predominant for my taste. Finally, Venom's organization and presentation of turn information is
dated, and the lackof any kindof turn situation
map (not necessarily a fancy one) makes
assessing turn information difficult and tiresome.

lanta, Manhattan, Chicago, and more. Also in
the book is material covering some of the
major governmental organizations: the United
Confederationof American States, the California Free State, the Republic of Quebec, and
others.

ITS GOT

If you've set or are going to set a play session
in one of the aties in the book, virtually everything
you need is induded. There's material covering
law, mnomics, fines, social structure, transportation, history, crime (organized and not), tourist
attractions, descriptions of individual neighborhoods, and even cost of living indexes. Whether
yourplayersaregoingtovisitacityor if yourwhde
FASA Corporation.
EVaUATION
campaign is to take place in one, you've got
$15.00.
Venom is a play-by-mail game which proeverything you need to know.
Wriften By: A variety of authors
vides a great variety of options for game play
Some of the best aspects of the book are
128-page softbound sourcebook for the descriptions of individual sites in each city
and vicarious mayhem to its player. If you are
a very competitive gamer or enjoy orchestrat- Shadowrun with foldout maps.
which can bevisitedbythe PCs. GMs shouldn't
ing backbiting plots (Diplomac)F" players pay
have any trouble with coming up with a conIT IS
vincing local bar or office when usingthis book.
heed), you may enjoy thegame agreat deal for
TheNeo-Anarchist's Guideto NorthAmerica
A GM should also be able to handle just about
its atmosphere andthe shifting alliances which
form during play. Many different substrategies presents sourcebook material for players that anythingthat happensonthe street. If the PCs are
can be employed and investigatedin the game covers several cities and nations in the Shad- pickedup for carrying illegal weapons, the GM will
while pursuing a fairly clear overall strategic owrun world.
be able to determine how much the fine will be,
One of the things that makes this book what the prevailing social winds regarding the
goal. The fantastic elements of the game,
especially the magic spells and miracles, are interesting is that each entry in the book was offense are, and how likely it is the PCs are going
also rather appealing to deal in as a change of written by a different author, and each entry to get out of jail.
follows a different system of organization. By
pace.
Iwould not recommend Venom, though, as doing this, the book conveys the impression
NEB-BPbARGmSM
there are many frustrating and tedious ele- that it was written by a bunch of Neo-AnarThe book begins with a detailed description
ments to its game system. Skill advancement chists, each writing what he thought was im- of and argument for Neo-Anarchism. Basiis slow, and most of the game depends very portant and following the style he liked.
cally, Neo-Anarchism is social theory that's
Cities covered include San Francisco, At- based on economics. It uses economic prinheavilyon randomresults. The overall impres-
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The Ne+hasehist9s
G ~ dto
eNo&

:iples and these are explained in the book.
The aim of Neo-Anarchismis to bring about
completely fair and open market system,
vhere there's no competition of goods and
rvhere every citizen gets enough of these
pods to make him or her happy, yet there are
still enough goods left to go around to make
weryone else happy. Right now (in the Shad?wrunworld), every citizen is a victim of coer:ion. The average person has no choice in
hat she buys or does, as everything is run by
he megacorporations. Neo-Anarchismseeks
o bring about the end of this coercion, by
,ringing about the end of the megacorporate
social and economic structure.
Several economic theories and a few graphs
lrive the Neo-Anarchisttheme home, and anyme reading the materialwill be ableto play avery
mnvincing Meo-Anarchist player character.
Whether you agree with the Meo-Anarchist
nessage or not, you'll find the inclusion of
deo-Anarchism into your Shadowrun cam~aignvaluable as a referee or a player.

S
There are several foldout maps in the back
)f the book which detail each city. The San
=rancisco map is the only one that has a
lumbered key corresponding to the sites de;crib& in the text, which leaves the other
naps somewhat bare of detail and of lesser

utility. Some of the maps are very difficult to
read since the streets aren't big enough to
allow the lettering of the street names to be
properly applied, but players should be able to
get around without too much trouble.
Precedingthe street map of eachcilyisa largescaled regional map that shows major highway
routes. The last map in the book is an almost
impossibleto readgeneral map of NorthAmerica.
It really needed to be bigger to be dearer.

MI?
The cover ranks among the best I've seen,
bothfor pure visual delight andfor conveyance
of purpose. It's quite striking and conveys the
feeling that the book was downloaded from
some futuristic computer bulletin board. The
backcover has the added nice touch of having
some of the words drawn with a "penciled-in"
look, and this adds to the general anarchist
feeling of the book.
The interior art is of average professional
quality and some illustrations are better than
others. Few of the drawings look like they were
made specifically for the book, but are just
random scenes of Shadowrun life.

EVAk,UATIOIV
This sourcebook has tremendous utility for
both GMs and players of Shadowrun. Even if
the player characters aren't adventuring in

one of the cities of the book, the GM can still
use it as a reference for seedy bars, fines,
laws, and politicsfor whatevercitythe PCs are
In.
In addition, there is adetailed explanationof
Neo-Anarchismincluded, and this Neo-Anarchist theme alone could form the basis for a
whole campaign group of PCs. Instead of
fighting megacorps for money or revenge, the
PCs could now have an overall purpose for
their actions, a grand scheme, and share it
with other PCs and NPCs, because this book
has everything a player (or referee) needs to
start his own local chapter of Neo-Anarchism.
After readingthe descriptionsof eachof the
cities, one gets a definite "you are there"
impression. Each city is described with just
enough detail and generality to allow GMs to
include extra material or, if they like, use it
exclusively as an absolute source of information. In fact, part of the appeal of the book is
stated in the introduction,which isthat someof
the info in the book may not be "real" and
accurate, but just the Neo-Anarchist's impressions. This leaves a lot open for GMs, and
certainly prevents conflicts for GMs who've
already based a campaign in one of the cities
in the book.
All this info, maps, plus an excellent cover
equal a superior value for shadowrunners
everywhere. Q
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Challenge Classifieds, Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 61702-1646 USA
Classified Ads

tisements. If you find an error in

at Games Plus in Mt. Prospect,

control individual troopers and

nahue and his sister. Those wish-

873, Allen, TX 75002. (50)

NAARP events for charity. For

4 FlGURES/PACK -- $6.00
DSF200 OFFICERS
DSF3OO
DSF205 LEGIONAIRES I (MARINES) DSF305

DSF100
DSF175

THE HllCHHlKERS
SPACE ADVENTURERS

OFFICERS (mole/female)
MARINES I

DSFISO STARSHIP CREW
DSFIBO SPACE POLICE

THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING - MORE TO COME'
Send $4.00 far our 45 pg, miniatures catalog
Everthing from Anc~entsto Science Fiction'

94
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to controla TOG battleship? Per-

LOOKING FOR WRITERS and

aign. For information, send a
iASE to James Bsane, c/o N &
;, 6955 59th St. N., Pineallas
lark, FL 34665. (49)
'LAYERS WANTED for new
ampaign in Basingstoke (UK)
rea. 2300 AD variant stressing
Aeplay, not firepower. Meetings
verytwotofourweeks (nosmok~ gplease).
,
Also willing to play/
?fereeotherRPGs.WritetoAndy
;lack, 154 Packenham Road,
lasingstoke, Hants RG21 lXY,
NGLAND. (48)
IESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK
ma newcomer W n g for mature
aming group. Willingto GM. Intersts induds M~gaTravdh,2300
,D, many GURPS worldbooks.
irsg Bandy, 4915-H Ar&in Ct.,
aleiih, NC 27604. (48)
LAYTESTERS NEEDED for
BM one-on-onewargame in dedopmentai stages. Tactical
vel-player controls individual
Dopers and tanks. High-tech,
gar-future setting: laser rifles,
>wered armor, etc. For a deiiled game description, send
ASE to Solaris Gaming, 446
fallen Hills Drive#8, FortWayne,
1 46825. (48)
EEKING GAMERS in the east
Itansas/l\/lsmphis, TN area. I
ay and run numerous SF and
ntasy RPGs, as well as boardimes and miniatures. Contact
~ h Marron,
n
POBox241, Parkin,
3 72373. (48)
ITA C. FLEISCHMANN-are
IU out there? You wrote to me in
ay 1989. Please contact RichdTalbot, 13 Dunmar Crescent,
-LOA, Clackmannshire,SCOT\ND FKIO 2EJ. (48)
SNXEMENOFTHECLUBtakes
3 Space:1W player inside h e
:elusive confines of this elite club
id introduces him to several scitis stand inventor NPCs. Also profsdarecompletehrplansanda
ort adventure. For more informan, contact Donald E. Brynelsen,
W127 Tee Lane H, Itasca, IL
143. (48)

'ACE RACE.The boardgamefor
3 planetbuilderinyou. Assemble
nets from modular plates, disate resource chips, place your
~ne-aged
dties, and the race beis!Eachgameincludes36@abs,
cities, and 216 resources. Con:t Space Age Games, 413 Holly
m Drive,League City, TX 77573.
1)

MAPS, MAPS, and more maps!
This Is Your World adaptable designs by Hess Games! Reviewed
in Challenge 45. Castle, cavern,
manor house, and town designs
fitany RPGcampaign. Map Finder
service helps you locate maps/
plans from aroundtheworld. Send
SASEfor catalogto Hess Games,
PO Box 148, Cresskill, NJ07626.

(50)
AUTODUEL QUARTERLY, Vol.
I, No. 1 through Vol. VI, No. 4.
Each volume is in its own camouflage folder. Best offer. Contact
Harold Medicus, PO Box 936,
Micanopy, FL 32667. (48)
VARIOUS GDW productsfor sale.
Send SASE for more information
to Jeff Tonelli, 2405 Rock St.,
Peru, IL 61354. (48)
SFIFANTASY BOOKS and magazines (Asimov's, F&SF). Send
SASE for list to Steve Jones, PO
Box080003, SI, NY 10308-0009.
MAPS OF THE IMPERIUM. Large
mapsofthe Imperialinteriorandthe
battlefields of the Rebellion. Two
24x36" sheets covering 17sectors.
Based on rhe Atlas of the Imps
rium (GDW, 1984). Includes explanatory material and references.
Contact KarlGaarsoe, PO Box733,
Champaign, 1
161824-0733. (48)

CYBERPUNK boxed set in good
condition and Near Orbit space
supplement in perlsct condition. I
will trade for 2300 AD boxed set or
2300 AD Star Gnrissr boxed set.
Also would trade forThlight:,2000
boxed set. Contact Ed Tucker, 704
Salem Ave., Kolla, NK) 65401.(49)
PRIVATE INDUSTRIES will continue toexchange&signs for GDW
systems. Ialso haveowr 100weapons from lasercannonstogrmades
for sale or trade, plus numerous
tanks, starshipsand other vehicles.
Finally, I haw a weapons design
profile hat details the only thing
Travdlw neglects.Itcomes forfree
with any sale or trade, or with my
sample packst. For more inftxrna6017,contact Mike Schade, 4586 S.
Elm Place, Broken Arrow, OK
74011-3067d0 PI. (49)

SKAVEN SCRAMBLERS cardward BloodBowl set (from White
Dwad@)wantad! Also any White
Dwarfissues with BlaodBowl ar:icles (both versions). Contact
Nolfgang Caver, 7135 Leetsdale

WH-13, Denver, CO 80224. (50)
15MM STRIKER MINIATURES,
especially Vargr, but also interested in Immrial trooos. Send
details of dffer to ~ i l i o nShiel
Burke, 109 Clarence St.,
Christchurch I , NEW ZEALAND.
(50)
101 ROBOTS-original in good
condition or photocopies. Rob
Prior, 205 Toronto St., Kingston,
Ontario, K7L 4A9 CANADA. (50)
ISSUE 6 (0204) of Banle Technology magazine. Must be original. Also, will pay for photocopying and postage for the following
Challengearticles. lssue 42:AV90 Marine VTOL, Leathernecks
on Aurore. lssue 36:'Mech Alternatives, Starship Design Notes.
lssue 35:AFT-1 BAfterburner, The
H-Wing Strike Fighter, 9876th
Renegade Armoured Support
Wing. lssue 34: Thorez, Cloudship Design. lssue 33: Lone Wolf.
lssue 28:K'kree Starships: A Human Perspective. Write to Ewan
Miller, 103 Broadway, PO Box
831, Salem, MA 01970. (48)
ROBOTECH: REF sum.vors rally
at Swordmint Cerberus. We shall
carry the' fight to the Invid. RDF
and Southem Cross, dustoff your
losses. No charge to play except
postage, so if you're interested in
a Robotech new-generationPBM,
send SASE to Blade and Blaster
Gaming Society, c/o Gopher
Group Leader, Route 2, Box 157,
Micanopy, FL 32667. (48)
VIDEOTAPES of BBC TV series
Star Cops. VHS or Beta formats
acceptable. Send details to Rob
Prior, 205 Toronto St., Kingston,
Ontario, CANADA K7L 4A9. (48)

WE'RE LOOKING lor writers interested in having articles reviewed for publication in a new
RPG 'zine. Other specific inquiries are welcome. Send SASE or
articles to Barry Osser, Editor, PO
Box 6208, Eureka, CA 955026208. (50)
STARSHIPS, STARPORTSAND
VEHICLES issues are available
for$l--currentlyonissueS. Write
to Bryan Borich, 3890 50th St.,
San Diego, CA 92105-3005. (49)
ALlENREALMSissues areavailable for$l . Covers aliens in Travdlw, bothmajor and minorraces.
Initial issue has articles by Clay
Bush, Terry Mclnnes, and James
Maliszewski. Write to Bryan
Borich, 3890 50th St., San Diego,

SHADOWRUN APAzine in the
works. Fiction, articles, art or just
chatting among the runners.
Cyberpunkandrelatedwelcome.
Niko Wieleba, 913 MI. Lawrence
Ave., Chicago, IL 60640.(49)
ALARUMS & EXCURSIONS is a
fanzine devoted to every aspect
of RPG play and covering every
genre-science fiction, superhero, fantasy, historical,and more.
Product reviews, game writeups,
fiction, open forums, rules tinkering, and special issues. Now in its
16th year of publication, Alarums
24 Excursions welcomes new
contributors and readers. For
more information, please send
SASE to Lee Gold, 3965 Alla
Road, Los Angeles, CA 90066.
(48)
PHOTOCOPIES/ORIGINALS of
out-of-printFASA StarTrekitems.
FASAnumbers2009,2010,2015,
2016, 2103, 2205, 2207, 2227,
2229, 2304, 2802, 2803, and
3001. Willing to pay reasonable
price or trade photocopiesof outof-print FASA Star Trek items.
Send list to Peter Santucci, 24
Thorndale Place, Thorndale, PA
19372. (48)
PARSEC, a new MgaTravdh
newsletter. First issue now available for $2/issue, $810~-yearsubscription. Also produce other materials for use with MqaTravdier.
Write to Charles Ryckrnan, 21211
WestTen Mile,Apt. 115,Souhfield,
MI 48075. (47)
FREE MegaTraveller fanzine!
Coreward is M i t e d to detailina
the Third Empire of Gashikan,
human-dwninaledstate coreward
of Antarss sector. The first issue is
available and contains a complete
subsector, a wwld profile, a history
of the Ernpire, and &tails on the
Empirenavy!Sendabusiness-sized
SASE to PaulJ. Drye, 12 Muitiands
Dr., .karbwough, Ontario, CANADA, MIV 282 for your issue. (47)

Don't miss Challenge 51. available in July. Challenge will
be published monthly starting with this issue!
Gm:

2 m

A POW camp becomes a pool of slave labor in "Black
Siberia." Plus. "Standard Operating Procedures" by Captain
Thomas E. Mulkey. US Army (Ret.)

f

i

~UR ~

Aconspiracy to shut down "Kiraag Research Station" and
the thrilling conclusion to "Behind Blue Eyes."

2306)A D
Confront the treacherous Tricolor organization in "Operation Back Door. Episode 3: Saboteurs and Skullduggery."

SPACE:
1889
Solve the mystery of a deserted mining camp in "A Lode
of Trouble." the final episode of "Thymiamata: 1889."

Mom!
Plus Shadowrun. Cyberpunk. Star Trek. BattleTech. Silent
Death. Empires for Rent. and much more.
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Who are the Clans?

@

Where do they come from?

The Wolf Clan Sourcebook

includes a detailed discussion

What do they really want?

of the key Battle of Tukayyid,

and information on the

The Wolf Clan Sourcebook,

the first of four volumes

unique BattleMechs of this

group. Also featured is a

concerning the invading Clans,

reveals the history, culture,

16-page section featuring Jeff

and military capabilities of

Laubenstein's color renderings

the Wolves, one of the

of the Wolf Clan's uniforms &

premier Clans. The Clan's

crests, and the battlearmor of

military tactics and internal

the mysterious Elementals! This

hierarchy are explored, and its

EXCLuslvE uK DISTRIBUTORS-

sourcebook is a must for

chart
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